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Chapter1
Introduction

1.1 Background

This thesis concerns a new efficient method to model the chemistry in combustion sim-
ulations. Combustion is the main source of energy for, e.g., transportation, heating and
electrical energy production. More than 80% of our worldwide energy support is provided
by combustion of organic fuels. This makes it really worthwhile studying combustion pro-
cesses. The key words in combustion research are clean and efficient. Efficient, because
our resources of fossil fuels are limited, so we have to use them wisely. Despite the growth
of renewable energy sources, like solar and wind energy, fossil fuels will continue to be an
important energy source for the next 100 years [97].

Clean combustion has become an important aspect in the last decades. Besides heat,
combustion of hydrocarbon fuels always generates unwanted products or pollutants. Some
examples of pollutant species are carbonmonoxide (CO), which is highly toxic, and sulphur
and nitrogen oxides (SOx and NOx), which cause acid rain. The emission of carbon dioxide
(CO2), which is inherent to combustion of fossil fuels, is believed to be responsible for
the greenhouse effect and can only be reduced by improving the efficiency of combustion
appliances. Due to an increased awareness of the ecological impact of these emissions,
ever more restrictive emission regulations have been passed by the government, forcing
the industry to acquire detailed, fundamental knowledge of the combustion process.

In the 17th century it was believed that fire was a matter called phlogiston, which es-
caped from a burning object. Some 100 years later Lavoisier (1743–1794) disproved the
phlogiston theory and he showed that combustion is nothing else than a chemical reac-
tion between fuel and oxygen. Modern combustion research started in the beginning of
the 20th century with scientists like Arrhenius and Zeldovich. Until 1960 combustion re-
search was mainly of empirical nature and analytical work considered extremely simplified
models only. With the advent of fast computers and the growing knowledge of chemical
kinetics during the last decades, a detailed mathematical description of chemically reacting
flows became available. Like in many other fields of fluid dynamics, computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) has become an important part of combustion research.

Although the speed and storage capacity of modern computers increases continuously,
it is still impossible to employ models that use detailed chemistry for the simulation of
combustion in practical furnaces. Especially the models for turbulent flames are tremen-
dously complicated due to the large range of time and length scales involved. The mod-
elling of laminar flames is easier because the flow is relatively simple. Nowadays, numer-
ical simulations of one-dimensional laminar flames with detailed chemistry and transport
models are often used in combustion research. Nevertheless, the computation time for
multi-dimensional laminar flame models prohibits the simulation of flames in complex
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geometries or an investigation of the influence of different parameters.
The use of complex reaction mechanisms is, apart from some simple cases, impossi-

ble, because for each species a partial differential equation has to be solved, and a typical
reaction mechanism for hydrocarbon combustion considers more than 100 species [92].
Furthermore, the chemical kinetics cause the system of differential equations to be very
stiff, which makes the use of expensive implicit solvers inevitable. Therefore, much re-
search is spent on the development of reduction methods, which create reduced chemical
models based on the complex reaction mechanism. These simplified chemistry models
reduce the computational effort considerably without losing too much accuracy.

The first and probably the most well-known systematic reduction method is introduced
by Peters et al. [65, 66]. This method (referred to as conventional reduction technique) is
based on the observation that due to very fast chemical processes in combustion problems
many chemical species and reactions are in quasi-steady state or partial equilibrium. When
a species is assumed to be in steady state, the corresponding differential equation can be
replaced by an algebraic relation, which reduces the computational cost. The main disad-
vantage of the method is that a vast knowledge of the chemical kinetics is required, because
the researcher has to decide which species can be assumed to be in steady state. This prob-
lem is solved in the reduction methods introduced by Lam and Goussis [46] and Maas and
Pope [54]. In these reduction techniques a more mathematical approach is used, which
makes it possible to perform the reduction procedure automatically without insight of the
user in the chemical kinetics. In both methods the fast chemical processes are identified
by a mathematical analysis of the chemical system. Linear combinations of species corre-
sponding to the fast chemical processes are assumed to be in steady state. In the method of
Maas and Pope the fast and slow chemical processes are separated by using an eigenvalue
analysis of the Jacobian of the chemical source term, while Lam and Goussis propose a
computational singular perturbation method.

The methods based on steady-state assumptions are, however, less efficient in ’low’-
temperature regions. At high temperatures many chemical processes are fast and can be
assumed to be in partial equilibrium. At lower temperatures the number of slow chem-
ical processes increases and less species can be assumed to be in quasi-steady state. At
these lower temperatures, convection and diffusion become important and the local mix-
ture composition is determined by a balance between convection, diffusion and reaction.

In this thesis a new reduction method is presented, that is not only based on ’chemical’
assumptions like existing reduction methods, but that also takes the main parts of convec-
tion and diffusion into account. This reduction method is developed for premixed laminar
flames. In premixed flows, fuel and oxidizer are mixed on a molecular level. Since the
chemical reactions taking place are typically very fast, premixed flames are characterized by
a thin propagating flame front with a thickness in the order of a tenth of a millimeter in
the case of atmospheric hydrocarbon flames. The propagation of the flame front normal
to itself, the so-called burning velocity, is the key feature of premixed combustion. In this
thesis the method is applied to premixed methane/air flames, because methane (CH4) is
the main component of natural gas. However, the method can be applied to any fuel and
any reaction mechanism without detailed knowledge of the chemical kinetics.

In the remainder of this chapter the equations governing chemically reacting flows are
presented. The mathematical description of the chemistry is presented in section 1.3. The
most important reduction methods are discussed in section 1.4. At the end of this chapter
an outline of the remaining part of this thesis is given.
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1.2 Chemically reacting flows

In this section we formulate the equations describing chemically reacting flows. The evo-
lution of chemically reacting flows is governed by a set of transport equations describing
the conservation of mass, momentum, energy and chemical components. We formulate
these conservation laws as well as the constitutive relations. Models are presented for the
diffusion velocity of species, for the stress tensor, and for the heat-flux vector. A model for
the chemistry is presented in the next section. More detailed information on the derivation
of the conservation equations for a reacting gas mixture can be found in [95].

Conservation of mass is expressed by the continuity equation

∂ρ

∂t
+∇·(ρu) = 0, (1.1)

where ρ is the mass density andu = (u, v, w)T the velocity of the gasmixture. Conservation
of momentum is covered by the Navier-Stokes equations

∂(ρu)

∂t
+∇·(ρuu) = −∇p−∇·τ + ρg, (1.2)

with p the hydrostatic pressure, τ the stress tensor, and g the acceleration due to gravity.
No body forces other than gravity are considered in (1.2). For matters of convenience, the
equation describing conservation of energy is written in terms of the specific enthalpy h

∂(ρh)

∂t
+∇·(ρuh) = −∇·q − τ : (∇u) +

Dp

Dt
, (1.3)

where q denotes the heat flux. The second and third term on the right-hand side of (1.3)
represent enthalpy production due to viscous effects and pressure variations. In (1.3), it is
assumed that there are no volumetric heat sources.

Finally, conservation of the chemical components is given by transport equations for the
species mass fractions, which are defined as Yi = ρi/ρ with ρi the mass density of species i.
The density of the mixture is the sum of the densities of the various species: ρ =

∑Ns

i=1 ρi,
with Ns the number of species. The conservation equations for the species mass fractions
Yi (i = 1, . . . , Ns) read

∂(ρYi)

∂t
+∇·(ρuiYi) = ω̇i, (1.4)

where ω̇i is the chemical source term and ui the specific velocity of species i. The chem-
ical source term ω̇i is defined as the mass of species i that is produced (or consumed) by
chemical reactions per unit volume and per unit time. Since chemical reactions are mass
conserving, the following relation holds:

Ns∑
i

ω̇i = 0. (1.5)

By introducing the diffusion velocity Ui of species i as

Ui = ui − u, (1.6)
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the mass balance (1.4) is rewritten in the more commonly used convection-diffusion form

∂(ρYi)

∂t
+∇·(ρuYi) = −∇·(ρUiYi) + ω̇i. (1.7)

The set of differential equations (1.1)–(1.3) and (1.7) is completed with two state equa-
tions. The caloric equation of state

h =
Ns∑
i=1

Yihi, with hi = href
i +

T∫
T ref

cpi(T
′) dT ′, (1.8)

defines the enthalpy h as a function of temperature T and species mass fractions assuming
that the species are thermally perfect gases. In (1.8) hi, href

i and cpi are the specific enthalpy,
specific enthalpy of formation at reference temperature T ref and specific heat capacity at
constant pressure of species i, respectively. The specific heat capacity at constant pressure
of the gas mixture is given by

cp =

Ns∑
i=1

Yicpi, (1.9)

with the species heat capacities cpi well tabulated in polynomial form [42]. In most com-
bustion problems the gas mixture and its components are considered to behave as perfect
gases. Therefore, the thermal equation of state is given by the ideal-gas law

ρ =
pM̄

RT
, (1.10)

with R the universal gas constant and M̄ the average molar mass defined as

M̄ =

(
Ns∑
i=1

Yi/Mi

)−1

, (1.11)

where Mi is the molar mass of species i. Summarizing, we have found a system of Ns + 5
conservation equations (1.1)–(1.3) and (1.7) and two state equations (1.8) and (1.10), which
describe the evolution of Ns + 7 variables: ρ, u, p, h, T and Ns species mass fractions Yi.

Since the typical flow velocities in laminar flames are much smaller than the speed of
sound (the Mach number Ma is O(10−3)), the governing equations can be simplified by
using the low-Mach number approximation [9]. This low-Mach number approximation is
referred to as the Combustion Approximation. By using low-Mach number asymptotics,
it can be shown [73] that the leading and first-order pressure in a Mach-number series
expansion are functions of time only. Since only open systems are considered in this thesis,
the leading-order pressure is not only constant in space, but in time as well. As a result the
gas law (1.10) now reads

ρ =
pambM̄

RT
, (1.12)

with pamb the ambient pressure. Furthermore, the pressure term in the energy equation
(1.3) vanishes. Moreover, since the term in (1.3) involving the stress tensor is O(Ma2) [73],
the energy dissipation by viscous forces is usually neglected in laminar combustion as well.
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In order to solve the system of conservation equations, models for τ , q, Ui and ω̇i are
required. A model for the chemical source term ω̇i is given in section 1.3. The stress
tensor τ of the gas mixture is taken identical to the stress tensor for a single-component
Newtonian fluid. Using Stokes’ assumption the stress tensor can be expressed as

τ = −µ
(∇u + (∇u)T − 2

3
(∇·u)I

)
, (1.13)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the mixture and I the unit tensor. Although this ex-
pression is formally not correct due to the multi-component nature of the mixture, it can
be shown that it is accurate for laminar combustion [95].

For the heat flux q we use the common expression [95]

q = −λ∇T +
Ns∑
i=1

ρUiYihi, (1.14)

with λ the thermal conductivity of themixture. This expression for q takes into account heat
transport through conduction and mass diffusion. Heat transport caused by concentration
gradients (Dufour effect) and pressure gradients is usually neglected in flame simulations
[93].

In general the mixture averaged viscosity µ and conductivity λ depend on the tempera-
ture and composition of the mixture in a complex way. Therefore, the evaluation of these
transport properties is very CPU-intensive (CPU: Central Processing Unit). In order to
reduce the computational cost of the simulations presented in this thesis, the transport
properties are modelled by using simplified formulations for λ and µ for fuel/air mixtures
[85]:

λ/cp = 2.58× 10−5 (T/298 K)0.69 kg m−1 s−1, (1.15)

µ/cp = 1.67× 10−8 (T/298 K)0.51 kg2 J−1 m−1 s−1. (1.16)

These expressions are found by fitting the results of methane/air flame simulations with
more complex transport models. As a result, these models are only accurate for comparable
conditions, i.e. fuel/air mixtures, which consist mainly of nitrogen (N2).

Diffusion of species is caused by concentration gradients, temperature gradients (Soret
effect) and pressure gradients [37]. In atmospheric hydrocarbon flames, however, the latter
two can be neglected [93]. With this assumption the diffusion velocitiesUi can be described
by the Stefan-Maxwell equation [18]:

∇Xi =
Ns∑
j=1

XiXj

Dij

(Uj −Ui), (1.17)

where Xi = YiM̄/Mi is the mole fraction of species i. This expression involves the binary
diffusion coefficients Dij , which are independent of the mixture composition. Since the
diffusion velocity of a species depends on the concentration gradients of all other species,
the evaluation of (1.17) is very CPU-intensive. Therefore, a simplified model is used for
the diffusion velocities. In this thesis, the diffusion velocities are modelled by a Fick-like
expression [56], i.e.

UiYi = −Dim∇Yi, (1.18)
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where Dim is the mixture-averaged diffusion coefficient, describing the diffusion of species
i in the mixture. Relation (1.18) is accurate for trace species and applies quite well in
premixed fuel/air flames, because N2 is abundant in this case.

The ratio of thermal conduction to species diffusion is given by the Lewis numbers,
defined as

Lei =
λ

ρDimcp
. (1.19)

By using these Lewis numbers the species diffusion fluxes can be expressed as

ρUiYi = − λ

Leicp

∇Yi, (1.20)

and the heat-flux vector as

q = − λ

cp

∇h− λ

cp

Ns∑
i=1

(
1

Lei

− 1

)
hi∇Yi, (1.21)

where we used∇h = cp∇T +
∑Ns

i hi∇Yi. Using these expressions the set of partial differ-
ential equations is cast in its final form:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇·(ρu) = 0, (1.22)

∂(ρu)

∂t
+∇·(ρuu) = −∇p−∇·τ + ρg, (1.23)

∂(ρh)

∂t
+∇·(ρuh)−∇·

(
λ

cp
∇h

)
= ∇·

(
λ

cp

Ns∑
i=1

(
1

Lei
− 1

)
hi∇Yi

)
, (1.24)

∂(ρYi)

∂t
+∇·(ρuYi)−∇·

(
λ

Leicp
∇Yi

)
= ω̇i, i = 1, . . . , Ns. (1.25)

Since the Ns species equations (1.25) together with the continuity equation (1.22) are over-
complete, only Ns − 1 species equations (1.25) are solved. The solution for the abundant
species (i = Ns) and its effective Lewis number follow from the constraints

Ns∑
i=1

Yi = 1 and
Ns∑
i=1

UiYi = 0. (1.26)

In order to reduce the computational cost the Lewis numbers of the trace species are as-
sumed to be constant.

For the analysis furtheron in this thesis, it is instructive to consider the element mass
fractions Zj defined as

Zj =

Ns∑
i=1

wjiYi, j = 1, . . . , Ne, (1.27)
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where wji denotes the mass fraction of element j in species i. Conservation equations for
the Ne element mass fractions can be derived by taking the proper linear combination of
(1.25):

∂(ρZj)

∂t
+∇·(ρuZj)−∇·

(
λ

cp
∇Zj

)
= ∇·

(
λ

cp

Ns∑
i=1

(
1

Lei
− 1

)
wji∇Yi

)
. (1.28)

These equations are, of course, not independent of the set (1.25). Note the resemblance
between (1.24) and (1.28). Both equations do not contain a chemical source term, which
implies that Zj and h in a flame are only influenced by convection and diffusion. Moreover,
in case of Lewis numbers equal to 1 (Lei = 1) the terms involving ∇Yi drop out and all
element mass fractions and the enthalpy behave exactly the same.

In this section we have formulated the equations describing a laminar flame using a
number of assumptions and approximations. Nevertheless, the equations presented here
have proven to be accurate for laminar hydrocarbon/air flames and are used in many nu-
merical studies (e.g. [40, 69, 81]). It is worth mentioning that the reduction method pre-
sented in this thesis does not rely on these assumptions and can be used, for instance, in
combination with more complex models for the transport properties as well.

1.3 Combustion chemistry

In the previous section the governing equations are introduced, but the chemical source
terms ω̇i appearing in the species balance equations are not specified yet. The oxidation of
hydrocarbon fuels is governed by many elementary reaction steps. Before presenting the
general expression for the chemical source term, the contribution of only one elementary
reaction is considered. As an example we consider the reaction

O2 + H→ OH + O, (1.29)

in which oxygen (O2) and atomic hydrogen (H) react and form the radicals hydroxyl (OH)
and oxygen (O). The reaction rate rf is assumed to be proportional to the concentrations of
the reactants:

rf = kf [O2][H], (1.30)

where the square brackets denote the concentration ρYi/Mi of species i and kf the reaction
rate coefficient. The subscript f indicates that the forward reaction is considered. The
reaction rate coefficient is usually written in a modified Arrhenius form [93]

kf = AT β exp(−Ea/RT ), (1.31)

withA and β reaction constants andEa the activation energy (J mol−1). For a homogeneous
system, the concentration of the species involved will change in time due to reaction (1.29)
as follows:

d[OH]

dt
=

d[O]

dt
= −d[O2]

dt
= −d[H]

dt
= rf . (1.32)

In general, the species may also react in opposite direction:

O2 + H← OH + O. (1.33)
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The reaction rate of this reversed reaction is denoted by rr and the net reaction rate of the
forward and reversed reactions (1.29) and (1.33) is given by

r = rf − rr = kf [O2][H]− kr[OH][O]. (1.34)

The reaction coefficient of the reversed reaction kr can be obtained by using the equilibrium
constant keq

keq(p, T ) =
kf

kr

, (1.35)

which is well defined by thermodynamic properties of the species involved in the reaction
[87]. The use of (1.35) to compute kr from kf and keq results in a much more accurate
prediction of the chemical equilibrium composition, than when a similar expression as
(1.31) is used for kr.

In general, a chemical reaction j can be written as

Ns∑
i=1

ν ′
ijMi 


Ns∑
i=1

ν ′′
ijMi, (1.36)

whereMi represents species i and νij = ν ′′
ij − ν ′

ij the stoichiometric coefficients, which
indicate how many molecules of species i take part in reaction j. In a practical gas-phase
combustion system the reaction order,

∑Ns

i=1 ν ′
ij, of the reactions involved will not exceed

three. Reaction (1.29) is an example of a second-order reaction, which is the most common
and least complicated type of reaction. Two other important reaction types are the dissocia-
tion reaction and its counterpart the recombination reaction, which are first and third order,
respectively. At not too high densities (pressures below 100 bar) the probability of a colli-
sion between four or more molecules is so small, that the influence of these higher-order
reactions may be neglected.

The general expression for the reaction rate of reaction (1.36) reads

rj = kfj

Ns∏
i=1

[Mi]
ν′

ij − krj

Ns∏
i=1

[Mi]
ν′′

ij . (1.37)

The total source term as it appears in the conservation equations for the species (1.25),
contains the contribution of all chemical reactions, viz.

ω̇i = Mi

Nr∑
j=1

νijrj, (1.38)

where Nr is the total number of reactions.
The reactions and their rate constants A, β and Ea are listed in so-called reaction mech-

anisms or reaction schemes. Comprehensive and well-tested reaction schemes for natural
gas combustion are provided by several research groups, e.g. [45, 83, 93]. These reaction
schemes describe several hundred elementary reactions between more than 50 species. In
this work we have used the mechanism from Smooke [85] as base mechanism for the re-
duced computations. Since this mechanism represents only a minimal subset of the com-
plete mechanism, it is sometimes referred to as a skeletal mechanism. This skeletal mech-
anism does not include the path to higher hydrocarbons, but considers only C1 chemistry
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Figure 1.1. Main reaction path in methane combustion for not too fuel-rich conditions
[92]. The dashed box describes what is usually referred to as the C2 chain. The C1

chain is shown in the box on the left.
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(see figure 1.1). However, it is claimed to predict the most important flame features well
for fuel-lean methane/air flames. This skeletal mechanism consists of only 16 species and
25 reversible reactions and is therefore less CPU-intensive and thus more attractive to use
in detailed flame computations than the mechanisms mentioned above. The species, their
Lewis numbers and the reactions with their reaction constants are listed in appendix A. The
use of this skeletal mechanism is not essential for the reduction method presented in this
thesis. The method is a general reduction technique, which can be applied to any reaction
mechanism.

1.4 Reduced chemical models

In order to simulate combustion processes the conservation equations for mass, momen-
tum and energy presented in the previous sections have to be solved. Furthermore, for
each species in the reaction mechanism a balance equation has to be considered. Solving
the set of partial differential equations (1.22)–(1.25) is the key problem in combustionmod-
elling. As the number of species involved is generally quite large, not only a large number
of equations has to be solved, but the chemical source terms in these equations contain
contributions of even more reactions. The highly non-linear chemical source term causes
a strong coupling between the different equations. Furthermore, the different reactions in
the chemical source term describe processes with a wide range of time scales [54]. This
causes the set of equations to be stiff, which implies that very small time steps or special
numerical techniques have to be used to solve the system. Despite of all these difficulties,
numerical simulations of flames with detailed reaction mechanisms have been reported in
the literature by several authors (see e.g. [14, 60, 88]). However, these simulations are re-
stricted to simple geometries and their computational times often exceed days, prohibiting
an extensive study on the effect of different parameters.

In the last ten years, a lot of effort has been put in the development of methods to reduce
the computation time of flame simulations. One way to achieve this is using sophisticated
numerical methods to solve the governing set of equations. State-of-the-art in this field of
combustion research is the use of multi-grid solvers [22, 38], parallel computing [88] and
local grid refinement [2, 3].

Another way to reduce the computational cost of flame simulations is to simplify the
chemical reaction model. A classical approach describing the chemistry in flames was
developed by Zeldovich and Kamenetzki [98]. They presume that all chemical reactions can
be summarized in a single, global one-step reaction, combining fuel F and oxidizer O to
products P,

F + O→ P. (1.39)

More recently, various authors have proposed reaction mechanisms consisting of a few
global reaction steps. A major problem using these ’ad-hoc’ global mechanisms is that
the reaction parameters required for the computation of the chemical source term cannot
be derived from elementary kinetic data. Instead, the reaction parameters are obtained
by fitting the results to experiments [50, 53] or computations with detailed chemistry [94].
This limits the applicability of these models to the mostly small range of conditions they
are developed for. Extrapolation to other conditions may result in unrealistic behaviour.
Although global mechanisms have been applied in many combustion simulations (e.g.
[3, 51]), their lack of accuracy causes them to be useful for global studies only.
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More accurate chemical reduction techniques are based on the observation that a typical
combustion system contains many chemical processes with a much smaller time scale than
the flow time scales. These fast chemical processes can be decoupled, reducing the stiff-
ness of the system and thus increasing the computational efficiency. The most prominent
reduction methods are the reduction technique introduced by Peters and Williams [66, 63],
the computational singular perturbation (CSP) method from Lam and Goussis [46] and the
intrinsic low-dimensional manifold (ILDM) approach of Maas and Pope [54]. Each of these
methods identifies the fast chemical processes in a different manner.

Conventional reduction technique

In the conventional reduction technique partial-equilibrium and steady-state assumptions
are invoked for particular reactions and species that are associated with fast processes. A
steady-state approximation simply states that for a certain species the chemical reactions
balance, i.e. for species i

ω̇i = Mi

Nr∑
j=1

νijrj = 0. (1.40)

Equation (1.40) results in an algebraic equation (involving contributions of many reactions)
for each species considered to be in steady state. Obviously, the nomenclature stems from
the description of a homogeneous reacting system, where this equation implies that the
time derivative of the concentration of species i is zero. In a flame, it implies that the time
scales of the reactions producing or consuming a steady-state species are much shorter
than the time scales related to convection and diffusion.

When the first Nst species are assumed to be in steady state, their conservation equa-
tions are replaced by (1.40) and the set of equations (1.25) becomes

0 = ω̇i i = 1, . . . , Nst, (1.41)

∂(ρYi)

∂t
+∇·(ρuYi)−∇·

(
λ

Leicp
∇Yi

)
= ω̇i i = Nst + 1, . . . , Ns. (1.42)

Due to the application of the algebraic steady-state relations not only the number of dif-
ferential equations is reduced, but also their stiffness, since the differential equations for
the species with the fastest time scales are removed from the set of differential equations.
However, if no further assumptions are made, the steady-state relations (1.41) form a set of
non-linear coupled algebraic equations, which is not easy to solve. To reduce the complex-
ity of this set and, even more, to obtain explicit expressions for the steady-state species, the
steady-state expressions (1.40) can be truncated by considering the largest terms in (1.40)
only [63, 86].

In the conventional reduction technique, the selection of the steady-state species is done
by hand, which requires a deep insight of the user in the chemical kinetics. A detailed in-
vestigation of the reaction paths and the time scales in the chemical reaction mechanism
should give information about which species are closest to steady state. For higher hy-
drocarbon fuels with reaction mechanisms consisting of hundreds of reactions this is a
complicated task. Furthermore, the conventional reduction technique is a global method,
which means that the same species are assumed in steady state at different conditions in
different systems. However, it depends on the local conditions which species are in quasi-
steady state. Species, which can be assumed in steady state at e.g. high temperatures, may
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be not in steady state at lower temperatures. In general, a reduced reaction mechanism will
not yield accurate results outside the range of conditions for which it is developed.

In view of these problems, the time-scale analysis in the CSP and ILDM method is
performed automatically, based on the local Jacobian of the chemical source term. The CSP
method uses computational singular perturbation to identify the fast time scales. Since this
is done dynamically, the number and identity of the steady-state speciesmay vary during the
combustion process. Although this technique is very accurate, its applicability to complex
simulations is questionable due to its high computational cost. Recently, Massias et al. [58]
used the CSP method to construct global reduced mechanisms. By averaging the local CSP
data over the computational domain of a simple test problem, global characteristics of the
dynamics are computed. Since global mechanisms are fixed throughout the domain, they
are more efficient to use. However, it must be noted that the accuracy of the local CSP
method is lost in this way.

Intrinsic low-dimensional manifolds

In this section we discuss the ILDM method introduced by Maas and Pope [54]. It is
explained more extensively than the other reduction techniques, because the reduction
method presented in this thesis is based on the ILDMmethod. Since the description given
here is certainly not complete, the reader is referred to e.g. [5, 25, 54] for a more elaborate
discussion of ILDM.

The ILDM method identifies the fast processes by using an eigenvalue analysis of the
local Jacobian of the chemical source term. In order to study the chemical nature of the
reaction system, the convection and diffusion terms in (1.25) are omitted. This yields the
following differential equations for a homogeneous time-dependent system:

dYi

dt
= Wi, i = 1, . . . , Ns, (1.43)

where Wi = ω̇i/ρ. The composition of a mixture, which is given by the mass fractions of all
species, can be written in vector notation as Y = (Y1, . . . , YNs)

T . In vector notation (1.43)
reads

dY

dt
= W , (1.44)

with W = (W1, . . . , WNs)
T the chemical source term. The vector notation is associated

with the description of the mixture in a Ns-dimensional space, which is called the compo-
sition space. When a set of basis vectors is defined corresponding to the species, the mass
fractions are the coordinates in the composition space. Formally, the pressure and en-
thalpy are needed to describe the complete composition of the mixture, yielding a (Ns + 2)-
dimensional composition space. However, since p and h are constant here, they are omitted
in the vector notation.

To identify the fast and slow chemical processes, the chemical source term W is lin-
earized around the reference composition Y 0:

dY

dt
≈W (Y 0) + J(Y 0)(Y − Y 0), (1.45)

where J(Y 0) is the Ns × Ns Jacobian matrix with elements Jij = ∂Wj/∂Yi|Y 0 . The lo-
cal characteristics of the system can be examined by transforming (1.45) into the basis of
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eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix. The Jacobian matrix is therefore diagonalized as fol-
lows

J = SΛS−1, (1.46)

whereΛ is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues λi. The columns of matrix S are the right
eigenvectors si of the Jacobian matrix. By using the transformation Y = SŶ , equation
(1.45) can be written in the basis of eigenvectors:

dŶ

dt
= Ŵ 0 + Λ(Ŷ − Ŷ 0), (1.47)

with Ŵ 0 = S−1W (Y 0). As a result of this transformation, the differential equations in
(1.47) are decoupled and the evolution of each mode Ŷi is described by

dŶi

dt
= Ŵ 0

i + λi(Ŷi − Ŷ 0
i ). (1.48)

This equation gives us the basis for a time-scale analysis of the different modes. When
the absolute value of the eigenvalue λi is small, the typical time scale of the corresponding
mode is given by (Ŵ 0

i )−1. On the other hand, if the absolute value of the real part of
the eigenvalue is large, the time scale is given by λ−1

i . If the magnitude of λi is large,
movements in the direction of the associated eigenvector will proceed fast. Depending on
the sign of the real part of the eigenvalues we can distinguish between different kinds of
behaviour. Modes with a positive real part of the eigenvalue will grow exponentially in time.
For negative real parts of the eigenvalues the corresponding processes will relax towards a
steady state. It can be shown [25] that modes with λi = 0 correspond to conserved quantities
such as an element mass fraction.

Considering the behaviour of the different reaction modes, it can be concluded that the
introduction of steady-state equations is most suitable for modes corresponding to eigen-
values with large negative real parts. If the modes are ordered in such a way that the eigen-
values with the lowest index correspond to the fastest damping processes, the steady-state
equations may be written as

(sL
i , W ) = 0, i = 1, . . . , Nst, (1.49)

where sL
i are the left eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix. Since the analysis is based on

the local Jacobian matrix, the combination of species in steady state changes in composi-
tion space. The collection of all points in composition space which satisfy (1.49), form a
(Ns − Nst)-dimensional subspace: the intrinsic low-dimensional manifold. In figure 1.2 it
is schematically shown how a reaction trajectory is rapidly attracted to the manifold due to
the fast chemical processes. The subsequent movement in the manifold is much slower.
In the reduced model the fast chemical processes are assumed in steady state and only
movements within the manifold are allowed.

Because the numerical solution of (1.49) is computationally expensive, the manifold is
computed in a pre-processing step before the actual flame modelling, instead of solving the
steady-state equations at run-time as in the conventional reduction method. For application
in flame simulations, the manifold is parametrized by so-called controlling variables and it
is tabulated in a look-up table. This is done once for a given mixture and, subsequently, this
database can be used in a series of combustion calculations.
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Y1

Y2

sL
slow

sL
fast

Figure 1.2. Fast and slow chemical processes in composition space. The thick arrows
represent the left eigenvectors sL

fast and sL
slow corresponding to the fast and slow chem-

ical processes, respectively. The reaction path (thin solid curve) is attracted towards the
manifold (dashed line).

Since the composition of a mixture in the manifold is completely described by a rel-
atively small number (Ns − Nst) of controlling variables, conservation equations have to
be solved for these slowly changing variables only, which reduces the computational cost.
Additionally, the chemical source terms can be computed in advance and stored in the
database, which makes a CPU-intensive evaluation of (1.38) at run-time unnecessary re-
sulting in a much faster flame simulation. The dimension of the look-up table is deter-
mined by the number of controlling variables that is needed to describe the slow chemical
processes. Or in other words: by the number of processes that can be assumed in steady
state. For simple fuels like CO/H2 mixtures, two controlling variables appear to be suffi-
cient [26, 55]. However, for an accurate reproduction of the burning velocity of premixed
methane/air flames at least three degrees of freedom are needed [25]. Together with varia-
tions in enthalpy, pressure and element composition that can occur in combustion systems,
this results in a high-dimensional look-up table.

Concluding, ILDM is a reduction method that identifies the fast chemical processes by
a local eigenvalue analysis of the chemical source term. ILDM has proven to be a very
successful method, which has been applied in many flame simulations (e.g. [26, 54, 77]).
However, due to the large number of controlling variables that is needed to get an accurate
prediction of the burning velocity, ILDM seems to be complicated for higher hydrocarbon
fuels in case of premixed flames.

1.5 Purpose of this study

The reduction methods discussed in the previous sections are based on the assumption
that a large number of species (or linear combinations of them) is in steady state. This
implies that the different contributions in the chemical source term are assumed to be
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much larger than the other terms in (1.25). Therefore, the left-hand side of (1.25) can be
neglected for these species, leaving a balance between the chemical reactions. A drawback
of using steady-state relations is that they only hold in high-temperature regions of a flame,
where the reaction rates are high and where chemistry is dominant. In ’colder’ regions of a
flame, however, convection and diffusion cannot be neglected and an increased number of
controlling variables is needed to describe the slow chemical processes. Furthermore, there
is an important region between the preheat zone and the reaction layer where reaction and
diffusion are in balance.

In this thesis a new method to create low-dimensional manifolds is introduced. This
method is not only based on ’chemical’ assumptions, but it also takes the most impor-
tant transport processes into account. It shares the idea with so-called flamelet approaches
[62, 33] that a multi-dimensional flame can be considered as a set of one-dimensional (1D)
flames: flamelets. This implies that the path followed in composition space in case of multi-
dimensional flames will be close to the path found in 1D flames. Therefore, the chemical
compositions in flamelets are used to construct a manifold in this new method. The result-
ing manifold is referred to as a Flamelet-Generated Manifold (FGM1).

It is expected that FGM coincides with the ILDM in high-temperature regions, but will
be a better approximation of the mixture composition in ’colder’ zones of laminar premixed
flames than the ILDM, since the main parts of convection and diffusion are taken into ac-
count. Besides the objective of validating this conjecture, the consequences are investigated
for the number of controlling variables that is needed to represent the combustion process.

Flame stretch, curvature and unsteady effects are not present in the flamelets that are
used to construct the FGM. These processes play, however, an important role in multi-
dimensional flames. Which (physical) processes must be included in the FGM and which
terms may be neglected is studied. Furthermore, it is examined how flame stretch affects
the accuracy of the FGM method, to what extent, and how to deal with it.

Another interesting aspect of reduced chemical models is their applicability. FGM is de-
veloped for premixed laminar flames, while ILDM can be applied to more types of combus-
tion processes: premixed, non-premixed, laminar and turbulent. We investigate whether
FGM is limited to premixed laminar flames and if not, how large the deviations from pre-
mixed laminar flame behaviour may be.

The main goal of reduction methods is to reduce the computational cost of flame simu-
lations without losing too much accuracy, and eventually, to make it possible to treat more
realistic problems. In this thesis it is also studied whether FGM can be used as an efficient
tool for flame simulations in more complex combustion systems.

1.6 Outline

In the foregoing sections the governing equations for reacting flow have been presented.
Somemodelling problems when using complex chemistry and their possible solutions have
been discussed in section 1.4. In the remaining part of this thesis, the FGM method is
presented and applied to (partially) premixed laminar flames.

The FGMmethod is introduced in chapter 2. First a set of flamelet equations is derived,
starting from the full set of transport equations (1.22)–(1.25). Then it is demonstrated how

1The abbreviations ILDM and FGM are used for both the manifold itself and the reduction method as a
whole.
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the solutions of the set of flamelet equations can be used to construct a manifold. The
application of FGM in combustion simulations is discussed as well. Some test results for
1D and 2D burner-stabilized methane/air flames are presented in section 2.4.

Flame stretch and curvature effects play an important role in realistic flames. Since a
FGM is constructed by using 1D stretchless flamelets, these multi-dimensional effects are
not included in the manifold. The influence of flame stretch on the accuracy of FGM is
investigated in chapter 3. In order to isolate the effects of flame stretch, the FGM method
is applied to premixed counterflow flames, which are not influenced by other multi-dimen-
sional perturbations. Special attention is given to the burning velocity of these stretched
flames.

In chapter 4 the application of FGM to partially-premixed flames is discussed. In order
to deal with variations in the mixture fraction, which occur in partially-premixed flames,
the manifold is extended with an additional controlling variable. This extended manifold is
used to compute so-called triple flames. The propagation speed and the local burning veloc-
ity of these triple flames are studied. Especially, the effects of flame stretch and curvature
on the local mass burning rate are investigated.

In chapter 5 it is studied whether FGM can be used to perform accurate and efficient
simulations of premixed laminar flames in complex burner systems. A semi-practical fur-
nace is modelled and the results are compared with temperature measurements in an ex-
perimental setup. Finally, summarizing conclusions are given in chapter 6.



Chapter2
Flamelet-Generated Manifolds

2.1 Flamelet equations

The FGM method shares its basic assumption with flamelet methods, that a multi-dimen-
sional flame can be considered as a set of 1D flamelets. Therefore, the compositions in
1D flames will be representative for the compositions in more general flames as well. In
this section a set of 1D flamelet equations is derived following the basic ideas of De Goey
and Ten Thije Boonkkamp [32, 33]. In the following sections it is explained how this set of
flamelet equations can be used to construct a FGM.

A premixed flame is defined as the region in space, where a scalar variable Y assumes
values between Yu = 0 in the unburnt gases and Yb = 1 in the burnt gases. The subscripts
u and b denote variables associated with the unburnt and burnt mixture, respectively. The
variable Y can be any linear combination of species mass fractions, which obeys ∇Y 6= 0.
A ’flame surface’ is defined as an iso-surface of Y , i.e. a surface at which Y(x, t) = const .
The motion of such a surface is described by the kinematic equation

dY
dt

:=
∂Y
∂t

+ uf · ∇Y = 0, (2.1)

stating that a point on a flame surface stays on this surface for all t. The local velocity of a
flame surface uf is determined by a balance between the local fluid velocity u and the local
burning velocity sL:

uf = u + sLn. (2.2)

The burning velocity is defined as the velocity at which the flame surface propagates normal
to itself and relative to the flow in the unburnt mixture. The local normal vector n can be
determined from the scalar field Y ,

n = − ∇Y|∇Y| , (2.3)

directed to the unburnt gas mixture. As figure 2.1 shows, the tangential component of the
flame surface velocity is equal to the tangential component of the fluid velocity and the
difference ρ(u−uf) normal to the flame surface is equal to the amount of mass effectively
consumed by the flame. Substitution of (2.2) in (2.1) leads to the kinematic equation

∂Y
∂t

+ u · ∇Y = sL|∇Y|. (2.4)

This equation is very similar to the well-known kinematic G-equation first introduced by
Williams [96], which describes the motion of a single flame sheet (Y = Y0). However,
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Y(x, t) = Y1
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Figure 2.1. Flamelet system adapted to iso-surfaces of Y .

important differences are that (2.4) describes the motion of all flame surfaces with Yu <
Y < Yb, and that sL is a field quantity in (2.4), while in the G-equation it is defined at the
flame sheet only.

In [32], De Goey and Ten Thije Boonkkamp proposed the stretch rate K as the relative
rate of change of the mass M(t), defined as

M(t) =

∫
V (t)

ρ dV, (2.5)

contained in an infinitesimal volume V (t) in the flame, moving with velocity uf :

K =
1

M

dM

dt
. (2.6)

Applying Reynolds’ transport theorem to M(t) in (2.5) gives the following expression for
the scalar field quantity K:

ρK =
∂ρ

∂t
+∇·(ρuf). (2.7)

Together with (2.2) this expression can be used to rewrite the continuity equation (1.22):

∇·(ρsLn) = ρK, (2.8)

where all distortions from local 1D flame behaviour are combined in the right-hand side
term ρK. Apart from the usual terms related to flame curvature and flow straining, this
definition of K incorporates additional contributions, for instance due to flame thickness
variations. A physical interpretation of the different contributions to flame stretch is pre-
sented in [32].

The conservation equation for the scalar variable Y reads

∂(ρY)

∂t
+∇·(ρuY)−∇·

(
λ

LeYcp

∇Y
)
− ω̇Y = 0, (2.9)

with LeY and ω̇Y generally depending on the other field variables in the flame. Using the
kinematic equation (2.4) and equations (2.7) and (2.2), the following equation for Y is
found rigorously

−∇·(ρsLnY)−∇·
(

λ

LeYcp
∇Y

)
− ω̇Y = −ρKY , (2.10)
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with all transport terms along the flame surfaces gathered in the right-hand-side term
−ρKY . Introducing the mass burning rate m = ρsL, the arc-length perpendicular to the
flame surfaces s and the variable σ, which is a measure for the flame surface through which
transport takes place (cf. figure 2.1), equation (2.10) can be written in quasi-1D form nor-
mal to the flame surfaces:

∂

∂s
(σmY)− ∂

∂s

(
σ

λ

LeYcp

∂Y
∂s

)
− σω̇Y = −σρKY . (2.11)

The derivative of σ is related to the curvature κ of the flame surface via

κ = ∇·n = −1

σ

∂σ

∂s
. (2.12)

Using this expression for κ, (2.11) becomes

∂

∂s
(mY)− ∂

∂s

(
λ

LeYcp

∂Y
∂s

)
− ω̇Y = −ρKY + κFY , (2.13)

where all perturbations from 1D flat flame behaviour are gathered at the right-hand side.
In (2.13) we introduced FY as a short-hand notation for the convective and diffusive flux of
Y . Using similar notations for the fluxes of the species mass fractions and the enthalpy, i.e.

Fi = mYi − λ

Leicp

∂Yi

∂s
, (2.14)

and

Fh = mh− λ

cp

∂h

∂s
− λ

cp

Ns∑
i=1

(
1

Lei
− 1

)
hi

∂Yi

∂s
, (2.15)

the full set of conservation equations can be cast in a quasi-1D form, which we refer to as
the flamelet equations:

∂m

∂s
= −ρK + κm, (2.16)

∂Fi

∂s
− ω̇i = −ρKYi + κFi + Qi, (2.17)

∂Fh

∂s
= −ρKh + κFh + Qh. (2.18)

This set of equations describes the internal structure of the flame front in terms of Yi(s),
hi(s) and the mass burning rate m(s) for a flamelet with a particular stretch field K(s)
and curvature field κ(s). When the set (2.16)–(2.18) is solved in combination with the
kinematic equation (2.1) for all flame surfaces, the full set of conservation equations for
species and enthalpy is solved. The terms Qi and Qh describe transport along the flame
surfaces, which arises because the local iso-surfaces of the variables Yi and h generally do
not coincide with iso-surfaces of Y . The terms Qi and Qh are given by

Qi = ρ(ufi − uf) ·∇Yi +∇·
(

λ

Leicp
∇||Yi

)
, (2.19)
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ρ(ufi − uf ) ·∇Yi ∇·
(
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∇||Yi

)
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Figure 2.2. Schematic representation of the different contributions in Qi. The black
and gray lines denote iso-surfaces of Y and Yi, respectively.

and

Qh = ρ(ufh − uf ) ·∇h +∇·
(

λ

cp
∇||h +

λ

cp

Ns∑
i=1

(
1

Lei
− 1

)
hi∇||Yi

)
, (2.20)

with ufi and ufh the local velocities of the iso-surfaces of Yi and h, respectively. In (2.19)
and (2.20), ∇|| denotes the nabla operator in tangential direction only. As shown in fig-
ure 2.2, the first term on the right-hand side of (2.19) represents the relative movement of
the iso-surfaces of Yi with respect to the iso-surfaces of Y . The second term denotes the
diffusive transport of Yi along the iso-surfaces of Y .

So far, no approximations have been made. The set of flamelet equations (2.16)–(2.18)
are found rigorously from the full set of conservation equations (1.22)–(1.24) by using the
stretch rate equation (2.7) and the kinematic equation (2.4). All perturbations from local
1D flat flame behavior are gathered in the right-hand sides of the flamelet equations. It is
expected that in most situations in premixed laminar flames these perturbations are small
compared to the other terms in the flamelet equations, although this might not be justified
under extreme circumstances, such as near local flame quenching. The stretch terms in
(2.16)–(2.18) can be neglected when the Karlovitz number is small:

Ka =
Kδf

sL
� 1, (2.21)

with δf the flame thickness. Curvature effects are negligible when the curvature radius κ−1

of the flame surfaces is much larger than the flame thickness:

|κ−1| � δf . (2.22)

If the transient time scales are longer than the flame time scale δf/sL, the first term in Q
can be neglected as well. The second term in Q was computed numerically for the tip of a
2D Bunsen flame in [31] and it appeared to be very small. The approximation that this term
is negligible, is related to the assumption that the length scales of the distortions along the
flame surfaces are much larger than the flame thickness.
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If all perturbations from 1D flat-flame behaviour are neglected, the following set of 1D
equations remains:

∂m

∂s
= 0, (2.23)

∂(mYi)

∂s
− ∂

∂s

(
λ

Leicp

∂Yi

∂s

)
= ω̇i, i = 1, . . . , Ns, (2.24)

∂(mh)

∂s
− ∂

∂s

(
λ

cp

∂h

∂s

)
=

∂

∂s

(
λ

cp

Ns∑
i=1

(
1

Lei
− 1

)
hi

∂Yi

∂s

)
. (2.25)

The balance equation (2.24) between convection, diffusion and reaction can be considered
as a steady-state relation just like (1.40) and (1.49). Note that in the steady-state relations
of conventional reduction techniques not only the multi-dimensional perturbations are ne-
glected, but also the left-hand side of (2.24) describing the major parts of convection and
diffusion.

The set of 1D equations (2.23)–(2.25) can be solved relatively easily with specialized 1D
flame codes like CHEM1D [12]. A solution of this set of equations is called a flamelet and
forms a curve in composition space, which can be regarded as a one-dimensional manifold.

2.2 Manifold construction

In this section it is described how the set of 1D equations (2.23)–(2.25) is used to create a
manifold. As in the ILDMmethod a distinction is made between variables that are changed
by chemical reactions (the species mass fractions Yi) and variables that are conserved by
chemical reactions (Zj , p and h). The composition of the chemical equilibrium mixture
is completely determined by the values of the conserved variables, while the combustion
process from the unburnt to burnt state is described by the reactive controlling variables,
which are referred to as progress variables. Following Maas and Pope [54], we first consider
the case of constant conserved variables. In section 2.2.3 it is discussed how variations in
the conserved variables should be treated.

2.2.1 One-dimensional manifold

In order to construct a FGM, the set of 1Dflamelet equations (2.23)–(2.25) is solved treating
the system as an adiabatic, freely-propagating, premixed, flat flame. This implies that the
boundary conditions at the unburnt side are of Dirichlet type

Yi(s→ −∞) = Yi,−∞, h(s→ −∞) = h−∞, (2.26)

and at the burnt side of Neumann type

dYi

ds
(s→∞) = 0,

dh

ds
(s→∞) = 0, (2.27)

and that the mass burning rate m is an eigenvalue of the problem. The solution of this sys-
tem is a 1D curve in composition space and is determined by its starting point (Yi,−∞, h−∞).
The one-dimensional FGM in composition space is simply the flamelet starting at the point
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Figure 2.3. Projection of the 1D FGM (full line) and ILDM (dashed line) onto the
H2O–H plane for a stoichiometric hydrogen/air mixture. The gray dots represent the
chemical state at different positions in a 2D premixed hydrogen/air flame computed
with detailed chemistry. The temperatures indicated at the top axis correspond to the
FGM.

that represents the unburnt mixture for which the manifold is created. In this way the
manifold connects the two most distinguished points in composition space: the point cor-
responding to the unburnt mixture (Yi,−∞, h−∞) = (Yi,u, hu) and the equilibrium point
(Yi,∞, h∞) = (Yi,eq, heq).

As an example the one-dimensional FGM and ILDM for a stoichiometric hydrogen/air
mixture are shown in figure 2.3 together with a scatter plot of the chemical state at differ-
ent positions in a 2D stationary premixed Bunsen flame computed with detailed chemical
kinetics. The detailed reaction mechanism is a subset of the reaction mechanism listed in
appendix A and includes 7 species and 7 reversible reactions. The mass fraction of atomic
hydrogen YH is plotted as function of the mass fraction of water YH2O, which is a suit-
able progress variable in this case, because it is continuously increasing in the flame from
YH2O,u = 0 in the unburnt mixture to the chemical equilibrium value YH2O,eq = 0.24. If YH

had been used as controlling variable, it would not have led to a unique mapping.

Generally, Lewis-number (or differential diffusion) effects cause local enthalpy and ele-
ment mass fraction variations in flames and thus also in the FGM database. In the ILDM
method, however, the element composition and the enthalpy of the mixture are constant
throughout the manifold and variations in the conserved variables can only be accounted
for by using additional controlling variables. Therefore, to make a fair comparison of the
methods in figure 2.3, Lewis numbers equal to 1 have been used in the computation of
both the FGM and the 2D flame so that differential diffusion effects are absent in all three
cases. An example of a FGM computed with Lewis numbers unequal to 1, is presented in
section 2.2.3.
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Because the composition is determined by chemical processes in the high temperature
range (YH2O > 0.19, T > 1600 K), the ILDM and FGM are there equivalent. However,
in the ’colder’ zone (YH2O < 0.19) diffusion processes disturb the balance between chem-
ical production and consumption. Since the major parts of convection and diffusion are
included in FGM, the FGM lies much closer to the data of the detailed chemistry compu-
tation than the ILDM. In order to get accurate results in this region, the ILDM should be
extended with additional progress variables, which decreases the numerical efficiency of the
method. For this simple hydrogen reaction mechanism two progress variable will probably
be enough. For more complex fuels and mechanisms many more controlling variables are
needed to create an accurate ILDM. The addition of extra dimensions to the ILDM in order
to satisfy accuracy requirements is described by Schmidt et al. [77].

The 2D Bunsen flame plotted in figure 2.3 is stabilized on a cold burner rim and is
therefore locally cooled. This results in lower H radical concentrations than for the adiabatic
FGM. In section 2.2.3 it is explained how these non-adiabatic effects can be accounted for
in FGM.

2.2.2 Multi-dimensional manifolds

Like in the ILDMmethod, the accuracy of the FGMmethod can be enhanced by increasing
the dimension of the manifold. With each additional dimension an extra progress variable,
as well as the corresponding differential equation, is introduced. In this way an extra degree
of freedom is added to the reduced system, which results in a more accurate description of
the full system. When the dimension of the manifold is increased, a larger part of the com-
position space is covered. The addition of dimensions can be continued until the manifold
spans the complete composition space. In that case the full system is recovered.

A 2D FGM can be constructed from a set of flamelets starting at different points on a
1D curve in composition space with constant conserved variables. This set of 1D flamelets
forms a 2D surface in composition space: the 2D FGM, which can be parametrized by
Npv = 2 progress variables. This method to generate multi-dimensional manifolds has
been introduced by Pope and Maas [71]. A unique choice of the starting curve — manifold
generator in [71] — cannot be given, although it should include the unburnt mixture and
must be chosen in such a way that the resulting manifold covers an as large as possible
range of the progress variables. Following these arguments Pope and Maas proposed a
specification of the starting curve based on the extreme values of major species [71]. For a
methane/air system a sensible choice of the major species is: CH4, O2, CO, H2, CO2, H2O
and N2. A mixture of these major species is stable and does not react at room temperature
(ω̇i = 0). The other (or minor) species are taken zero at the starting curve.

The exact choice of the starting curve determines the resulting manifold, but it may
not be crucial. If we assume that two controlling variables are sufficient to represent the
chemical composition in a premixed flame satisfactorily, then the flamelets will rapidly re-
lax towards a 2D attractingmanifold. Therefore, however the starting points are chosen, the
resulting manifold will be close to the underlying manifold except near the starting curve
itself, where chemistry is negligible anyhow. This is demonstrated in section 3.4.2, where
two similar 2D manifolds are created by using different starting curves. This method to
generate multi-dimensional manifolds can be extended to the general case of Npv dimen-
sions by choosing a (Npv − 1)-dimensional starting ’plane’.

As an example a 2D FGM is computed for a stoichiometric methane/air mixture. The
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Figure 2.4. Projection of a two-dimensional FGM onto the CO2–CO plane for a stoi-
chiometric methane/air mixture. The bold line denotes the one-dimensional manifold.

projection of this manifold on the CO2–CO plane is shown in figure 2.4. The origin of the
plot corresponds to the unburnt mixture, which consists of CH4, O2 and N2 only, and it is
connected with the equilibrium point by the 1D manifold. The projection of the starting
curve coincides with the horizontal and vertical axis in figure 2.4. Along the horizontal axis
CO2 and H2O are added to the initial mixture, while along the vertical axis CO and H2 are
added. Along the whole starting curve the enthalpy and the element mass fractions are kept
constant by changing the values of YCH4 , YO2 and T , which causes all flamelets to end up in
the same chemical equilibrium. The different flamelets rapidly converge to a 1D manifold,
which indicates that, apart from the conserved variables, one progress variable might be
enough to describe the chemical state in that region.

For application in flame simulation codes, a manifold is parametrized by controlling
variables. The species mass fractions or linear combinations of them can be used as con-
trolling variables. In ILDM and FGM the selection of the controlling (or progress) variables
is not related to fast or slow chemical processes as in the conventional reduction method.
In fact any combination of species can be used as long as the parametrization of the man-
ifold leads to a unique description of the mixture composition by the controlling variables.
For the 1Dmanifold shown in figure 2.4 with a bold line, YCO2 is an appropriate controlling
variable, while YCO would result in a non-unique mapping. On the other hand is YCO a
suitable second controlling variable for the 2D manifold.

2.2.3 Conserved variables

In general, one or more of the conserved quantities p, h and Zj might vary in space or
time due to other processes than chemical reaction, e.g. mixing and cooling/heating. If
variations in a conserved variable are expected to be important in the application, then this
variable should be added to the manifold as an additional controlling variable. In burner-
stabilized flames, e.g., the enthalpy changes due to non-adiabatic effects resulting from
flame stabilization. Furthermore, cooling due to radiation or walls may cause the enthalpy
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to decrease. To account for these enthalpy changes, the FGM is extended with h being
an additional parameter. The manifold is extended by solving the 1D flamelet equations
(2.23)–(2.25) for different values of h−∞. Corresponding to the Npv-dimensional manifold,
we then obtain a (Npv + 1)-dimensional manifold parametrized by Npv progress variables
and one additional controlling variable h.

Changes in the other conserved variables can be treated similarly, yielding a Ncv-dimen-
sional manifold with Ncv = Npv + Nav the total number of controlling variables and Nav

the number of additional controlling variables. Nav has a maximum value of Ne +1, i.e. the
number of independent conserved variables. However, only a small number of additional
controlling variables is needed for most applications, because in many cases several con-
served variables can be assumed constant. In open systems, for instance, the pressure is
constant and does not have to be used as an additional controlling variable.

In the remaining part of this chapter we discuss the application of FGM to laminar pre-
mixed burner-stabilized flames. Since these flames are purely premixed, the element mass
fractions are constant apart from local changes due to differential diffusion effects, which
are included in the manifold. Because the pressure is also constant in these flames, the en-
thalpy is the only conserved variable in which significant changes are expected (Nav = 1).
Since no large multi-dimensional perturbations are expected as well, one progress variable
is used (Npv = 1), resulting in a 2D manifold. As explained in section 2.2.2 more progress
variables can be used to increase the accuracy of the method. Since this implies that more
differential equations have to be solved and the look-up procedure in the database becomes
more complicated, the gain in computation time will decrease. Therefore, a small number
of controlling variables is preferred.

2.3 Application of FGM

The application of FGM in flame simulations can be divided in two parts. The first part is
the pre-processing step: the generation and storage of the flamelet data. This is explained
in section 2.3.1. The second part, described in section 2.3.2, considers the equations to be
solved during the flame computation itself.

2.3.1 Storage and retrieval

The implementation of FGM in a reacting-flow code is similar to the implementation of
ILDM. The low-dimensional manifold is found by solving steady-state equations in a pre-
processing step and the manifold is stored in a look-up table. In the FGM method a mani-
fold is constructed by using solutions of the 1D flamelet equations (2.23)–(2.25).

To construct a 2D manifold with enthalpy variations, a series of flamelets is computed
for different values of h−∞ as mentioned in section 2.2.3. The first flamelet is solved for
an initial mixture with a relatively high temperature, say T−∞,max = 390 K. For the follow-
ing flamelets the enthalpy is decreased by lowering the temperature of the initial mixture
in steps of approximately 30 K. The 1D flamelet equations are solved by using a modi-
fied Newton method, in which the previous flamelet is used as the initial guess of the new
solution. Since the difference between two succeeding flamelet solutions is small, a few it-
erations are sufficient to reach a converged solution. When an initial temperature of about
T−∞,min = 240 K is reached, another method to lower h−∞ is applied, because lower tem-
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Figure 2.5. Projection of the two-dimensional FGM data set onto the Y–h plane for a
stoichiometric methane/air mixture. The bold curve indicates the 1D manifold. In the
circle a detail of the underlying flamelets is magnified.

peratures are not realistic. From hereon the enthalpy is decreased by converting a fraction
of the initial fuel with oxygen into the products CO2 and H2O, keeping the element compo-
sition constant and the initial temperature at T−∞,min. This process is continued until the
flame temperature Tb becomes too low and the flame extinguishes.

This method to lower h−∞ is not unique and the initial mixtures could be chosen oth-
erwise. However, as argued in section 2.2.2 and demonstrated in section 3.4.2, the exact
choice of the starting points is not crucial.

The resulting data set is shown in figure 2.5 for a stoichiometric methane/air mixture,
where YO2 and h have been appointed as controlling variables. The mass fraction of oxygen
is chosen as progress variable, because it is continuously decreasing in these flamelets. The
progress variable is scaled using the initial and equilibrium value YO2,−∞ and YO2,eq of the
1D manifold (T−∞ = 300 K):

Y =
YO2 − YO2,−∞

YO2,eq − YO2,−∞
. (2.28)

Since at low enthalpy the mass fraction of O2 can be smaller than YO2,eq at h = hu, the
value of Y can be larger than 1 (see figure 2.5). Because enthalpy is conserved in the
flamelet equations, the initial and equilibrium value of h are the same in each flamelet.
However, due to differential diffusion effects the enthalpy changes locally in the flamelets.
This also holds for the element mass fractions, which are governed by a similar equation as
the enthalpy. Since these local variations are included in the manifold, additional control-
ling variables are not needed to model differential diffusion effects, while in ILDM these
changes can only be accounted for by using additional controlling variables.

In literature several techniques to store manifold data have been proposed, ranging
from artificial neural networks [15] and in situ adaptive tabulation [70] to orthogonal poly-
nomials [90]. The most important criteria for judging these storage techniques are the
memory required for the storage of the table, the CPU time required to retrieve a value,
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and the accuracy of the retrieved value. In the following a method is explained which ex-
ploits the characteristics of the data set, resulting in a fast, accurate, and stable look-up
procedure.

For each separate flamelet all dependent variables ϕ, that are needed in combustion
simulations, and the enthalpy are stored as a function of the progress variable. To realize
this, the Y range is divided into equal-sized regions, and a cubic polynomial is fitted to the
data points in each region (see figure 2.6). The resulting fit, consisting of the separate cubic
polynomials, and its first derivative are forced to be continuous at the region boundaries. In
order to predict the inlet and equilibrium composition accurately, the fit matches the data
set exactly at both compositions. The accuracy of the fit can be improved by increasing the
number of regions or the order of the polynomials.

To retrieve data from the manifold for given values of the controlling variables the fol-
lowing procedure is followed. First it is determined where the entry (Y?, h?) is located.
Therefore, the enthalpy is evaluated in two succeeding flamelets at Y = Y?, yielding hi and
hi+1 for flamelets i and i + 1 such that hi+1 < h? < hi (cf. figure 2.5). In the next step, in-
termediate values for the dependent variables are evaluated in both flamelets: ϕi and ϕi+1.
The final value ϕ? is obtained using a linear interpolation between these values:

ϕ? =
h? − hi+1

hi − hi+1
ϕi +

hi − h?

hi − hi+1
ϕi+1. (2.29)

Due to this linear interpolation as a function of h, the first derivative of ϕ with respect to h
is discontinuous at the flamelets, which may be a problem in gradient-based solvers. This
problem can be solved by using a higher-order interpolation. However, since the dependent
variables change very smoothly in the direction of h, this imperfection has no consequences
in our case.

One of the main advantages of this storage technique is that the boundaries of the tab-
ulated domain are known very accurately. Therefore, effective measures can be taken if
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an entry is outside this domain, resulting in a robust look-up method. Such a measure is
needed, for instance, when burnt gases are cooled intensively, e.g. due to a local heat sink.
The enthalpy of the mixture then drops below that of the ’coldest’ flamelet, and the com-
position enters the so-called low-enthalpy region, shown in figure 2.7. Since no flamelet
data is available there, the manifold must be continued into this region. A similar problem
occurs in ILDM: at low temperatures the steady-state equations do not yield a solution and
themanifold is continued into the cold region by linear extrapolation [55]. Recently, Gicquel
et al. [29] proposed a method very similar to FGM called flame prolongation of ILDM (FPI)
to tackle this problem. They prolongated the ILDM into the cold region by using the com-
positions in a 1D flame. Effectively, the 1D ILDM becomes exactly the same as the 1D FGM
by using this prolongation technique. Application of FPI to multi-dimensional manifolds
with two or more progress variables is not discussed in [29].

In FGM the manifold is prolongated into the low-enthalpy region as follows. First the
low-enthalpy region is mapped onto the unit square (η, ζ) = [0, 1]× [0, 1] by using

η =
Y − Y−∞
Yeq −Y−∞

and ζ =
h− hmin

hL − hmin
, (2.30)

where hL(η) is the enthalpy at the coldest flamelet and hmin the enthalpy of the chemical
equilibrium with T = Tmin (point A in figure 2.7). The profiles of the dependent variables
along the coldest flamelet ϕ(η, 1), the initial mixtures ϕ(0, ζ) and the chemical equilibria
ϕ(1, ζ) are known. The values in the low-enthalpy region are approximated by interpolation
using these profiles:

ϕ(η, ζ) = ϕ(η, 0) + [ϕ(η, 1)− ϕ(η, 0)] [ηf(ζ) + (1− η)g(ζ)] , (2.31)

with

f(ζ) =
ϕ(1, ζ)− ϕ(1, 0)

ϕ(1, 1)− ϕ(1, 0)
and g(ζ) =

ϕ(0, ζ)− ϕ(0, 0)

ϕ(0, 1)− ϕ(0, 0)
. (2.32)
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Figure 2.8. Projection of the different terms onto the manifold (dashed line) in the
ILDM (a) and FGM (b) method. The different terms and their projections are repre-
sented by black and gray arrows, respectively.

When ϕ(1, 1) = ϕ(1, 0) or ϕ(0, 1) = ϕ(0, 0), linear relations are used instead of (2.32), i.e.
f(ζ) = ζ and g(ζ) = ζ . Since in most practical cases extensive cooling takes place in the
burnt gases after the flame front, most entries in the low-enthalpy region are very close to
chemical equilibria (η = 1), where almost no interpolation error is made. Although this
procedure to continue the manifold in the low-enthalpy region is rather ’ad-hoc’ and might
need some more attention, it appears to work quite well.

2.3.2 Reduced set of equations

After the FGM is stored in a database, it can be linked to a standard CFD code. This means
that together with themomentum and continuity equations (1.22) and (1.23), the CFD code
has to solve differential equations for the controlling variables. In ILDM these conservation
equations for the controlling variables are derived by a projection of the full system onto
the manifold. The different terms in the governing equations are projected using the left
eigenvectors sL

fast corresponding to the fast chemical processes [55]. Due to the definition
of the ILDM the convection and the chemical source terms remain unchanged and only
the diffusion term is affected by the projection. The projection of the diffusion term in
ILDM is schematically shown in figure 2.8 (a), where it can be seen that the diffusion term
D is restricted to the manifold due to the balance between the large chemical production
R+

st and consumption R−
st terms in the steady-state relation. Since the burning velocity

of premixed laminar flames is determined by a balance between reaction and diffusion, an
accurate projection of the diffusion terms is important. Although the eigenvector projection
is mathematically the only correct one, other (simplified) projection techniques have been
used successfully [25, 26, 30].

As shown in figure 2.8 (b), the steady-state relations in the FGM method are given by a
balance between 1D convection C, diffusion D and reaction R: C + D +R = 0. The vec-
tor P represents the multi-dimensional perturbations in (2.17), which are projected onto
the manifold by the large terms C, D and R. The main difference with ILDM is that in
FGM the steady-state relations (2.24) hold for all species, effectively ’freezing’ the mixture
composition. Therefore, the multi-dimensional perturbations are not only projected onto
the manifold, but in the manifold as well. This results in P = 0, which is of course related
to the assumption that the multi-dimensional perturbations are neglected. If a flame is
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extremely stretched or curved locally, the perturbations cannot be neglected and the dimen-
sion of the manifold should be increased, reducing the component of P perpendicular to
the manifold.

Since in the FGM method all species are assumed to be in a ’1D steady state’, a projec-
tion of the full set of equations onto the manifold does not result in differential equations
for the controlling variables like in ILDM. Therefore, ordinary conservation equations for
the controlling variables Y and h are used in FGM. The differential equation for Y reads

∂(ρY)

∂t
+∇·(ρuY)−∇·

(
λ

LeYcp
∇Y

)
= ω̇Y , (2.33)

which does include the multi-dimensional perturbation for the progress variable PY . Be-
cause the multi-dimensional perturbations depend on the choice of progress variable, the
final result also depends on this choice. This is not the case in ILDM if the eigenvector
projection is applied. However, if the multi-dimensional perturbations are small, the dif-
ferences between results computed with different progress variables will be negligible.

The conservation equation for the enthalpy is given by

∂(ρh)

∂t
+∇·(ρuh)−∇·

(
λ

cp

∇h

)
= ∇·H, (2.34)

whereH represents the enthalpy flux due to differential diffusion:

H =
λ

cp

Ns∑
i=1

(
1

Lei

− 1

)
hi∇Yi, (2.35)

being a function of the species mass fraction gradients. Application of the chain rule yields

H =
λ

cp

Ns∑
i=1

(
1

Lei
− 1

)
hi

(
∂Yi

∂Y ∇Y +
∂Yi

∂h
∇h

)
, (2.36)

stating that H depends on the gradients of Y and h. This may lead to unrealistic energy
fluxes through inert walls, where ∂Yi

∂n
= 0 but ∂h

∂n
6= 0. This problem is caused by the

introduction of a manifold and is thus present in all manifold techniques. In FGM this
problem can be circumvented by assuming that locally the enthalpy is given by the flamelet
relation h = h1D(Y), which is a function of Y only. This approximation is related to the
assumption that locally no heat losses occur. Using this relation between h and Y , the
enthalpy fluxH can be written as a function of the gradient of Y only:

H = c∇Y , with c =
λ

cp

Ns∑
i=1

(
1

Lei
− 1

)
hi

(
∂Yi

∂Y +
∂Yi

∂h

∂h1D

∂Y
)

. (2.37)

The coefficient c is stored in the FGM database together with the variables needed to solve
the conservation equations, i.e. ρ, λ, cp, T and ωY . This is obviously much more efficient
and accurate than storing the species mass fractions and computing these variables at run-
time.
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Figure 2.9. Profiles of the controlling variables YO2 and h in a one-dimensional burner-
stabilized flame with m = 0.30 kg m−2 s−1. Line: detailed chemistry; symbols: FGM.
The symbols do not represent the computational grid; a much finer grid has been used
in the calculations.

2.4 Test results

To demonstrate the performance of the FGM method, two test cases of premixed laminar
methane/air flames have been simulated by using a 2Dmanifold as presented in the previ-
ous section. Results are shown for one and two-dimensional burner-stabilized flames, and
they are compared with results obtained with the full kinetics mechanism, which consists
of 16 species and 25 reversible reactions (appendix A).

2.4.1 One-dimensional validation

Apart from numerical inaccuracies, themost elementary premixed flame – the freely propa-
gating flat flame – should be reproduced exactly by FGM. Burner-stabilized 1Dflames, how-
ever, are subjected to non-adiabatic effects due to heat losses to the burner and are therefore
more challenging. The burner outflow is positioned at x = 0 and the burner area x < 0 is
kept at a constant temperature of Tburner = 300 K. Stationary solutions are computed for
different values of the mass burning rate m ranging from 0.05 to 0.40 kg m−2 s−1. The adia-
batic mass burning rate of this stoichiometric methane/air flame is m = 0.421 kg m−2 s−1,
which corresponds to a laminar burning velocity of sL = 0.375 m s−1. The flames are com-
puted with the 1D flame solver CHEM1D [12] developed at the Eindhoven University of
Technology. This code uses an exponential finite-volume discretization in space and the
resulting system is solved using a fully implicit, modified Newton technique [86]. Adaptive
gridding is implemented to increase the resolution around the flame front.

For m = 0.30 kg m−2 s−1 the profiles of the controlling variables YO2 and h are shown
in figure 2.9. It can be seen that the results of the FGM method are in excellent agreement
with those of the detailed reaction mechanism. Although the enthalpy is conserved in the
flamelets that are used to construct the manifold, the enthalpy drop due to heat losses in the
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Figure 2.10. Profiles of the radicals YCH2O and YH in a one-dimensional burner-
stabilized flame with m = 0.30 kg m−2 s−1. Line: detailed chemistry; symbols: FGM.
The symbols do not represent the computational grid; a much finer grid is used in the
calculations.

burner is modelled correctly with FGM. Beside these non-adiabatic effects in the burner,
the large gradients in h in the flame front due to Lewis-number effects (0<x< 1 mm) are
reproduced very well. The mass fractions of CH2O and H are displayed as function of x in
figure 2.10. Even for these radicals, which are very difficult to reproduce accurately using
ILDM, the resemblance between the FGM and detailed results is striking.

In figure 2.11 two global observables of 1D burner-stabilized flames are presented as
function of the mass burning rate. These global observables are the non-adiabatic flame
temperature Tb and the stand-off distance d, here defined as the position where the absolute
value of the chemical source term |ω̇O2 | reaches its maximum. The flame temperature is
measured in the burnt mixture at x = 10 cm, and is presented in the form of an Arrhenius
plot. The differences in the flame temperature are smaller than 5 K and, therefore, almost
invisible in the figure. Although the results for the stand-off distance are somewhat poorer,
the deviation is within 1 percent of the flame thickness and therefore, also hardly visible
in figure 2.11. Because at low mass burning rates the deviation from an adiabatic flamelet
increases, the difference between the FGM and detailed computations increases as well.

2.4.2 Two-dimensional validation

The potential of the FGMmethod is demonstrated by a calculation of a 2D burner-stabilized
laminar premixed flame. In this test case almost all the features found in premixed laminar
flames— such as flame cooling, differential diffusion, stretch and curvature— are present.
We have simulated a methane/air flame with an equivalence ratio of φ = 0.9 which stabi-
lizes on a 2D slot burner in a box. The computational domain of the burner configuration
is shown in figure 2.12. The burner slot is 6 mm wide, while the box is 24 mm wide. The
burner and box walls are kept at a constant temperature of Twall = 300 K. The velocity
profile at the inlet is parabolic with a maximum velocity of vmax = 1.0 m s−1.
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Figure 2.11. Arrhenius plot for the flame temperature Tb and the stand-off distance d
as function of the mass burning rate m (log scale). Line: detailed chemistry; symbols:
FGM.
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Figure 2.13. Isocontours of T , YO2 , YCO, YH, YCH2O and YO computed using detailed
chemistry (left) and FGM (right). The contours are drawn at equal intervals covering
the entire range of each variable (indicated in the upper right corner of each graph).
The same isolevels are used for detailed and FGM computations. The space coordi-
nates are given in cm.
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Isocontours of T and the mass fractions of O2, CO, H, CH2O and O are shown in
figure 2.13 on a portion of the computational domain for both the detailed and reduced
chemistry computations. It can be seen that the results obtained with the FGM method
are in excellent agreement with the detailed chemistry computations: not only the position
of the flame front is predicted very well, but the absolute values of the mass fractions are
reproduced as well. Flame cooling governing the stabilization of the flame on the burner is
captured very well by FGM, although one can hardly speak of flamelets in this cold region.
Also in the flame tip, where stretch and curvature are very important, the reduced chemistry
computations appear to coincide with the detailed chemistry calculations. Close to the
burner wall there are some differences in the YCO contours: the contours do not attach to
the wall in the FGM case. Since YCO follows directly from the manifold database, which
does not include diffusion along the flame front, the CO concentration is under-predicted
by FGM in this diffusion-dominated area. To take this into account the manifold should be
extended with a second progress variable.

The main difference between the detailed and reduced chemistry computations is the
computation time. The computation with detailed chemistry took approximately two weeks
to converge, while the FGM results were obtained within a few hours. These figures
are only a rough indication of the gain in computation time, because different numeri-
cal solvers, grids and initial fields have been used. In the next section a more accurate
study of the numerical efficiency of FGM is discussed.

2.4.3 Computational efficiency

Besides the accuracy, the efficiency is another important aspect of reduction methods. In
order to give a further indication of the efficiency of FGM, the computation times of detailed
and reduced chemistry simulations with ILDM and FGM are compared. For all models we
determined the time needed to perform a time-dependent flame simulation at the same
conditions. 1D burner-stabilized flames have been modelled for a period of 10−3 s. At t = 0
the mass flow rate has been reduced from 90% to 85% of the adiabatic mass burning rate.
To solve the equations we have used the fully implicit solver CHEM1D [12] with adaptive
time stepping. The FGM method has also been used with an explicit time stepper using
constant time steps.

Two different mixtures are considered: a stoichiometric hydrogen/air and a stoichio-
metric methane/air mixture. The hydrogen reaction mechanism contains 7 species and is
a subset of the methane reaction mechanism listed in appendix A. The manifolds used
are 2D with one progress variable and the enthalpy as additional controlling variable. The
same look-up procedure is used for both manifold methods. Lewis numbers equal to 1 are
used in order to prevent variations in the element mass fractions. The computations are
performed on a Silicon Graphics R10000 workstation and the results are shown in table 2.1.

For the hydrogen/air mixture the CPU time per time step tstep reduces a factor 2 when a
manifold is applied. This speed up is caused by the reduction of the number of differential
equations to be solved. For the detailed chemistry simulation of the methane/air mixture,
tstep is 3 times larger than for the hydrogen/air mixture, because approximately 3 times as
much differential equations and reaction rates have to be computed. For the reduced chem-
istry computations, however, tstep is independent of the number of species and reactions in
the detailed reactionmodel. Therefore, the speed up is almost a factor 6 for themethane/air
mixture. In this case the speed up is not only caused by a smaller number of equations to
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Table 2.1. Results of time-dependent 1D flame simulations using different reaction
models. The computation time per time step, tstep, the total simulation time, ttotal,
and the error (2.38) are shown.

Mixture Chemistry model tstep (ms) ttotal (s) Error (%)

H2/air Detailed Ns = 7, Nr = 7 226 481 0
ILDM Npv = 1, Nav = 1 110 63 8.63
FGM Npv = 1, Nav = 1 112 62 0.08

CH4/air Detailed Ns = 16, Nr = 25 657 998 0
ILDM Npv = 1, Nav = 1 − − −
FGM Npv = 1, Nav = 1 110 46 0.05
FGM explicit Npv = 1, Nav = 1 9 21 0.05

be solved, but by a faster evaluation of the chemical source terms as well. For the simple
hydrogen mechanism with only 7 reactions, the direct computation of the chemical source
term is as fast as the retrieval from the manifold database.

Another advantage of using reduced models is that larger time steps can be taken, be-
cause the smallest time scales have been eliminated. Therefore, the total CPU time ttotal of
the hydrogen/air computations using reduced chemistry is 8 times less than the detailed
chemistry simulation. For the methane/air flame, the total speed up becomes a factor 20.
An even higher efficiency is reached if an explicit time-integration scheme is used for the
reduced chemistry computations. In that case the CPU time is reduced by almost a factor
of 50 compared to the methane/air simulation using detailed chemistry. For more complex
reaction mechanisms (GRI-mech: Ns = 49, Nr = 279 [83]) and multi-dimensional systems
the speed up will be even larger.

Since the same storage and retrieval method is used for the ILDM and FGM compu-
tations, the CPU times are almost the same. The results computed with the 2D FGM are,
however, more accurate than the results computed with the 2D ILDM. To have an indication
of the accuracy, the time evolution of the enthalpy h(0, t) at the burner edge is compared
with results obtained with detailed chemistry. The error is defined as the absolute difference
with the enthalpy hdet computed with detailed chemistry averaged over the total simulation
period ∆t, viz.

Error =
1

∆t∆h

∆t∫
0

|h(0, t)− hdet(0, t)| dt. (2.38)

The error is scaled with the total variation in the enthalpy ∆h = hdet(0, 0) − hdet(0, ∆t).
For the hydrogen/air mixture the error in the ILDM computation is almost 9%. This er-
ror is mainly caused by the error in the adiabatic burning velocity, which is 8% too low
in the ILDM case. The error of the FGM computations is smaller than 0.1% for both gas
mixtures. For the methane/air mixture it is not possible to perform an ILDM computa-
tion, because an applicable 2D ILDM cannot be generated. Only in a small region around
chemical equilibrium, enough chemical processes can be assumed in steady state. A 3D
ILDM with two progress variables can be found for temperatures higher than 1200 K, but
the accuracy is still too low and the mass burning rate is overestimated by a factor 2 [25].
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Figure 2.14. Relative error in the mass burning rate (mNp −m)/m as function of the
number of grid points Np in the flame front. Open symbols: detailed chemistry; filled
symbols: FGM. The line indicates a slope of −2.

Three progress variables and the enthalpy would result in a 4Dmanifold. Besides that these
high-dimensional manifolds require a large amount of memory and are less efficient than
low-dimensional manifolds.

The computation of the 2D FGM databases used in these simulations involved approxi-
mately 30 minutes, which is quite long compared to the CPU times listed in table 2.1. Obvi-
ously, it is not efficient to construct a FGM for a single 1D flame simulation. However, the
computation time that can be gained by using FGM in a series of multi-dimensional flame
simulations is orders of magnitude larger than the time needed to construct the database.

Another important numerical aspect of flame simulations is the computational grid.
Related to the wide range of time scales, there is also a large difference in length scales in
premixed laminar flames. In order to resolve the thin reaction layer, where peaks in the
different radical concentrations occur (cf. figure 2.10), many grid points with fine spacing
are required to get an accurate representation of the solution. When FGM is applied, these
small scales do not have to be resolved, because the flame is described by the relatively
slowly varying progress variable. To demonstrate this, adiabatic 1D flames have been com-
puted on grids with a different number of grid points. In figure 2.14 the relative error in
the mass burning rate is plotted as function of the number of grid points Np in the flame
front. The relative error is defined as (mNp −m)/m, where mNp is the mass burning rate
computed with Np grid points in the flame front. The value of m is found by Richardson
extrapolation.

The detailed chemistry and FGM results show the same behaviour: for large Np the
error decreases quadratically with the number of grid points, indicating that the space dis-
cretization is second order. At lower values of Np the behaviour is only first order, which is
typical for the discretization scheme of Thiart [89] used in the code. Because the smallest
scales do not have to be resolved, the error of the FGM computations is approximately 50%
smaller than detailed chemistry computations with the same number of grid points. In
other words, when FGM is applied, 25 percent less grid points are required to reach the
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same accuracy as in the detailed chemistry computations.

2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter the FGM method has been introduced and it has been used to compute
burner-stabilized premixed laminar flames. Since a manifold is generated by using flame-
lets in FGM, it can be considered as a combination of a manifold and a flamelet approach.
It combines the advantages of both approaches. FGM shares the basic idea with flamelet
methods that a multi-dimensional flame can be regarded as a set of 1D flames. It is as-
sumed that the structure of the flame front is similar in both types of flames and that the
mixture composition is governed by a balance between 1D convection, diffusion and reac-
tion. Since the main parts of convection and diffusion are included in the flamelet equa-
tions, the FGM is more accurate in regions where reaction is balanced by convection and
diffusion than methods based on local chemical equilibria. In high-temperature regions,
where chemistry is dominant, the flamelets are attracted by the ILDM and the ILDM and
FGM are identical. Because FGM is more accurate in ’low’-temperature regions, less con-
trolling variables are needed, which makes it an efficient reduction method. Test results of
burner-stabilized methane/air flames show that only one progress variable apart from the
enthalpy is sufficient to reproduce detailed chemistry simulations very well. A comparison
with results obtained using a similar 2D ILDM is not possible, because for methane/air
mixtures an ILDM with one progress variable can only be found in a small region around
chemical equilibrium. Thismakes the application of this ILDM in flame simulations practi-
cally impossible. When two progress variables are used, a usable ILDM can be constructed.
However, it overestimates the mass burning rate by a factor of two [25], which would prob-
ably result in flash-back for the 2D flame considered in this chapter, while the FGM with
one progress variable predicts the correct position of the flame front.

The implementation of FGM in a flame simulation is typical for a manifold method.
The reaction rates and other essential variables are stored in a database, which is used to
solve the differential equations for the controlling variables. Because ordinary conservation
equations are solved, the implementation in CFD codes is relatively easy compared with
flamelet methods. In existing flamelet methods a kinematic equation for the scalar G is
solved [64, 95]. In this so-called G-equation the burning velocity enters explicitly and the
influence of flame stretch and curvature have to be modelled. Moreover, while the conser-
vation equations for the controlling variables are valid throughout the complete domain,
the G-equation is only valid at one value G = G0, which denotes the position of the flame
sheet. Everywhere else G is simply defined as the distance to the flame sheet (|∇G| = 1),
resulting in a flame of constant thickness. In FGM the flame thickness is in general not
constant and, as the burning velocity, it follows from the conservation equations for the
controlling variables. A disadvantage of solving conservation equations for the controlling
variables, however, is that the flame front needs to be resolved. This requires a large num-
ber of grid points compared to flamelet methods which do not have to resolve the internal
structure of the flame front.

An advantage of FGM is that the number of progress variables is not limited to one
as in existing flamelet approaches. Although the test results show that one progress vari-
able and the enthalpy are sufficient to reproduce detailed chemistry simulations very well,
more progress variables can be added to increase the accuracy of the method. Addition
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of progress variables might cause problems in the look-up procedure as described in sec-
tion 2.3.1, because the different flamelets converge to form a lower-dimensional manifold
(cf. figure 2.4). However, this problem can be solved by using a modified look-up tech-
nique. When the difference between the flamelets is too small (and the dimension of the
manifold has actually decreases locally), the values are retrieved from the flamelet(s) in the
lower-dimensional manifold.

A disadvantage of FGM compared to ILDM is that a general procedure to generate
multi-dimensional manifolds cannot be derived. Since the researcher has to determine
the starting points of the flamelets, the construction of a FGM cannot be automated to
the same degree as that of an ILDM, where only the dimension of the manifold has to be
prescribed by the researcher.

The test results presented in this chapter demonstrate the enormous potential of FGM.
Results of computations with detailed chemistry have been reproduced very accurately
within a fraction of the computation time. Since a FGM with one progress variable reaches
the same accuracy for a methane/air flame as an ILDM with at least 3 dimensions, the di-
mension of the look-up database can be low. This not only reduces the computation time,
but it also makes the numerical implementation relatively easy.

In the following chapters we investigate the effect of the multi-dimensional perturba-
tions on the accuracy of themethod. The influence of flame stretch is studied systematically
in the next chapter. Deviations from purely premixed behaviour are examined in chapter 4.
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Chapter3
Flame Stretch

3.1 Introduction

FGM has been developed to model multi-dimensional premixed laminar flames efficiently.
Flame stretch and curvature effects play an important role in multi-dimensional flames, be-
cause they can have a large influence on the mass burning rate. Since a FGM is constructed
by using flat stretchless flamelets, these multi-dimensional effects are not included in the
manifold. However, in this chapter we investigate whether flame stretch effects (possibly in
combination with differential diffusion) can be taken into account using the FGMmethod.
Moreover, it is investigated whether a FGM can be extended with extra controlling variables
in order to reach a higher accuracy in stretched flame simulations.

In order to investigate the influence of flame stretch, steady premixed counterflow
flames are modelled with both detailed reaction kinetics and FGM. These flames are very
suitable to investigate flame stretch alone, because other effects such as flame curvature
and unsteady effects are not present. Although a relatively simple configuration is studied
in this chapter, it is believed that the results apply to stretch effects in 3D unsteady flames as
well. Since the counterflow configuration provides a convenient tool for studying stretched
flames, a number of experimental [76], analytical [79] and numerical [17, 84] studies have
been reported on this configuration in literature.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. In the next section a relation between flame
stretch and the mass burning rate is derived by using the Integral Analysis [16] following
the basic ideas of De Goey and Ten Thije Boonkkamp [33]. This relation is used in the
analysis of the numerical results. Premixed counterflow flames are discussed in section 3.3.
The governing equations are presented and relations for the variations in the element mass
fractions and enthalpy are given. The results of the numerical computations are presented
in section 3.4. Three different diffusionmodels are used in the simulations and their results
are discussed in separate parts.

3.2 Mass burning rate of premixed flames

A key feature of premixed flames is the burning velocity or mass burning rate. The prop-
agation and stabilization of a premixed flame is governed by a local balance between gas
velocity and burning velocity (cf. the kinematic equation (2.4)). Therefore, a lot of effort is
made to measure the mass burning rate of premixed flames. Not only for laminar flames,
but for turbulent premixed flames as well (see e.g., [1, 52, 64]).

It is well known that flames stretch, caused for instance by local velocity gradients near
the flame front, may have an important influence on the mass burning rate. First started
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by Karlovitz et al. [41] and Markstein [57], many researchers have studied the influence of
flame stretch since. In the following subsections a relation for the mass burning rate of
both stretchless and stretched flames is derived.

3.2.1 Mass burning rate of stretchless flames

Before the effect of flame stretch is investigated, we first consider the mass burning rate
of stretchless flames, i.e. for K = 0. Note that stretchless flames may still be curved, i.e.
κ 6= 0. By using Integral Analysis [16] the mass burning rate mo

b of a stretchless flame can
be computed from the quasi-1D equation for Y :

F(s)− ∂

∂s
G(s) = S(s), (3.1)

withF , G and S the convective, diffusive and reactive terms, respectively, which are defined
by

F(s) =
∂

∂s
(σmY), (3.2)

G(s) = σ
λ

LeY cp

∂Y
∂s

, (3.3)

S(s) = σω̇Y . (3.4)

We multiply (3.1) with G and subsequently integrate the resulting equation over s from su

to sb. Because the diffusion fluxes are zero in the (un)burnt mixture, the integral over the
diffusion term drops out and we find

sb∫
su

F(s)G(s) ds =

sb∫
su

S(s)G(s) ds. (3.5)

The term G in the left-hand side of this equation can be obtained by integrating (3.1) over
the preheat zone, where |S| << |F|. This yields the approximation

G(s) =

s∫
su

(F(η)− S(η)) dη ≈
s∫

su

F(η) dη, (3.6)

which, inserted into the left-hand side of (3.5), leads to

sb∫
su

F(s)


 s∫

su

F(η) dη


ds =

1

2


 sb∫

su

F(s) ds




2

≈
sb∫

su

S(s)G(s) ds. (3.7)

This approximation is justified if the reaction zone is much thinner than the preheat zone,
so that the major contribution to the integral of FG in (3.5) stems from the preheat zone.
Evaluation of the integrals in (3.7) yields

sb∫
su

F(s) ds = σbm
o
b, (3.8)

sb∫
su

S(s)G(s) ds =

1∫
0

σ2 λ

LeY cp

ω̇Y dY , (3.9)
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where we used Yu = 0 and Yb = 1. Substitution of these expressions into (3.7) results in
the following approximation for the mass burning rate of a stretchless flame:

mo
b(h

o
b, Z

o
jb) ≈


2

1∫
0

(
σ

σb

)2
λ

LeY cp
ω̇Y dY




1/2

. (3.10)

It should be realized that this is not equal to the adiabatic mass burning rate of a flat flame,
due to the factor (σ/σb)

2. However, for a sufficiently thin reaction layer the curvature factor
σ/σb ≈ 1 and the expression reduces to the adiabatic mass burning rate of a flat flame.

In (3.10) we explicitly emphasized the dependency of the mass burning rate on the en-
thalpy ho

b and element composition Zo
jb of the burnt mixture, because the integral in (3.10)

effectively runs only over the thin reaction layer, in which ω̇Y 6= 0 and in which the system
approaches the equilibrium state. If we assume that the chemical composition lies in a
1D manifold near the equilibrium state, then the term (λ ω̇Y)/(LeY cp), which formally de-
pends on all flame variables, can be written as function of Y only. In this case the integral
over Y is independent of the initial composition and depends only on the equilibrium com-
position, which is completely described by the pressure (assumed to be constant), enthalpy
and element composition in the burnt mixture, i.e. ho

b and Zo
jb.

3.2.2 Mass burning rate of stretched flames

The mass burning rate of stretched flames can be evaluated following the same procedure
as in the previous section. The mass burning rate is again determined from (3.1), but now
with F(s) given by

F(s) =
∂

∂s
(σmY) + σρKY , (3.11)

while G and S are still given by (3.4). The integral of F in (3.8) now becomes
sb∫

su

F(s) ds = σbmb +

sb∫
su

σρKY ds, (3.12)

which yields the following expression for the mass burning rate

mb(hb, Zjb) ≈

2

1∫
0

(
σ

σb

)2
λ

LeY cp

ω̇Y dY



1/2

− 1

σb

sb∫
su

σρKY ds. (3.13)

Comparison of the first term on the right-hand side with (3.10) indicates that this term can
be related to the mass burning rate of a stretchless flame mo

b with enthalpy and element
composition of the burnt mixture given by the ’stretched’ variables hb and Zjb instead of
their ’stretchless’ counterparts ho

b and Zo
jb. Combining (3.10) with (3.13) then gives

mb(hb, Zjb) ≈ (1−Ka) mo
b(hb, Zjb), (3.14)

where we have introduced the Karlovitz integral Ka

Ka =
1

σbm
o
b

sb∫
su

σρKY ds, (3.15)
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Figure 3.1. Schematic overview of the premixed counterflow configuration. The gray
regions indicate the flame fronts. The curved lines indicate the flow direction.

which is a dimensionless number indicating the ratio between flame stretch and the mass
burning rate. Theoretically, it can be shown that other choices for Y give the same final
result for mb. Equation (3.14) is used in the analysis of the numerical results in section 3.4.

3.3 Premixed counterflow flames

To investigate the influence of flame stretch on the accuracy of FGM, premixed flames
in a planar stagnation flow are modelled. A schematic overview of the so-called unburnt-
to-unburnt or back-to-back configuration is shown in figure 3.1. Two identical premixed
fuel/air jets impinge on each other forming a stagnation plane with on both sides a flat
premixed laminar flame.

Since these flames are considered to be flat and steady, the combustion variables ρ,
T , h and Yi only depend on the coordinate x perpendicular to the flame surfaces. The y-
component v of the flow velocity and the pressure are functions of both space coordinates x
and y. Since the flame is stationary, the velocity of the flame surfaces is given by uf = vey,
with ey the unit vector in y-direction, and the burning velocity sL equals the x-component
u of the flow velocity. Using uf = vey in (2.7) results in the following expression for the
local stretch rate:

K =
∂v

∂y
. (3.16)

Using this expression in the continuity equation yields

∂(ρu)

∂x
= −ρK. (3.17)

Since the combustion variables only depend on x, the burning velocity sL and thus u only
depend on x as well. Therefore, differentiation of (3.17) with respect to y gives us that K is
a function of x only.
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Combining (3.16) with the conservation equations for mass (1.22), species (1.25) and
enthalpy (1.24), we obtain a set of 1D equations:

dm

dx
= −ρK, (3.18)

d(mYi)

dx
− d

dx

(
λ

Lei cp

dYi

dx

)
− ω̇i = −ρKYi, (3.19)

d(mh)

dx
− d

dx

(
λ

cp

dh

dx

)
=

d

dx

(
λ

cp

Ns∑
i

hi

(
1

Lei
− 1

)
dYi

dx

)
− ρKh, (3.20)

where m = ρu. Realizing that ∂x = ∂s and u = sL, we see that this set of 1D equations
is equal to the flamelet equations (2.16)–(2.18) without curvature (κ = 0, σ = 1) and
Q-terms. Therefore, flame stretch is the only multi-dimensional perturbation involved in
these premixed counterflow flames.

The stretch fieldK is yet unknown, but Dixon-Lewis has shown in [19] that a differential
equation for K can be derived from the momentum equations (1.23). Using (3.16) and
(3.18), the x-momentum equation can be reduced to

∂p

∂x
= −m

du

dx
+

d

dx

[
2

3
µ

(
2
du

dx
−K

)]
+ µ

dK

dx
. (3.21)

In a similar way, the y-momentum equation can be simplified to

m
dK

dx
+ ρK2 − d

dx

(
µ

dK

dx

)
= −1

y

∂p

∂y
. (3.22)

Since the right-hand side of (3.21) only depends on x, it is clear that the pressure derivative
∂p/∂x is a function of x only. Differentiation of (3.21) with respect to y and changing the
order of differentiation then gives that ∂p/∂y is a function of y only. Combining this result
with (3.22), it can be concluded that the right-hand side of (3.22) is a constant, i.e.

J = −1

y

∂p

∂y
, (3.23)

which denotes the pressure curvature in y-direction. The y-momentum equation (3.22)
then yields the following differential equation for K:

m
dK

dx
− d

dx

(
µ

dK

dx

)
= J − ρK2. (3.24)

In the unburnt mixture, where ρ = ρu, the flow is assumed to behave as a potential flow
with a constant velocity gradient a, i.e.

∂u

∂x
= −a and K =

∂v

∂y
= a. (3.25)

In order to have K(x → −∞) = a in the unburnt mixture, the right-hand side of (3.24)
must be zero there. Therefore, the constant J is related to the velocity gradient a as follows

J = ρua
2. (3.26)

The velocity gradient a is often referred to as the applied strain. For weak stretch, when
K → 0 and a → 0, the right-hand side of (3.24) can be neglected as well and the local
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stretch rate is constant: K(x) = a. Note that the differential equation (3.24) forK is derived
for this special case only. In general, the stretch field cannot be found from a differential
equation, but it should follow from its definition (2.7).

Since the premixed counterflow problem is symmetric, only the left side of figure 3.1
with x ≤ 0 and u ≥ 0 is considered. Moreover, the stagnation plane at x = 0 is treated as
symmetry plane. Together with the potential flow in the unburnt mixture at x = −∞ this
yields the following boundary conditions:

m(0) = 0, (3.27)

dK

dx
(0) = 0, K(−∞) = a, (3.28)

dYi

dx
(0) = 0, Yi(−∞) = Yiu, i = 1, . . . , Ns, (3.29)

dh

dx
(0) = 0, h(−∞) = hu. (3.30)

Conservation equations for the Ne element mass fractions Zj can be derived by taking
the proper linear combinations of (3.19):

d(mZj)

dx
− d

dx

(
λ

cp

dZj

dx

)
=

d

dx

(
λ

cp

Ns∑
i

wji

(
1

Lei

− 1

)
dYi

dx

)
− ρKZj, (3.31)

where the first term at the right-hand side is due to differential diffusion. Note the re-
semblance between equation (3.31) and the conservation equation for the enthalpy (3.20).
When unity Lewis numbers are applied for all species, the differential diffusion term drops
out and the enthalpy and the element mass fractions are constant and conserved, i.e.
Zj = Zju and h = hu. Furthermore, if the Lewis numbers of species that include ele-
ment j are equal (Lei = Lej if wji 6= 0), the differential diffusion flux for this element
reads

λ

cp

Ns∑
i

wji

(
1

Lei

− 1

)
dYi

dx
=

λ

cp

(
1

Lej

− 1

)
dZj

dx
. (3.32)

Using this result and (3.18) in (3.31) yields the following differential equation for the mass
fraction of element j:

m
dZj

dx
− d

dx

(
1

Lej

λ

cp

dZj

dx

)
= 0, (3.33)

effectively stating that the mass fraction of element j is constant, i.e. Zj = Zju.
In general, however, the element mass fractions and enthalpy are changing in stretched

flames. Integrating (3.31) from unburnt (x = −∞) to burnt (x = xb) yields

Zjb − Zju = − 1

mb

xb∫
−∞

ρK(Zj − Zju) dx +
Gjb

mb
, (3.34)

where Gjb is the diffusive flux of element j at x = xb. Subtracting the unstretched case

Zo
jb − Zju =

Go
jb

mo
b

, (3.35)
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from (3.34) gives us a relation for the variations in the element mass fractions in the burnt
mixture ∆Zjb = Zjb−Zo

jb, due to a combination of flame stretch and differential diffusion:

∆Zjb = − 1

mb

xb∫
−∞

ρK(Zj − Zju) dx +
Gjb

mb
− G

o
jb

mo
b

. (3.36)

If xb is taken far enough from the reaction layer in the burnt mixture, then the diffusive
fluxes Gjb at this point can be neglected. This yields the following expression for the varia-
tion in the element mass fractions [33]:

∆Zjb = − 1

mb

xb∫
−∞

ρK(Zj − Zju) dx. (3.37)

A similar expression can be derived for the enthalpy variation:

∆hb = − 1

mb

xb∫
−∞

ρK(h− hu) dx. (3.38)

For weak stretch, the stretch rate may be assumed constant K = a, and the other variables
may be replaced by their stretchless values. This leads to a linear relation between the
variations and the applied strain a:

∆Zjb ≈ cja, with cj = − 1

mo
b

xb∫
−∞

ρo(Zo
j − Zju) dx, (3.39)

and

∆hb ≈ cha, with ch = − 1

mo
b

xb∫
−∞

ρo(ho − hu) dx. (3.40)

Equations (3.39) and (3.40) imply that the variations in element mass fractions and en-
thalpy are coupled in the case of weak stretch. This result can be used in the construction
of a manifold. Since the variations are not independent, only one additional controlling
variable is needed to account for the changes in Zjb and hb. At higher stretch rates the
coupling is distorted and the different elements and enthalpy should be treated more inde-
pendently.

As explained in section 3.2 the enthalpy hb and element composition Zjb of the burnt
mixture influence the mass burning rate mb. Because an accurate representation of mb is
essential for premixed flame models, variations in hb and Zjb should be taken into account.

3.4 Numerical simulations

In this section the results of the numerical computations are presented. The set of govern-
ing equations (3.18–3.20, 3.24) is solved using the fully implicit 1D flame solver CHEM1D
developed at the Eindhoven University of Technology [12]. The conservation equation for
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N2 is replaced by
∑

Yi = 1 to ensure mass conservation. For all computations presented in
this chapter, the unburnt gas is a stoichiometric methane/air mixture at 300 K and atmo-
spheric pressure. The diffusive transport of species is modelled by using constant Lewis
numbers. Three different cases are considered in this chapter:

1. Unity Lewis numbers are assumed for all species (Lei = 1). The unity Lewis number
assumption is often used in theoretical research and in turbulent flame modelling.
The element mass fractions and the enthalpy are constant and conserved in this case.
Therefore, additional controlling variables to account for changes in Zj and h are not
needed here.

2. All Lewis numbers are equal to 1.1 (Lei = 1.1). According to (3.33) all element
mass fractions are constant in this case, but the enthalpy is not. Variations in the
enthalpy can be taken into account by adding an additional controlling variable (h) to
the manifold. For this case we investigate how the implementation of the additional
controlling variable in the manifold influences the final result.

3. All Lewis numbers are constant but not the same (Lei = const). This is the most
realistic model used in this chapter. Since differential diffusion effects are present in
this case, variations in both enthalpy and element mass fractions occur.

In the following subsections the results for these three cases are presented.
The computations are performed with FGM and with the full reactionmechanism listed

in appendix A. In this chapter a linear combination of species is chosen as progress vari-
able Y . In [33] De Goey and Ten Thije Boonkkamp used the mass fraction of methane
as progress variable. However, from a numerical point of view, YCH4 is not suitable as
progress variable in the FGMmethod, although it is continuously decreasing in a premixed
methane/air flame. Since methane is completely converted in the first part of the flame, it
cannot be used to parameterize the variations in the mixture composition in the final stage
of a premixed flame. The mass fraction of oxygen has a similar problem: it cannot describe
the composition changes at the unburnt side accurately enough. SinceH2 diffuses the most
upstream in the preheat zone, it is used in the progress variable:

Y =
YH2/MH2 + YH2O/MH2O + YCO2/MCO2

YH2 eq/MH2 + YH2O eq/MH2O + YCO2 eq/MCO2

. (3.41)

Themass fraction ofCO2 andH2O are included to ensure thatY is continuously increasing.
The progress variable is scaled by using the equilibrium values Yi eq for unchanged enthalpy
and element mass fractions, i.e. heq = hu and Zj eq = Zju. The progress variable runs from
zero in the unburnt to one in the burnt mixture.

3.4.1 Results for Lei = 1

Before the results computed with FGM are shown, the computations using the full chemi-
cal reaction scheme are considered. Steady solutions are computed for strain rates varying
from a = 30 to 3037 s−1. At higher strain rates the flame extinguishes.

Profiles of YO2 , YCO and K are shown in figure 3.2 for a relatively low and high strain
rate: a = 100 and 2000 s−1, respectively. Since the problem is symmetric, only the part
at the left of the stagnation plane corresponding to negative x values is shown. In the
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Figure 3.2. Profiles of YO2 (full), YCO (dashed), and the local stretch rate K (bold) in
a counterflow flame for a low (a) and high (b) applied strain rate. Note the different
scale of the x-axis in both plots.

unburnt mixture the local stretch rate is equal to the applied strain rate: K = a. After
the flame front the stretch rate increases and finally reaches a maximum at the stagnation
plane: K(0) = 270 and 4458 s−1 for a = 100 and 2000 s−1, respectively. An expression
for the stretch rate at the stagnation plane can be found by substitution of the boundary
conditions at x = 0 in equation (3.24):

K(0) ≈ a
√

ρu/ρeq, (3.42)

where the density ρ(0) at the stagnation plane is approximated by the equilibrium value ρeq.
For the low strain rate the theoretical value K(0) = 274 s−1 agrees well with the numerical
value. For the high strain rate the theoretical value K(0) = 5475 s−1 is too high, because
in this case the mixture is not burnt completely and therefore, the density at the stagnation
plane is higher than ρeq.

The main difference between the results in figure 3.2 (a) and (b) is not only that the
stretch rate is higher in (b), but also that the flame is located much closer to the stagna-
tion plane. For a = 100 s−1 the flame stabilizes at x = −10 mm, while at a = 2000 s−1

the complete flame structure is within 1 mm of the stagnation plane. The applied strain
also compresses the flame, resulting in a smaller flame thickness. This is not visible in
figure 3.2, because the scales of the x-axes differ in (a) and (b). In order to make a compari-
son between the flame structures for different strain rates possible, the mass fraction of O2

and CO are translated and plotted as a function of x− xb in figure 3.3. We have chosen the
point xb in the flue gases where the source term of the progress variable ω̇Y has been de-
creased by a factor of 10 from its maximum value. The profiles of YO2 clearly show that the
flame is compressed by the applied strain. Besides this compression, an additional effect
due to the applied strain can be observed in the YCO profiles. Since the flame is compressed
by the applied strain, the gradients in the flame front become larger, which results in an
enhanced diffusive transport. This enhanced diffusion results on its turn in a decrease of
the maximum concentration of species related to slow chemical time scales. Therefore, the
maximum concentration of CO decreases in figure 3.3 with increasing strain rate. These
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Figure 3.3. Mass fraction of O2 and CO as function of x − xb in a counterflow flame
with a = 30, 500 and 1000 s−1. The arrows indicate increasing strain rate. Full line:
YO2 ; dashed line: YCO; dotted line: ω̇Y .

composition changes, however, have a negligible effect on the chemical source term of the
progress variable ω̇Y , as can be seen in figure 3.3. The shape of the curve does not change,
but it is shifted a little towards x = xb.

That the internal structure of the reaction layer is hardly changed by flame stretch, can
also be seen in figure 3.4 (a), where a few solutions for different strain rates are plotted in
composition space. The curves for the different strain rates follow almost the same path in
the (Y , YCO)-plane. Note again that the small decrease of the maximum CO concentration
due to the applied strain has a negligible effect on ω̇Y .

The results shown in figure 3.4 (a) already indicate that a 1D FGM constructed us-
ing only one stretchless flamelet could give reasonably good results for these counterflow
flames, because the correlation between the different species hardly changes. However, we
want to study whether the accuracy of the method can be enhanced when the manifold is
extended to two dimensions. Therefore, a 2D FGM is constructed, which captures the small
decrease of the CO peak. This 2Dmanifold is constructed using stretchless flamelets which
are computed for different initial compositions, but with the same enthalpy and element
composition. The composition of the unburnt gases is changed by converting a part of the
initial CH4 and O2 into CO2 and H2O. The enthalpy of the initial mixture is kept constant
by changing the temperature T−∞. A projection of this manifold on the (Y , YCO)-plane is
shown in figure 3.4 (b). The flamelet with the lowest CO peak concentration corresponds to
a conversion of 15% of the initial oxygen. The different flamelets end up in the same chem-
ical equilibrium point, because the equilibrium composition is purely determined by the
enthalpy and element composition of the burnt mixture, which is the same for all flamelets.
The curve corresponding to a counterflow flame with a = 1000 s−1 follows a similar path
as the stretchless flamelets in the 2D FGM, but crosses several of them (see figure 3.4 (b)).
The mass fraction of CO is used as second controlling variable for the parametrization of
this 2D manifold, because the largest relative variation occurs in the YCO profile.

This 2D FGM, as well as the 1D FGM, are used to compute counterflow flames. In fig-
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Figure 3.4. (a) Mass fraction of CO as function of the progress variableY in a counter-
flow flame with a = 30, 500 and 1000 s−1. The arrow indicates increasing strain rate.
The (three) dotted lines represent the scaled source term of the progress variable ẇY
for the same strain rates. (b) Projection of the flamelets used to construct a 2D FGM on
the (Y, YCO)-plane. The bold line represents a counterflow flame with a = 1000 s−1.
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Figure 3.5. Mass fraction of CO and CH2O in a counterflow flame with a = 1000 s−1.
Full line: detailed chemistry; open symbols: 1D FGM; filled symbols: 2D FGM.
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Figure 3.6. Scaled mass burning rate mb/m
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for Lei = 1. Full line: detailed chemistry; dotted line: 1D FGM; filled symbols: 2D
FGM.

ure 3.5 themass fraction profiles of CO andCH2O in a counterflow flame with a = 1000 s−1

are shown. These species are selected, because CO is affected most by flame stretch, and
CH2O is a radical that is hard to predict using conventional reduction techniques. The re-
sults of the 1DFGM agree well with the detailed chemistry computations. Both the absolute
values and the position of the flame front are reproduced very well. The small remaining
difference in the profile of YCO is accounted for by the 2D FGM. When the 2D manifold is
used, the results improve and are nearly identical to the detailed chemistry results.

The scaled mass burning rate mb/m
o
b of these counterflow flames is plotted against the

Karlovitz integral Ka in figure 3.6. The theory according to (3.14) predicts a slope of −1
and agrees well with the numerical results for Ka < 0.5: a slope of −1.004 is found for
the detailed chemistry calculations.1 The results computed with a 1D FGM are close to the
detailed chemistry simulations: a slope of −1.023 is found. At Ka = 1, corresponding to
a strain rate of a = 2375 s−1, the flames are pushed so close to the stagnation plane that
xb = 0 andmb = 0. Even for these high strain rates the 1Dmanifold gives similar results as
the detailed reaction mechanism. When the 1D FGM is applied, extinction occurs at strain
rates higher than a = 3036 s−1, which is only 0.03% smaller than the value found for the
detailed chemistry computations. This confirms that only one progress variable is enough
to represent the main effect of flame stretch on the mass burning rate.

For Ka < 0.5 the mass burning rates computed with the 2D FGM are better than the
1D manifold results: a slope of −1.009 is found, which is closer to the detailed chemistry
value. At higher strain rates (Ka > 0.5), the detailed chemistry computations show a small
relative increase of the mass burning rate compared to the theory (+2%). At these strain
rates, both flames are pushed close together and they interact across the stagnation plane.
Radicals that are present in the burnt gases, like H, O andOH, diffuse from one flame to the
other. This results in a higher radical concentration in the reaction layer, which increases
the reaction rates and, therefore, the mass burning rate. Since this effect is neglected in

1The numerical error in the values of the slopes is ±5× 10−4.
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Figure 3.7. Variation in enthalpy ∆hb as function of the applied strain a. The values
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the construction of both the 1D and 2D FGM, the small relative increase in mb compared
to the theory cannot be reproduced by these manifolds. How this additional effect can be
included in a manifold, is explained in appendix B.

3.4.2 Results for Lei = 1.1

In the second diffusion model, which is considered in this chapter, all Lewis numbers are
assumed to be Lei = 1.1. In this case the enthalpy changes, but the element mass fractions
are constant. This makes it a suitable case to investigate how variations in a conserved
variable can be accounted for by the FGM method. Counterflow flames are computed for
strain rates varying from a = 30 to 1000 s−1. In figure 3.7 the variation in the enthalpy ∆hb

is plotted as a function of the applied strain rate. Since the absolute value of the enthalpy
has no physical meaning and depends on the reference temperature (cf. equation (1.8)),
the values of ∆hb are scaled with co

pb(T
o
b − Tu). The numerical results computed with the

full reaction mechanism show that the enthalpy decreases for increasing strain rate. At a
strain rate of a = 1000 s−1 the enthalpy of the burnt mixture is decreased by approximately
1.7%, which corresponds to 38 J g−1. The results agree well with the theoretical relations
(3.38) and (3.40), which are shown in figure 3.7 as well. The agreement between these two
relations justifies the use of stretchless variables in (3.40), especially at low strain rates. The
difference between theory and numerical results originates from the diffusive fluxes Ghb,
which are neglected in both (3.38) and (3.40).

The variation of hb has an effect on the mass burning rate. To capture this effect, the
1D manifold is extended with the enthalpy as an additional controlling variable. Such a
2D FGM is constructed by using flamelets of different enthalpy. There is a freedom of
choice in how the enthalpy of a flamelet is changed. Here we consider two manifolds
where the enthalpy is varied in different ways. In the first manifold (FGM A) the enthalpy
of the flamelets is changed by lowering the temperature of the initial mixture T−∞. In
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Figure 3.8. Projection of the flamelets used to construct a 2D FGM on the (Y, h)-
plane. Full lines: 2D FGM A; dotted lines: 2D FGM B; bold line: counterflow flame
with a = 400 s−1.

the second manifold (FGM B) this is done by converting a part of the initial CH4 and O2

into CO and H2 and keeping the temperature T−∞ constant. A projection of the flamelets
used to construct these 2D FGM’s on the (Y , h)-plane is shown in figure 3.8. All flamelets
in manifold A start at Y = 0, whereas the flamelets in manifold B start at larger values,
because the fraction of H2 is increased in the unburnt mixture. The flamelet in manifold B
with the lowest enthalpy corresponds to a conversion of 5% of the initial oxygen. Although
the initial part of the flamelets near the starting curve is different in both manifolds, the
last part in the reaction layer near Y = 1 is almost the same. This confirms that the
choice of the starting points is not crucial. The bold line in figure 3.8 represents the path
in composition space from a counterflow flame with a = 400 s−1. It starts at (Y , h) =
(0, hu) and shows a similar behaviour as the stretchless flamelets. However, flame stretch
causes enthalpy loss in the counterflow flame and therefore, the flame path crosses several
unstretched flamelets. For Y > 0.9, the counterflow flame is influenced by the stagnation
plane, resulting in an additional enthalpy decrease compared to the stretchless flamelets.

The effect of the enthalpy variation on the mass burning rate is shown in figure 3.9,
where the mass burning rate mb is plotted as function of Ka. The mass burning rate of the
counterflow flames is scaled with themass burning rate of a stretchless flame with enthalpy
ho

b and element composition Zo
jb, i.e. mo

b(Z
o
jb, h

o
b). The decrease of the enthalpy results in

a lower temperature of the burnt mixture, which, on its turn, causes the reaction rates to
decrease. This leads to a small additional decrease of the mass burning rate, which can be
seen in the results of the detailed chemistry computations: in this case the slope is −1.1
instead of −1.

The results computed with a 1D FGM do not show this behaviour, because enthalpy
changes are not accounted for in this manifold. On the other hand, both 2D FGM’s can
represent the additional decrease in the mass burning rate. The results are similar for both
manifolds, although they are constructed with different flamelets. However, there are some
differences between the results of FGM A and B that are caused by the small difference
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between the manifolds at the burnt side (around Y = 0.8 in figure 3.8). At low strain rates
(Ka < 0.15) the effect on mb is slightly overestimated by FGMA, while it is underestimated
by FGM B. For Ka > 0.15 both manifolds result in too low values for mb. At these higher
strain rates the flame is perturbed by the boundary condition at the stagnation plane, which
is not included in the manifolds. Note that since the additional effect on mb is only small,
the relative error in the results of the 2D manifolds seems large.

3.4.3 Results for Lei = const

The third diffusion model we consider, is the most realistic model used in this chapter. The
Lewis numbers are assumed to be constant and are taken from [85]. In this case variations
in both enthalpy and element mass fractions occur due to the combined effect of flame
stretch and differential diffusion. More realistic diffusion models can be treated in the
same way, because they cause variations in Zj and h as well.

The variations ∆Zjb and ∆hb are presented in figure 3.10 for counterflow flames com-
puted with the full reaction mechanism. It can be seen that not only the enthalpy changes,
but the element mass fractions as well. The numerical results for the elementmass fraction
coincide well with the theory according to (3.39). At strain rates higher than a = 300 s−1

the numerical results start to deviate from the theoretical results, because the weak-stretch
assumption is not applicable anymore. The computed variations in hb, however, are almost
a factor of 2 larger than theory predicts. This difference is caused by the diffusive flux Ghb,
which is neglected in the theory. However, since xb is chosen close to the reaction layer, the
gradients of Yi cannot be neglected. Especially, the gradients of species with Lewis numbers
far from unity, like H and H2, are important for the diffusive fluxes at xb. Because of the
large value of the specific enthalpy of the hydrogen radical hH, variations in the gradient of
YH due to stretch have a non-negligible effect on Ghb.

The variations in enthalpy and element composition of the burnt gases have an effect on
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Figure 3.10. Relative variation in element mass fraction ∆Zjb and enthalpy ∆hb as
function of the applied strain a. Symbols: numerical; lines: theory according to (3.39)
and (3.40).

the mass burning rate. To represent this effect with FGM, the variations inZjb and hb must
be taken into account with additional controlling variables. However, since the variations
∆Zjb and ∆hb are coupled for weak stretch, only one additional controlling variable is
needed. At higher stretch rates this coupling weakens and more dimensions should be
added to the manifold.

In this section a 2D manifold (FGM C) is constructed from flamelets with different
initial conditions similar to the 2D manifolds discussed in the previous subsection. The
different element mass fractions and the enthalpy of the unburnt mixture are changed si-
multaneously following their relation ∆ZCb : ∆ZHb : ∆ZOb : ∆h found from the numerical
results in figure 3.10. This relation can also be obtained by using the theoretical expressions
(3.39), which are based on one stretchless flamelet. It is therefore not necessary to com-
pute stretched flames with detailed chemistry in order to construct the FGM. The element
composition is changed by varying the initial values of YCH4 , YO2 , YCO2 and YN2 . The initial
temperature is used to change the enthalpy of the flamelets.

Counterflow flames with Lei = const are computed by using this FGM and the full
reaction mechanism. The results for the mass burning rate are presented in figure 3.11
as function of the Karlovitz integral. Since the burnt mixture becomes richer and colder
for increasing stretch rates (see figure 3.10), there is an extra decrease in mb. The slope
found for Ka < 0.1 is in this case −1.7 instead of −1. The 1D manifold cannot represent
this, because it does not take variations in Zjb and hb into account. The 2D FGM, however,
includes these variations and reproduces the detailed chemistry results very well. Only at
high strain rates, where the stagnation plane influences the results and where higher-order
stretch effects play a role, the results deviate from the detailed chemistry computations.
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3.5 Conclusions

More insight in the effect of flame stretch is obtained by modelling premixed methane/air
counterflow flames with detailed chemistry and FGM. Flame stretch is one of the main
perturbations from local 1D flame behaviour that is neglected in the flamelet equations
(2.23)–(2.25). Steady counterflow flames are very suitable to study flame stretch, because
other perturbations such as curvature and unsteady effects are not present.

Steady counterflow flames have been computed for various applied strain rates. For
increasing strain rate, the flame front is not only pushed closer to the stagnation plane,
but the flame is also compressed by the applied strain, resulting in a smaller flame thick-
ness. The correlations between the mass fractions of the different species, however, hardly
change. Only a small decrease of the maximum concentration of CO is observed. However,
this has no effect on the chemical source term ω̇Y , which remains almost unchanged.

The mass burning rate of premixed laminar flames is influenced significantly by flame
stretch. The mass burning rate of counterflow flames with Lei = 1 decreases linearly as
function of Ka, which is in very good agreement with theoretical predictions. A similar
correspondence was found by De Goey and Ten Thije Boonkkamp [33] for flames with a
constant stretch rate ρK. For Lewis numbers unequal to 1, variations in the enthalpy and
element mass fractions occur, which result in an additional change of the mass burning
rate as function of Ka. For Lei = const the additional decrease of the mass burning rate
is 70%. The computed variations in Zjb and hb agree well with the theoretical expressions
(3.39) and (3.40) for small strain rates. At higher strain rates higher-order stretch effects
and disturbances due to the stagnation plane become important.

The results of counterflow flames computed with a 1D FGM agree well with results
obtained with detailed chemistry for Lewis numbers equal to 1. The results are not only
satisfactory for weak stretch, but for strain rates close to extinction as well. If a higher
accuracy is desired, a second reactive progress variable can be added to the manifold. Al-
though this is common practice in manifold methods, flamelet databases with more than
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one progress variable have never been mentioned in literature so far. By using a 2D FGM
we were able to reproduce the small decrease of the CO peak for increasing strain.

A multi-dimensional FGM is constructed by using flamelets with different initial com-
positions. Although there is a freedom of choice in the initial composition, the flamelets
relax to the underlying attracting manifold and finally end up in the same chemical equi-
librium. This is confirmed by the results presented in section 3.4.2 with two differently
constructed 2D FGM’s to account for enthalpy changes.

The results for Lewis numbers equal to 1 show that a manifold with only one progress
variable is sufficient to model the main effect of flame stretch on the mass burning rate.
Although the length scale related to flame stretch is in the order of the flame thickness for
high strain rates (Ka = O(1)), it is still larger than the reaction layer thickness. Therefore,
the reaction layer is hardly affected by flame stretch and the chemical source term ω̇Y is
almost the same as in stretchless flamelets. Since ω̇Y is unchanged by flame stretch and
an ordinary conservation equation is solved for the progress variable, the mass burning
rate is predicted correctly by FGM. The differential diffusion effects can be modelled by
FGM when the variations in Zjb and hb are taken into account. Since the variations in the
element mass fractions and the enthalpy are linearly coupled, one additional controlling
variable is sufficient to include these changes.

Concluding from the results presented in this chapter, it appears that FGM can be used
with confidence to model stretch effects in multi-dimensional flames.



Chapter4
Partially Premixed Flames

4.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapters, FGM has been applied to purely premixed flames only. How-
ever, in many engineering applications of combustion, fuel and oxidizer are not perfectly
mixed before entering the combustion chamber and combustion occurs under partially
premixed conditions. Partially premixed combustion is an intermediate regime between
the limiting cases of premixed and non-premixed combustion. It is well known that these
limiting cases of premixed and non-premixed combustion can be modelled by using their
1D counterparts: the premixed and diffusion flamelets, respectively. For partially premixed
combustion it is not clear whether to use premixed or diffusion flamelets and different
approaches can be found in literature (see e.g. [61]).

Since fuel and oxidizer are not perfectlymixed in partially premixed flames, variations in
the element mass fractions Zj and enthalpy h are inevitable. The element mass fraction of
carbon in a methane/air mixture for instance, varies between ZC = 0.75 in pure methane
and ZC = 0 in pure air. In non-premixed flames, the local equivalence ratio, which is
determined by the local element composition, is usually described by the mixture fraction
Z. The mixture fraction is defined in such way that it is a conserved scalar unchanged by
chemical reaction. For hydrocarbon mixtures it can be expressed in terms of the element
mass fractions ZC, ZH and ZO as follows [4]:

Z =
Z? − Z?

ox

Z?
fu − Z?

ox

, with Z? = 2ZC + 1
2
ZH − ZO, (4.1)

where the subscripts fu and ox denote pure fuel and oxidizer quantities, respectively. The
mixture fraction has been scaled such that Z = 1 in the fuel stream and Z = 0 in the oxi-
dizer stream. A differential equation for Z can be derived by taking the proper linear com-
bination of the species conservation equations (1.25). If all Lewis numbers are assumed to
be one, this differential equation for Z reads

∂(ρZ)

∂t
+∇·(ρuZ) = ∇·

(
λ

cp

∇Z

)
. (4.2)

When Lewis numbers not equal to 1 are used, an additional term appears due to differential
diffusion. For the special case of Lei = 1, the differential equations for Z, h and allZj ((4.2),
(1.24) and (1.28), respectively) are exactly the same. Furthermore, when similar boundary
conditions are applied, these variables will all behave the same and are related as follows:

Z =
Zj − Zj ox

Zj fu − Zj ox
=

h− hox

hfu − hox
. (4.3)
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Figure 4.1. Schematic representation of a triple flame. The arrows indicate the local
burning velocity.

In order to prevent differential diffusion effects, Lewis numbers equal to 1 are used in this
chapter. In the FGM method a manifold is generated from purely premixed flamelets with
a constant value of Z, apart from small local variations due to differential diffusion. To
account for relatively large, global variations in the mixture fraction due to mixing, Z is
added to the FGM as additional controlling variable. This is similar to the addition of h as
controlling variable to account for non-adiabatic effects as described in chapter 2.

The applicability of FGM to partially premixed flames is studied by simulating triple
flames. A triple flame is a flame structure generated by flame propagation in a partially
premixed system. A schematic representation of such a triple (or tribrachial) flame struc-
ture is shown in figure 4.1. In a partially premixed field themixture fraction determines the
local equivalence ratio and thereby the value of the mass burning rate. A plot of the mass
burning rate against the mixture fraction is shown in figure 4.2. Since premixed flame
speeds are maximum for near stoichiometric conditions, a flame in a partially premixed
field propagates preferentially along surfaces of stoichiometric mixture, i.e. near Z = Zst.
On the fuel-lean side of such a surface there is a lean premixed flame branch and on the
fuel-rich side there is a rich premixed flame branch, both propagating with a lower burning
velocity than the leading edge of the flame, called the triple point. For very rich or lean mix-
tures, the mixture fraction is beyond the flammability limits and the flame extinguishes.
After the partially premixed flame front, two streams, one containing unburnt intermedi-
ates like CO and H2, and the other unburnt oxidant, come together and burn as a diffusion
flame.

The interest in the study of triple flames is largely motivated by the potential role these
structures play in flame propagation in partially premixed mixtures. Triple flames are of
fundamental interest for the understanding of stabilization of lifted (turbulent) diffusion
flames. A thorough review of the different concepts about lift-off mechanisms and blow-out
criteria is given by Pitts [68]. The role of triple flames in the stabilization of jet flames is
discussed by Müller et al. [59].

In addition to diffusion flame stabilization, triple flames can also play an important role
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Figure 4.2. Mass burning rate mo of an unstretched premixed methane/air flame as
function of the mixture fraction Z for Lewis numbers equal to 1.

in the ignition processes of non-premixed systems. Numerical simulations of autoignition
in non-uniform mixtures by Réveillon, Domingo and Vervisch [21, 72] clearly show that
flame propagation in turbulent partially premixed systems is governed by triple flames.
In addition, Peters [65] notes that NOx emissions are likely to be large in such transient
cases, and therefore an understanding of triple flames can provide essential information
concerning pollutant formation.

One of the first observations of triple flames was made by Phillips [67], who investigated
flame propagation in a methane/air mixing layer. More recently, a number of experimental
studies on triple flames have been reported in literature. Kioni et al. [43] have studied the
development of a triple flame in a mixing layer with a linear profile of the mixture fraction.
Measurements and simulations of velocities and species distributions in a lifted laminar
axisymmetric diffusion flame have been reported by Plessing et al. [69]. The propagation
of unsteady triple flames in laminar non-premixed jets is studied experimentally by Ko and
Chung [44]. Numerical simulations have been used by Ruetsch et al. [75] to address the
relation between heat release and triple flame velocities, and by Echekki and Chen [23]
and Im and Chen [39] to study the chemical structure of methanol-air and hydrogen-air
triple flames. Theoretical studies considering the propagation velocity of triple flames have
been reported by Buckmaster andMatalon [10], who studied the influence of Lewis number
effects, and by Dold [20] and Hartley and Dold [35] who studied the effect of the mixture
fraction gradient in the region of the triple point. Ghosal and Vervisch [28] included the
effect of heat release in their theoretical study of the effect of the mixture fraction gradient
on the propagation speed. The effect of confinement on the propagation velocity of triple
flames was investigated numerically by Ruetsch and Broadwell [74].

In this chapter FGM is applied to partially premixed flames. The structure and propa-
gation of triple flames are studied by using detailed chemistry and FGM simulations. Ad-
ditionally, we investigate the influence of mixture fraction variations on the FGM method.
For small Z variations the use of premixed flamelets seems justified. When the gradients in
Z are increased, the deviations from local premixed behaviour increase and FGM is tested
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more severely.
Since a FGM is constructed by using purely premixed flamelets, variations in the mix-

ture fraction should be taken into account by using Z as an additional controlling variable.
A description of the triple flame simulations and the manifold that is used in the reduced
computations, is given in the next section. The results of detailed chemistry and FGM com-
putations are compared in section 4.3.1. The propagation speed sP of triple flames and its
relation with the mixture fraction gradient are discussed in section 4.3.2. Not only varia-
tions in the mixture fraction cause deviations from 1D premixed flat flame behaviour in
triple flames, but flame stretch and curvature as well. Therefore, the local mass burning
rate at the premixed flame branches is investigated in section 4.3.3 using a flamelet analy-
sis. Finally, results for diffusion flamelets in the triple flame are compared with results for
1D counterflow diffusion flames.

4.2 Numerical simulations

To simulate steady triple flames, the set of conservation equations (1.22)–(1.25) is solved
in a stream function/vorticity formulation [50] in the 2D domain depicted in figure 4.2.
The length and width of the domain are given by Lx and Ly, respectively. Since these
dimensions are much larger than the flame thickness, a non-equidistant grid is used in
order to reduce the number of grid points as much as possible. The total number of grid
points used in the simulations is 201× 201 = 40401. The results presented in this chapter
were run on different grids to check that the number of grid points does not affect the final
result. To keep the different grid nodes distinguishable in figure 4.2, only 41×41 grid lines
are shown. The inlet is located at the left of the domain (x = 0). At the right side of the
domain (x = Lx), outlet boundary conditions are applied:

∂u

∂x
= 0,

∂v

∂x
= 0,

∂Yi

∂x
= 0,

∂T

∂x
= 0. (4.4)

The top and bottom boundaries are treated as symmetry planes, i.e.

∂u

∂y
= 0, v = 0,

∂Yi

∂y
= 0,

∂T

∂y
= 0. (4.5)

This is in contrast to many other simulations of triple flames, for which non-reflecting
boundary conditions are applied in y-direction. The effect of the confinement due to sym-
metry boundary conditions on the propagation velocity of a triple flame is discussed by
Ruetsch and Broadwell [74]. They found that the propagation speed of a triple flame is
reduced by the lateral confinement.

The composition of the unburnt mixture at the inlet is prescribed by the following mix-
ture fraction profile [27]:

Zinlet = 1
2
(Z1 + Z2) + 1

2
(Z1 − Z2) cos

{
π
2

[1− cos(πy/Ly)]
}

, (4.6)

with Z1 = 0.03 and Z2 = 0.08 the mixture fraction at y = 0 and y = Ly, respectively. These
values are chosen in such way that the methane/air mixture lies within the flammability
limits and that the stoichiometric value Zst = 0.055 lies at the center of the inlet (y = Ly/2).
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Figure 4.3. Geometry and boundary conditions for the triple flame computations.

The thickness of the mixing layer δm is characterized by the slope of the mixture fraction
profile at y = Ly/2 and the overall change in mixture fraction, which gives

δm(x) = (Z2 − Z1)

(
∂Z

∂y

∣∣∣∣
y=Ly/2

)−1

. (4.7)

The mixing length at the inlet is a parameter of the simulation and is given by δinlet
m =

δm(0) = 4Ly/π
2. However, it is important to realize that δm does not remain constant

and increases as function of x due to the diffusive nature of the flow. At the location of
maximum heat release the mixing length is denoted by δi

m and is more physically relevant
to the flame’s behaviour than δm(0).

The triple flame is stabilized in the computational domain by adjusting the inlet velocity
using a procedure similar to the one implemented by Ruetsch et al. [75]. This method
requires the flame surface velocity uf , which is determined by combining the kinematic
equation (2.1) and the transport equation for Y :

uf · n =
−1

ρ|∇Y|
{

ρu∇Y −∇·
(

λ

cpLeY
∇Y

)
− ω̇Y

}
. (4.8)

This relation is evaluated on the centerline (y = Ly/2) in the preheat zone, yielding the
velocity correction uf ·ex to be applied at the inlet. If the correction would be applied to
the inlet alone, it would take a number of iterations before the velocity change reaches the
flame, which is both CPU intensive and may result in stability problems. Therefore, the
correction is applied to all points in the flow, as a Galilean transformation, in order to reach
a steady state more quickly. When the flow field reaches a steady state, the inlet velocity
uinlet, corresponds exactly to the propagation speed sP of the triple flame.

We consider triple flames in a partially premixed methane/air mixture at atmospheric
pressure with an unburnt temperature of Tu = 300 K. The reaction mechanism given in
appendix A is used for the description of the chemical processes involved in the oxidation of
methane. This mechanism considers C1-chemistry only and is therefore not very accurate
under fuel-rich conditions. However, due to the relatively small number of species and
reactions, this mechanism is more attractive to use in detailed chemistry computations
than more complete reaction mechanisms.

The thermal conductivity and viscosity are computed from the simplified transportmod-
els (1.15) and (1.16) given in chapter 1. The species diffusivities are evaluated by using
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Figure 4.4. The chemical source term ω̇Y of the progress variable in the flamelets used
to construct a 2D FGM for partially premixed flames. Not all flamelets are shown. The
bold line represents the stoichiometric flamelet.

Lewis numbers equal to 1 for all species (Lei = 1). This rather crude assumption results in
a mass burning rate, that is significantly lower than when Lewis numbers not equal to 1 are
applied. The mass burning rate of a stretchless stoichiometric flame equals mo

st = 0.337
and 0.421 kg m−2 s−1 for Lei = 1 and Lei 6= 1, respectively. Although the absolute values
are different, the behaviour of the mass burning rate as function of the mixture fraction is
similar. The main reason to use Lewis numbers equal to 1 is that it simplifies the analysis
of the results. Since differential diffusion effects are absent in this case, the enthalpy and
element mass fractions are not changed by flame stretch. It is expected that the simplified
reaction and diffusion models do not prohibit us to draw general conclusions about the
structure and propagation of triple flames.

In the FGM method a manifold is constructed from 1D premixed flamelets. Since the
mixture fraction in such flamelets is conserved, changes in the mixture fraction as they oc-
cur in partially premixed flames, have to be taken into account by adding Z as controlling
variable to the manifold. The procedure to add Z as extra controlling variable is similar to
the one described in chapter 2 for adding h as variable to account for enthalpy changes. Be-
cause the triple flames considered here are adiabatic, the enthalpy is not used as additional
controlling variable. In order to add the mixture fraction as additional controlling variable,
the 1D flamelet equations (2.23)–(2.25) are solved for different values of the initial mix-
ture fraction Z−∞ = Z(x = −∞). In this work, the value of Z−∞ is simply changed by
varying the ratio between fuel and air in the initial mixture. It is changed in the range of
0.0280<Z−∞<0.0820 with steps of ∆Z = 0.0005. The resulting 2D manifold is shown in
figure 4.4, where the chemical source term ω̇Y of the progress variable is plotted as func-
tion of the controlling variables Y and Z. The same progress variable as in chapter 3 is
used, which is defined by (3.41). Because Lewis numbers equal to 1 are used, there are no
differential diffusion effects and Z = Z−∞ in each flamelet. Since the progress variable
is scaled with its equilibrium value at stoichiometric conditions, the equilibrium values at
other mixture fractions are not equal to 1. The equilibrium values for fuel-lean mixtures are
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Table 4.1. Parameters and primary results of the triple flame simulations with FGM.
The length of the domain is Lx = 23.6 mm for all flames.

Flame Ly (mm) δinlet
m /δst

f δi
m/δst

f sP/sst
L

I 10.0 12.2 26.5 1.84
II 8.0 9.8 21.7 1.75
III 6.0 7.3 17.3 1.60
IV 5.0 6.1 15.3 1.50
V 3.75 4.6 13.2 1.31
VI 2.5 3.1 13.5 1.02

smaller, because less H2 and H2O are formed. For fuel-rich mixtures, the opposite holds.
A series of triple flames is computed with different mixing lengths. For smaller mix-

ing lengths, the deviation from a purely premixed system becomes more prominent. The
mixing length (or mixture fraction gradient) is changed by varying the width of the domain
Ly. The length of the domain is kept constant at Lx = 23.6 mm, which corresponds to
Lx = 70 δst

f , with δst
f = 0.337 mm the premixed flame thickness at stoichiometric condi-

tions. The flame thickness is defined as

δf =

sb∫
su

Ỹ ds, (4.9)

following the ideas of the Integral Analysis explained in section 3.2. In (4.9) the progress
variable is scaled such that Ỹb = 1 for fuel-rich and lean conditions as well. To avoid that
the flow boundary conditions at the inlet affect the propagation speed, the triple point is
stabilized far away from the inlet at a distance of x ≈ 23 δst

f . The triple point is defined as
the point of maximum heat release at the stoichiometric mixture fraction contour.

The parameters and primary results of the triple flame simulations are shown in ta-
ble 4.1. The numerical configuration described in this section is chosen similar to the one
used by Favier et al. [27]. A comparison of the results presented in this chapter with their
results is given by Herrmann [36].

All flames have been computed by using the 2D FGM discussed above. Flame IV has
been computed with detailed chemistry as well. Using a code that was not optimized for
detailed chemistry, the computation time of this simulation exceeded several weeks, while
the FGM simulation lasted approximately two days. Because of the very long CPU-times,
detailed chemistry simulations have been limited to one case only.

4.3 Results

In this section the results of the triple flame simulations are presented. First some general
characteristics of triple flames are described and the results computed with detailed chem-
istry and FGM are compared. In subsection 4.3.2 results are presented for different mixing
lengths and the propagation speed sP of the triple flames is discussed. Finally, the structure
of both premixed and diffusion flamelets in a triple flame are studied.
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4.3.1 Comparison detailed chemistry/FGM

Before the results of detailed chemistry and FGM are compared, a description of the gen-
eral structure of the methane/air triple flame is given in terms of temperature and species
profiles. Iso-contours of temperature T and the species mass fractions YCH4 , YO2 , YCO, YH

and YCH2O are shown in figure 4.5 for Flame IV computed with detailed chemistry and
FGM. Notice that not the whole computational domain is shown, but only 12 mm of the
complete x range. The ticks on the axes are separated by 1 mm.

The most characteristic scalar field of a flame is that of temperature. The premixed
flame branches can clearly be identified. The temperature rises from 300 K in the unburnt
mixture to approximately 2000 K behind the premixed flame branches depending on the
local stoichiometry. The highest temperatures of approximately 2150 K are found in re-
gions of near-stoichiometric mixture. However, because heat is conducted away from the
stoichiometric line, these temperatures are almost 100 K lower than the maximum equilib-
rium temperature of 2240 K.

In the unburnt gases the mass fraction of methane equals the mixture fraction and
ranges from YCH4 = 0.08 at the fuel-rich side to YCH4 = 0.03 at the fuel-lean side. Due to
diffusion and redirection of the flow in lateral direction, the gradient in YCH4 (and therefore
in Z as well) decreases as function of x in front of the triple flame. In the premixed flame
front, methane is decomposed intomore stable fuels likeCO andH2. A large amount ofCO
can be found in the mixture behind the fuel-rich premixed flame branch. On the lean side,
O2 survives through the premixed flame and diffuses towards the stable reactants behind
the fuel-rich branch.

The radical profiles for H and formaldehyde (CH2O) in Flame IV are shown in figure 4.5
as well. Both species concentrations peak on the fuel-rich side close to the triple point.
The CH2O concentration shows a second peak in the fuel-rich premixed flame branch at
the boundary of the domain. Following the C1 path discussed in chapter 1, formaldehyde
is converted through HCO into CO in the premixed flame branch. The H radicals are
produced behind the fuel consumption layer near the burnt gas side of the premixed flame,
and diffuse upstream towards the unburnt gas, where they play an important role in the
break up of the fuel.

The propagation speed of Flame IV computed by using detailed chemistry is sP =
44.0 cm s−1. When FGM is used, the propagation speed is sP = 44.7 cm s−1; a differ-
ence less than two percent. This small difference indicates that FGM yields accurate results
for these triple flames. This is confirmed by the temperature and species profiles shown
in figure 4.5. For most variables the results of the detailed and reduced chemistry compu-
tations agree very well. For the temperature and the major species, hardly any difference
can be observed. Because transport processes along the iso-surfaces of Y are not included
in FGM, the CO formed on the fuel-rich side cannot diffuse along the premixed flame to-
wards the fuel-lean side. Therefore, the CO concentration behind the fuel-rich premixed
flame branch is a few percent over-predicted by FGM.

The radical mass fractions YH and YCH2O are very hard to predict using existing reduc-
tion methods. However, when using FGM the results agree well with the results of detailed
chemistry computations. Since the radical concentrations are mainly determined by the
concentrations of the major species, the small over-prediction of CO on the fuel-rich side
results locally in a lower value of YCH2O.
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Figure 4.5. Iso-contours of T , YCH4 , YO2 , YCO, YH and YCH2O for Flame IV computed
with detailed chemistry (left) and FGM (right). Only a part (12×5 mm) of the complete
computational domain (figure 4.2) is shown. The contours are drawn at equal intervals
indicated in the lower right corner covering the entire range of each variable. The same
iso-levels are used for the detailed chemistry and FGM results.
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Figure 4.6. Heat release ω̇T in Flame IV computed with detailed chemistry (left) and
FGM (right). The same iso-levels are used in all graphs: 25(25)450 × 107 J m−3. The
lower graphs show the original data multiplied by 100. The black lines denote the
stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-contours.
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Figure 4.7. Chemical source term ω̇Y of the progress variable for different mix-
ing lengths. The contours are drawn at equal intervals covering the entire range:
25(25)450 × 107 J m−3. The black lines represent streamlines.
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Figure 4.8. Temperature T (left) and heat release ω̇T (right; log-scale) in Flame IV
along the stoichiometric mixture-fraction contour. Dashed line: detailed chemistry;
dotted line: FGM. The full line represents a stoichiometric 1D premixed flame.

Besides temperature, the heat release ω̇T defined as

ω̇T = −
Ns∑
i

hiω̇i, (4.10)

is an important characteristic of flames. The heat release distributions in Flame IV com-
puted with detailed chemistry and FGM are shown at the left and right in figure 4.6, respec-
tively. The original data is plotted in the upper graphs, while the lower graphs present the
same data multiplied by 100 in order to show the structure of the small values. The triple
flame structure of this flame can clearly be identified in this figure. Although the heat re-
lease in the premixed flame branches is approximately two orders of magnitude larger, the
trailing diffusion flame can be observed by its heat release in both detailed chemistry and
FGM computations.

Another way to indicate the presence of a diffusion flame is to compare profiles of tem-
perature and heat release along the stoichiometric contour in a triple flame with those of a
stoichiometric 1D premixed flame. These profiles are plotted in figure 4.8 as function of the
arc-length s. The arc-length is made dimensionless with the flame thickness δst

f and its ori-
gin is chosen at the point of maximum heat release s = si. The profiles coincide in the pre-
mixed flame region. Behind the premixed reaction zone differences between the 1D flame
and the triple flames can be observed. Due to lateral diffusion of heat, the temperature in
the triple flames is almost 100 K lower than in the 1D case. On the other hand, diffusion
of excess oxygen and intermediate fuels behind the premixed flame branch towards the
stoichiometric line cause an increase in the reaction rate resulting in a higher heat release
than in the 1D flame. For increasing mixture fraction gradient, these differences become
larger. The difference between the temperature profiles computed with detailed chemistry
and FGM is not visible in figure 4.8.

The heat release in the diffusion flame computed with FGM is approximately 5% higher
than for the detailed chemistry computation. This difference is caused by a small local
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difference in Y . Because theH2O concentration behind the fuel-rich flame branch is higher
in the detailed chemistry computation, Y has a higher value than in the FGM computation.
Since in the FGM case Y is further away from the chemical equilibrium value, the heat
release is higher than in the detailed chemistry computation. Because the values of ω̇T are
small in the trailing diffusion flame, the relative difference seems high (5%). However, the
difference in Y is only 0.5%.

4.3.2 Flame propagation and mixing length

So far we have not considered the velocity field in our analysis. In this section we discuss
the velocity field of a triple flame and the effect of the mixing length δm. In figure 4.7 the
chemical source term ω̇Y of the progress variable is shown for the different triple flames. If
we compare the heat release profiles in figure 4.6 with the profiles of ω̇Y in figure 4.7, we
can conclude that ω̇Y and ω̇T are closely correlated. The flow field is presented by means of
streamlines, which are superimposed on the ω̇Y contours in figure 4.7.

Due to the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions at the symmetry planes, the
profile of Z in y-direction is flattened by lateral diffusion and the mixture fraction gradi-
ent decreases as function of x. As a result the maximum and minimum value of Z in the
premixed flame branch tend to the stoichiometric value and are less extreme than their
values at the inlet. This effect has an increasing influence for decreasing δinlet

m . It results in
an increase of the reaction rate near the boundaries and in an attachment of the premixed
flame branches to the boundaries (see figure 4.7). For Flame VI the minimum and max-
imum value of Z in the premixed flame front are Z = 0.045 and Z = 0.063, respectively.
Furthermore, the effective mixing length δi

m at the triple point of Flame VI is larger than
for Flame V, although the mixing length δinlet

m at the inlet is smaller (see table 4.1). So, for
these small domain widths, smaller δinlet

m do not lead to smaller δi
m. Therefore, the mixture

fraction gradient cannot be increased further with this method for a more stringent test of
the FGM method.

Heat release in the premixed flame branches strongly influences the flow field ahead of
the flame structure. Thermal expansion in the premixed flame front causes an increase in
the component of the velocity normal to the flame front. This jump in the normal velocity
bends the streamlines towards the stoichiometric line. To accommodate this redirection of
the flow, the streamlines ahead of the flame diverge. Due to this divergence, the velocity
directly ahead of the triple flame is lower than the oncoming velocity far upstream. Since
the velocity directly ahead of the triple point is almost equal to the premixed burning velocity
sst
L , the propagation speed of the triple flame structure is higher than sst

L . The propagation
speeds sP of triple flames with different mixing lengths are given in table 4.1. For smaller
mixing lengths the curvature of the premixed flame front increases and the divergence
ahead of the flame decreases, resulting in lower propagation speeds. As argued by Ruetsch
and Broadwell [74], the confinement of the triple flame also affects the propagation speed.
Since the flow is confined in y-direction, the divergence ahead of the flame is smaller than
for the unconfined case. Therefore, a comparison of the propagation speed with theoretical
expressions [35, 28], which only consider unconfined flames, does not make much sense.

The effect of flow divergence on the propagation speed is elucidated in figure 4.9, where
the dimensionless mass flow rate is plotted along the stoichiometric mixture-fraction con-
tour. The dimensionless mass flow is defined as ρ(u·es)/m

o
st, with es the unit vector along

the Z = Zst contour. This figure shows clearly that the mass flow rate decreases ahead
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Figure 4.9. Dimensionless mass flow ρ(u ·es)/mo
st along the stoichiometric mixture-

fraction contour for flames I–VI computed with FGM.

of the flame. Therefore, the upstream value is higher than the mass flow rate at the triple
point, which is approximately the same as the mass burning rate of a stoichiometric pre-
mixed flame mo

st. Behind the premixed flame front the streamlines converge causing an
increase in the mass flow. Far downstream the flow becomes uniform and ρ(u·es) becomes
equal to its value at the inlet. However, behind the flame front of flame VI the mixture frac-
tion is almost constant. Therefore, the stoichiometric mixture-fraction contour of flame VI
bends towards the rich side for s− si > 20δst

f . As a result es is diverted in lateral direction
and ρ(u·es) decreases for flame VI.

Although the propagation speed sP of most triple flames is significantly larger than the
mass burning rate of a stoichiometric premixed flame, the local mass burning rate at the
triple point is 10 to 20% lower than mo

st. This decrease of the mass burning rate is caused
by flame stretch. Since the stretch rate increases with increasing curvature of the premixed
flame front, this effect is larger for smaller mixing lengths. The influence of flame stretch
on the local mass burning rate at the premixed branches is studied in more detail in the
next section.

4.3.3 Flamelet analysis

In this section we discuss the structure and behaviour of flamelets in the premixed and
diffusion flame branches.

Premixed flamelets

In the previous section, we have found that the propagation speed of a triple flame is gov-
erned by flow divergence ahead of the flame and the local mass burning rate in the pre-
mixed flame branch. The latter is investigated with a flamelet analysis similar to the analy-
sis of the mass burning rate of counterflow flames in chapter 3. In order to do so, the 1D
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Figure 4.10. Premixed (black) and diffusion (gray) flamelets in Flame IV. Full black
line: premixed fuel-rich flamelet; dotted black line: premixed fuel-lean flamelet; dashed
black line; premixed near-stoichiometric flamelet. Full gray line: diffusion flamelet D1;
dashed gray line: diffusion flamelet D2; dotted gray line; diffusion flamelet D3. The
thin lines are iso-contours of the progress variable Y . The bullets indicate the position
of the inner layer si in the premixed flamelets.

flamelets have to be reconstructed from the triple-flame solution. This is done by integrat-
ing in the direction normal to the iso-surfaces of the progress variable. The 1D flame path
is then given by

x(s) = x−∞ −
s∫

su

n ds′, (4.11)

with x−∞ the starting point in the unburntmixture. In figure 4.10, three premixed flamelets
in Flame IV are shown: one starting on the fuel-rich side, one on the fuel-lean side and one
near stoichiometric conditions. Since the iso-contours of Z and Y are not perpendicular
(∇Z · ∇Y 6= 0), the flamelets cross iso-contours of Z and thus, Z changes in the premixed
flamelets. Because the progress variable contains the mass fraction of H2 and H2O, the
progress variable reaches a higher value at fuel-rich conditions. Therefore, the flamelets
bend towards the fuel-rich side in the burnt gases.

Temperature profiles in these three flamelets are shown in figure 4.11. In this figure
the temperature is plotted as function of the arc-length s, which is scaled with the flame
thickness δst

f . The origin is chosen at the position of maximum heat release. This reaction
layer in a premixed flame is often referred to as the inner layer [78]. The slope of the
temperature profile in the preheat zone of the near-stoichiometric flamelet is steeper than
for the fuel-rich and fuel-lean case. This is caused by the higher flow velocity in the preheat
zone of the near-stoichiometric flamelet. This can be seen in the right graph of figure 4.11,
in which the mass burning rate m in the flamelets is plotted. In the preheat zone the
mass burning rate decreases due to flame stretch. Behind the inner layer, this continues
for the fuel-lean and near-stoichiometric flamelets. The mass burning rate of the fuel-rich
flamelet, however, increases behind the inner layer.

The explanation for this behaviour can be found in figure 4.12, in which the dimension-
less stretch rate ρKδst

f /mo
st and curvature term κmδst

f /mo
st in these flamelets are shown. The

definitions of ρK and κ are given by (2.8) and (2.12), respectively. The mass burning rate
is changed by flame stretch and curvature according to (2.16). A positive stretch rate de-
creasesm as function of s, while positive curvature leads to an increase ofm. In the preheat
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Figure 4.11. Temperature and dimensionless mass burning rate profiles along the
premixed flamelets shown in figure 4.10. Full line: fuel-rich; dotted line: fuel-lean;
dashed line; near stoichiometric.
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zone the stretch term is larger than the curvature term and therefore, the mass burning rate
decreases. Behind the inner layer the curvature of the flame surfaces increases, especially
for the fuel-rich case. In the fuel-rich flamelet the curvature term becomes larger than the
flame stretch term, resulting in an increase of the mass burning rate.

In figure 4.13 the flame stretch ρK and curvature κm terms are shown for the near-
stoichiometric flamelets in Flame I, III and V. The profiles are similar for the different
flames. However, for smaller mixing lengths the premixed flame front becomes more
curved and, because curvature contributes to stretch, the stretch rate increases. Figure 4.12
and 4.13 clearly show that ρK is not small, whichmakes the use of weak-stretch approxima-
tions in theoretical studies doubtful. Moreover, since the stretch rate changes significantly
through the flamelet, constant stretch-rate assumptions are not applicable either.

In section 3.2 we derived an expression for the mass burning rate mb in the burnt
mixture of stretched flames. However, the mass burning rate mi at the position of the
inner layer, where most heat is released, is more physically relevant. This value governs
the propagation of the premixed flame front through the mixture. Furthermore, Groot and
De Goey [34] have shown that the unstretched mass burning rate is independent of flame
curvature, only when m is evaluated in the inner layer. The mass burning rate in the inner
layer is related to mb by the continuity equation:

mbσb −miσi = −
sb∫

si

σρK ds. (4.12)

For the unstretched case this yields

(mbσb)
o = (miσi)

o. (4.13)

Notice that mo
i = mo for σ = const , with mo the mass burning rate of a flat, stretchless

flame. Combining (4.12) and (4.13) with expression (3.13) for mb, gives us an expression
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Figure 4.14. Mass burning rate mi as function of the mixture fraction Zi in the inner
layer for Flames I (•), IV (�) and VI (N). Results for Flame IV computed with detailed
chemistry are denoted by open squares (ut). Symbols: numerical; thin lines: theory
according to (4.14). The bold line represents the mass burning rate mo of a stretchless,
premixed, flat flame.

for the mass burning rate in the inner layer:

mi = mo
i −

1

σi


 sb∫

su

σρKY ds−
sb∫

si

σρK ds


 . (4.14)

The first term between parentheses on the right-hand side represents that themass burning
rate in the inner layer is affected by the stretch field throughout the whole flamelet. The
second term is just a correction needed to translate the result from s = sb to the inner layer.

The mass burning rate in the inner layer is shown in figure 4.14 for Flame I, IV and
VI. For each triple flame a series of flamelets is reconstructed and for each flamelet mi is
plotted against the mixture fraction Zi at the inner layer. Due to flame stretch, mi is almost
10% lower than the mass burning rate mo(Z) of a stretchless premixed flame for Flame I.
Since the stretch rate is higher in Flame IV, the decrease in mi is larger than for Flame I.
For Flame IV, mi is approximately 15% smaller than mo. This decrease does not change
significantly as function of Zi, because stretch and curvature are more or less constant
along the premixed flame branch of these flames.

The structure of Flame VI is, however, quite different: near the triple point the flame
front is convex towards the unburnt mixture, but at the fuel-rich and fuel-lean sides it is
concave. Therefore, the flame stretch rate decreases away from the triple point and becomes
even negative at the fuel-lean side. As a result the difference between mi and mo decreases
for fuel-rich and fuel-lean conditions. For Zi < 0.047, the mass burning rate in the inner
layer becomes even higher than mo.

By integrating along the flamelets, the mass burning rate can be determined accord-
ing to (4.14). These predictions of mi are plotted in figure 4.14 as well. The comparison
with the numerical results can be considered very satisfactory. Close to the triple point at
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Figure 4.15. Mixture fraction Z and scalar dissipation rate χ profiles along the diffu-
sion flamelets D1 (full), D2 (dashed) and D3 (dotted) shown in figure 4.10.

stoichiometric conditions the difference between numerical results and theory is negligi-
ble. Away from stoichiometry the differences increase, because the reaction layer becomes
thicker and variations in Z through the flamelet become larger.

So far, the results presented in this section are based on simulations using FGM. A sim-
ilar analysis can be performed for the results computed with detailed chemistry. The mass
burning rate at the inner layer of Flame IV computed with detailed chemistry is plotted in
figure 4.14 as well. Again the comparison between FGM and detailed chemistry results is
very satisfactory.

Diffusion flamelets

For the trailing diffusion flame a similar analysis can be performed. Diffusion flamelets are
reconstructed from the triple flame solution by integrating in the direction normal to iso-
contours of Z. The 1D diffusion flame path is then given by (4.11) with n = −∇Z/|∇Z|
in this case. The starting points x−∞ are chosen close to the boundary at the lean side.
The flame paths of three diffusion flamelets in Flame IV are displayed in figure 4.10. The
diffusion flamelets D1, D2 and D3 are located at approximately 3, 5 and 7 mm downstream
of the triple point, respectively.

The mixture fraction profiles along these diffusion flamelets are shown in figure 4.15,
whereZ is plotted as function of the arc-length s. The arc-length is scaled with the premixed
flame thickness δst

f and the origin is chosen at the position s = sst, where Z = Zst. The
mixture fraction in the flamelets increases from approximately Z ≈ 0.035 on the fuel-lean
side to Z ≈ 0.075 on the fuel-rich side. Due to the diffusive nature of the flow, the gradient
∂Z/∂s decreases for flamelets further downstream. Thismixture fraction gradient is closely
related to the scalar dissipation rate χ, which is an important characteristic of diffusion
flamelets. The scalar dissipation rate is defined as:

χ = 2D|∇Z|2 =
2λ

ρcp

(
∂Z

∂s

)2

, (4.15)
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Figure 4.16. Mixture fraction Z and scalar dissipation rate χ as function of the arc-
length s (left) and the progress variableY as function ofZ (right) for diffusion flamelet
D2 in flame IV and a counterflow diffusion flame with a = 81.5 s−1. Full line: flamelet
based on detailed chemistry computation; symbols: flamelet based on FGM computa-
tion; dashed line: counterflow flame; dotted line: chemical equilibrium.

which is the inverse of a characteristic diffusion time scale. The scalar dissipation rate for
the diffusion flamelets is shown in figure 4.15 as well. The profiles of χ are bell-shaped
with their maximum near Z = Zst. Since the gradient of Z decreases for flamelets further
downstream, the maximum value of χ decreases as well.

The diffusion flamelets in the triple flames are compared with the most elementary dif-
fusion flame: the quasi-1D counterflow diffusion flame. The counterflow diffusion flame
configuration is similar to the configuration of premixed counterflow flames depicted in
figure 3.1, but with opposing fuel and oxidizer streams. These flames are governed by
the same set of equations (3.18–3.20, 3.24) as the premixed counterflow flames in chap-
ter 3. However, since the opposing flows have different compositions, the problem is not
symmetric as in the premixed case and other boundary conditions have to be applied. In
most studies on counterflow diffusion flames, one stream consists of fuel (Z = 1) and the
other of oxidizer (Z = 0). In this study, we use unburnt mixtures with Z−∞ = 0.03 and
Z∞ = 0.08 as boundary conditions in order to resemble the flamelets in the triple flame
as close as possible. Since these mixtures are within the flammability limits, the diffu-
sion flame is enclosed between two premixed flames. In fact, this flame structure can be
considered as a quasi-1D triple flame.

First a series of counterflow diffusion flames is computed with detailed chemistry for
different applied strain rates a. The scalar dissipation rate in counterflow diffusion flames
increases for increasing strain rates. Subsequently, diffusion flamelet D2 is compared with
a counterflow flame with the same scalar dissipation rate χst = 0.074 at stoichiometric
conditions. In figure 4.16, the profiles of Z and χ are plotted for flamelet D2 and the
corresponding counterflow flame with a = 81.5 s−1. The behaviour of both Z and χ is very
similar for these flames. Due to the boundary conditions for the triple flame simulations,
the gradients of Z at fuel-rich and fuel-lean conditions are smaller for flamelet D2 than for
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the counterflow flame.
Since themixture fraction is a continuously increasing function of s, diffusion flamelets

can be parametrized by Z. In studies on diffusion flames it is therefore common practice
to present results in mixture fraction space. In figure 4.16, the progress variable Y is shown
in mixture fraction space for flamelet D2 and the corresponding counterflow flame. The
chemical equilibrium value Yeq(Z) is shown as well. Because flamelet D2 lies almost com-
pletely behind the premixed flame branch, the progress variable has a high value close to
Yeq. At Z = 0.068 the flamelet enters the premixed flame branch and Y suddenly drops.
Similar behaviour can be observed for the counterflow flame, albeit for a higher value of Z.
When transport along iso-surfaces of Z is neglected and the transformation

∂

∂s
=

∂Z

∂s

∂

∂Z
(4.16)

is applied, the conservation equation for the species mass fractions along the diffusion
flamelets can be written as (see e.g. [64])

−ρ
χ

2

∂2Yi

∂Z2
= ω̇i, (4.17)

stating that there is a balance between diffusion along the flamelet and reaction. Due to this
balance, the chemical equilibrium value Yeq, where ω̇i = 0, is not reached in the diffusion
flamelets.

The results of flamelet D2 based on the triple flame simulation using FGM are almost
the same as the results computed with detailed chemistry. Although the FGM database
consists of premixed flamelets, the diffusion part of the flame seems to be modelled ac-
curately by FGM. Since an ordinary 2D conservation equation for the progress variable is
solved, transport of Y in all directions is accounted for. Therefore, the differences between
the results computed with detailed chemistry and FGM are mainly caused by differences
in the chemical source term. Since the composition in the diffusion tail of the triple flame
is close to chemical equilibrium, for which chemistry is dominant and ILDM and FGM are
identical, the composition can be described very accurately by only one progress variable.
Thus, because the chemical source term is well described by FGM and diffusion of Y along
the diffusion flamelets is accounted for, the results of the reduced computations agree well
with the results of the detailed chemistry simulations.

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter FGM has been applied to partially premixed flames. Triple flames have
been simulated for different mixing lengths with detailed chemistry and FGM. The mix-
ing length has been decreased by decreasing the size of the computational domain in y-
direction. However, lateral diffusion reduces the gradient of Z so much for small domain
widths, that the mixing length at the flame front increases for decreasing Ly. In order to
study larger variations of Z along the flame front, the mixing length δi

m should be controlled
in another way.

Due to the relatively large mixing length, the trailing diffusion flame is less prominent
than the premixed flame branches. The heat release in the diffusion flame is two orders of
magnitude smaller than that in the premixed flame branches. Since the diffusion flame is
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embedded in the burnt gases of the premixed flame front, the mixture composition in the
diffusion flame is close to chemical equilibrium.

The propagation of triple flames is governed by flow redirection that occurs in front of
the flame. This redirection is a consequence of the acceleration of normal velocity across
the premixed flame front. For largemixing lengths the redirection of the flow increases and
as a result the propagation speed increases. Due to the confinement in lateral direction, the
redirection — and thus the propagation speed — is smaller than for ’free’ triple flames. In
[74], Ruetsch and Broadwell concluded that the propagation speed of confined triple flames
is equal to the premixed burning velocity, i.e. sP = sL. This is, however, in contradiction
with the results from Herrmann [36] and the results presented in this chapter.

The structure of the different flame branches has been studied by using a flamelet anal-
ysis. The amount of flame stretch and curvature appeared to be significant in the premixed
flame branches. This makes the use of weak-stretch approximations in theoretical studies
doubtful. Since flame stretch contains contributions due to curvature, the stretch term is
higher for flames with a smaller mixing length. The curvature of the premixed flame front
increases for decreasing mixing length. The local mass burning rate in the premixed flame
branches is affected significantly by flame stretch. For Flame IV the mass burning rate is
approximately 15% smaller than themass burning rate of a stretchless premixed flame. The
results obtained with the flamelet analysis agree with the results from Herrmann [36]. The
structure of the trailing diffusion flame has been analyzed as well. It appeared that the dif-
fusion flamelets are very similar to 1D counterflow flames with a similar scalar dissipation
rate.

To account for mixture fraction variations in the FGM method, Z is added to the man-
ifold as additional controlling variable. The agreement between the results of the triple
flame computed with detailed chemistry and FGM is very satisfactory. Since transport of
species along iso-surfaces of Y is not included in the FGM computations, differences ap-
pear for species, whose concentration changes significantly along the premixed flame front.
The differences are only small for the flames studied here, because the length scale of the
variations along the flame front are much larger than the premixed flame thickness, i.e.
δi
m � δf .

Although the variations in Z are small, flame stretch and curvature result in significant
deviations from local 1D flame behaviour. The length scales associated with flame stretch
sLK−1 and curvature κ−1 are in the same order of magnitude than the premixed flame
thickness δf . However, since the reaction layer thickness is typically much smaller than
δf , the chemistry (or chemical source term ω̇Y) is not affected by stretch and curvature.
Therefore, the local mass burning rate is reproduced accurately with FGM, which on its
turn results in the correct shape of the premixed flame front.

In the trailing diffusion flame only small deviations from chemical equilibrium occur,
because the scalar dissipation rate is much smaller than the chemical reaction rates. In this
high-temperature region, the mixture composition can be described by only one reactive
controlling variable and ILDM and FGM are identical. Therefore, the FGM results agree
very well with the detailed chemistry computations. For smaller mixing lengths, the scalar
dissipation rate and the deviation from chemical equilibrium will increase. In order to
maintain a certain accuracy at higher dissipation rates, the dimension of the manifold can
be increased by adding extra progress variables.

Finally, it can be concluded that — at least for the flames considered here — a premixed
flamelet database can be used to model partially premixed flames accurately.
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Chapter5
Application to a Semi-Practical
Combustion System

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters we have seen that FGM is an accurate and efficient method to
model (partially) premixed laminar flames. The results of simulations with detailed chem-
istry are reproduced by FGM within a fraction of the computation time. This makes FGM
a powerful tool to study combustion processes, not only in scientific research but also in
industrial applications. In order to investigate the applicability of FGM to more realistic
problems, it is used to model the combustion process in a semi-practical combustion sys-
tem.

In this chapter the FGMmethod is used to model the combustion process on a ceramic-
foam surface burner in a radiating furnace. Surface burners are of particular interest since
they have a very low NOx emission due to the cooling of the gases before they burn [91].
At the Eindhoven University of Technology, surface burners have been studied since 1992.
Bouma et al. [7, 8] studied the stability, performance and radiative output of ceramic-foam
surface burners in a cold environment. The performance and stability of ceramic-foam
burners in high temperature systems, where the risk of flashback is enlarged, has been in-
vestigated by Lammers [47]. In this chapter, we consider the experimental set-up Lammers
used in his work. In contrast to the research of Lammers, the main goal of this work is not
to study the behaviour of this semi-practical burner system, but to show that efficient and
accurate numerical simulations of such a system can be performed by using FGM.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. The experimental set-up is described in the
next section. In section 5.3, the numerical method is discussed. Attention is given to the
treatment of the ceramic-foam burner and to radiation modelling. The numerical results
are presented in section 5.4 and are compared with thermocouple measurements.

5.2 Experimental set-up

The experimental setup has been designed to investigate the stability and performance of a
ceramic-foam burner in a hot radiating furnace [48] and is shown in figure 5.1. The furnace
consists of a cylinder of fire-resistant bricks, referred to as wall, and a duraboard plate which
is referred to as the top disk. The inside of the bricks is polished to a cylinder with a radius
of 15.5 cm. In the top disk a cylindrical ceramic-foam burner with a radius of 10 cm is fitted.
The flame stabilizes at the lower surface of the burner. Instead of placing the burner at the
bottom of the furnace, this configuration has been selected in order to prevent condensing
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Figure 5.1. Schematic cross section of the experimental setup. The thick dotted line
denotes the computational domain. The curved arrow indicates the flow direction. All
dimensions are in mm.
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water to fall onto the burner, because this may lead to fracture of the burner.
A water-cooled, steel heat exchanger with a radius of 12.5 cm is located opposite to

the burner and provides good boundary conditions for both the flow and temperature. In
the experimental set-up the radiating temperature of the environment can be controlled by
changing the vertical position of the heat exchanger. In this work, the distance between
the downstream surface of the burner and the heat exchanger is set to 10 cm. The heat
exchanger divides the furnace in a hot upper part and a relatively cold, lower part. Due
to the relatively narrow gap between the heat exchanger and the wall, there is almost no
radiative heat transfer between the two zones. Moreover, since the flow has to pass through
the narrow gap, the influence of the lower part of the furnace on the upper part is negligible.
Therefore, the computational domain is restricted to the upper part of the furnace. At the
bottom of the furnace, the flue gases leave the furnace through a torus that is connected to
a chimney.

In the furnace, both gas and wall temperatures are measured. Wall temperatures are
measured by using K-type thermocouples located at 5 and 15 cm below the burner at the
inside and outside of the brick wall. The accuracy of the thermocouples is 2 K for the inner-
wall thermocouples and 5 K for the outer-wall thermocouples [47]. Gas temperatures are
measured by inserting S-type thermocouples into the furnace through holes in the brick
wall at 2.5 and 8 cm below the burner. The thermocouples consist of a combination of a
pure platinum wire and a platinum wire with 10% rhodium. The measured temperatures
are corrected for radiative heat losses. The uncertainty in the gas temperatures varies from
2 K near the heat exchanger to 40 K near the burner [47].

The composition and velocity of the unburnt mixture is controlled by two mass-flow
controllers, one for methane and one for air. In this work, the unburntmethane/airmixture
has a temperature of Tu = 300 K and an equivalence ratio of φ = 0.9. Furthermore, the
furnace is operated at atmospheric pressure with a thermal load of 200 kW m−2, which
corresponds to a uniform inlet velocity of vinlet = 7 cm s−1.

5.3 Numerical simulation

5.3.1 Porous burner

The ceramic-foam burner is implemented as a two-phase region with the solid-fluid in-
teraction given by volume-averaged terms. The conserved quantities of the gas phase are
multiplied by the porosity η, being the volume fraction of the gas phase, to account for the
presence of the solid phase. Assuming that the tortuosity of the gas phase equals 1, mass
conservation of the gas phase is given by

∇·(ηρu) = 0, (5.1)

and the conservation equation for the progress variable becomes

∇·(ηρuY)−∇·
(

η
λ

LeYcp

∇Y
)

= ηω̇Y . (5.2)

The momentum equation is extended with a solid-fluid interaction term to account for the
flow resistance of the porous medium:

∇·(ηρuu) = −∇(ηp)−∇·(ητ) + ηρg − RDFu. (5.3)
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Table 5.1. Properties of the combustion system used in the numerical simulation.

Property Symbol Value

Porosity η 0.8 –
Tortuosity τs 0.4 –
Conductivity λs 1.0 · 10−1 W m−1 K−1

Heat transfer coefficient αv 4.0 · 106 W m−3 K−1

Wall emissivity ε 0.4 –

The porous medium is assumed to be isotropic and its resistance is modelled by a Darcy-
Forchheimer equation

RDF =
µ

c1
+ c2ρ|u|, (5.4)

with the coefficients c1 = 3.0×10−9 m2 and c2 = 1.2×103 m−1 derived from experiments [7].
To include the gas-solid heat transfer inside the porous burner and radiative heat exchange
outside the foam, the enthalpy equation has been extended with two extra terms, viz.

∇·(ηρuh)−∇·
(

η
λ

cp
∇h

)
= ∇·(ηH)− αv (T − Ts) + Qrg, (5.5)

where Ts and T denote the temperature of the solid and gas phase, respectively. The second
term on the right-hand side of (5.5) accounts for the heat transfer between gas and solid
in the ceramic-foam burner with αv the volumetric heat transfer coefficient. Outside the
ceramic-foam burner this term is zero. The second extra term is a radiation term, Qrg,
which is only important outside the foam burner and accounts for the radiative heat transfer
due to gas radiation.

Inside the porous burner, an equation for the temperature Ts of the solid phase is solved.
The temperature Ts follows from the balance between conduction, gas-solid heat transfer
and radiative heat transfer Qrs in the porous region:

−∇·((1− η) τsλs∇Ts) = αv (T − Ts) + Qrs, (5.6)

with τs the tortuosity and λs the heat conduction coefficient of the solid phase. The proper-
ties of the ceramic foam used in the simulation are given in table 5.1.

5.3.2 Radiation

Radiation plays an important role in many combustion applications and is essential for ra-
diant surface burners. Moreover, since the radiative heat flux is proportional to T 4, radiative
heat transfer is very important in the high-temperature furnace considered here.

The radiation terms both inside and outside the ceramic foam (Qrg and Qrs in (5.5)
and (5.6), respectively) are determined with the Discrete-Transfer method developed by
Shah [80]. The Discrete-Transfer method is a ray-tracing technique, which calculates the
radiative transfer by integrating the radiative transfer equation along a predetermined set of
rays. In general, gas radiation is highly spectrally dependent. However, due to the required
computational effort needed to solve the complex spectral structure of gas radiation, the gas
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is assumed to behave as a gray gas with spectrally independent properties. The radiative
transfer equation for such a gray gas is given by

di′

d`
= −k(i′ − σS

π
T 4), (5.7)

which relates the local radiative intensity i′ to the path length `, the local absorption coef-
ficient k and the temperature of the gas phase. In (5.7), σS denotes the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant. The absorption coefficient used for the ceramic foam is 104 m−1 [47], while in the
hot flue-gas region an absorption coefficient of 0.46 m−1 is used. The constant absorption
coefficient of the flue gas is determined by calculating the emission in a single direction at
the mean beam length and a mean temperature by using the Edwards wide band model,
which includes the spectral information of gas radiation [24, 47]. In the ceramic-foam re-
gion the radiation originates from the solid phase and therefore, in this region, the temper-
ature Ts of the solid phase is used in (5.7) instead of the gas temperature. The radiant heat
flux qr is obtained after integration of the intensity i′ in direction Ω over all space angles:

qr =

∫
4π

i′Ω dω. (5.8)

The boundary surfaces are modelled as diffuse gray surfaces with an emissivity ε. The
net radiative heat flux for these surfaces is given by the difference between emission and
absorption:

qsurf = ε

(
σST

4 −
∫

2π

i′im cos θ dω

)
, (5.9)

where θ denotes the angle with the normal vector on the surface and ω a solid angle. The
intensity i′im of the radiation impinging on the surface is found by tracing rays back to their
origin and solving (5.7) over this path. The boundary condition for (5.7) at the origin is
found from the intensity i′or of the radiation leaving the originating surface:

i′or =
1− ε

π

∫
2π

i′im cos θ dω +
εσS

π
T 4. (5.10)

The source terms in the energy equation for the gas phase and the solid phase (Qrg and
Qrs) are determined from the difference between absorption and emission in the medium:

Qr = k

(∫
4π

i′dω − 4σST
4

)
. (5.11)

For the angular integral in (5.11), the intensities of the rays traced for the surface calcula-
tions are used. More details about the radiation model are given by Lammers [47].

5.3.3 Computational domain and boundary conditions

The computational domain is restricted to the hot, upper part of the furnace (see area en-
closed by dotted line in figure 5.1). Furthermore, the computational domain includes some
simplifications of the experimental set-up. First of all, the experimental set-up is described
using an axi-symmetric coordinate system. Because the actual flow into the plenum is not
axi-symmetric, the plenum is restricted to a height of 3 mm with a uniform inlet velocity at
the top. The thickness of the burner is reduced from 10 mm to 1 mm in order to minimize
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the number of small grid cells that is needed for an accurate radiation computation with
a high absorption coefficient. Due to the relatively low conductivity used for the ceramic-
foam burner, only the top layer is heated. A justification for this assumption is given by
Lammers [47]. The flow grid is a rectangular mesh of 80 grid cells in axial direction and 50
cells in radial direction, with refinements in the burner region, at the flame front and near
the walls. The radiation grid is constructed from the flow grid by combining multiple flow
cells to a single radiation cell.

At the inlet, the velocity vinlet = 7 cm s−1, temperature Tinlet = 300 K and mixture com-
position are prescribed. At the outlet, the pressure is prescribed and the normal derivatives
of all other variables are assumed to be zero. For the radiative computation both the inlet
and outlet of the furnace are treated as black surfaces (ε = 1) radiating at a temperature
of 300 K. At the furnace walls, the velocity and the species fluxes are zero. The boundary
condition for the enthalpy equation at the furnace wall is given by the heat flux through the
wall

qwall = −αs(Ti − Tair), (5.12)

with Ti the inner-wall temperature and Tair the temperature of the surrounding air. The heat
transfer coefficient αs contains contributions from conduction through the wall (indicated
by the conductivity λwall) and free convection (αc) and radiation (αr) at the outside of the
wall [49]:

αs =

[
ri

λwall
ln

ro

ri
+

ri

ro
(αc + αr)

]−1

, (5.13)

where ri and ro are the radii of the inner and outer wall, respectively. The temperature of
the outer wall can be derived from this boundary condition. The temperature of the water-
cooled heat exchanger is assumed to be 300 K. The furnace walls and the heat exchanger
are treated as diffuse gray surfaces with an emissivity of ε = 0.4.

The simulation has been performed by using the commercial flow solver package CFX-
4 from AEA Technology [11]. The Discrete-Transfer method is a standard model of CFX.
FGM has been implemented by means of user-defined subroutines. The computing time
for the simulation was approximately 15 hours on a Silicon Graphics R10000workstation. A
simulation with detailed chemistry appeared to be impossible, because the standard solver
of CFX-4 cannot deal with the stiffness of the equations.

The reduced chemistry computation has been performed with the same manifold as
used for the 2D test results in chapter 2. This manifold is based on the skeletal mechanism
listed in appendix A, which does not include NO chemistry. Therefore, NO emissions can-
not be predicted with this manifold. However, FGM can be applied to any reaction mech-
anism. So, if NO chemistry is included in the flamelet computations, it will be possible to
predict NO emissions by using FGM.

5.4 Results

The results of the numerical computation are shown in figure 5.2. The flow pattern is
indicated by streamlines and the temperature field is represented using gray scales. In the
figure it is shown that the burnt gases with a temperature of nearly 1700 K are cooled by
the walls and the heat exchanger and leave the combustion chamber with a temperature of
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Figure 5.2. Numerical results for temperature (gray scales) and streamlines (lines with
arrows).

approximately 1000 K. The flame itself is hardly visible, since it is only a millimeter thick
and because it is located very close to and partly within the burner. In order to visualize the
flame structure in more detail, temperature and YO profiles along the center axis (r = 0)
are plotted in figure 5.3 as function of the distance z to the burner. It shows clearly that the
small scales are resolved by the computation and that the combustion process starts within
the porous medium.

In the same figure the results for a pure 1D flame simulation with detailed chemistry [8]
are plotted. In this simulation the same equations as for the computation of the 2D flame
are solved. Only the modelling of the radiation terms is different. In the 1D model the
energy flux due to radiation within the ceramic foam is approximated with the Rosseland
diffusion equation [82], which is valid for an optically thick medium. The radiation term
Qrg in the 1D flame simulation is modelled by using the gray-medium approximation [13]
within the optical thin limit:

Qrg = 4kPσS(T
4 − T 4

air). (5.14)

The Planck mean absorption coefficient kP depends on the temperature and on the partial
gas pressures of CO2 and H2O. The simulation of the 1D flame is performed using detailed
chemical kinetics on a much finer grid than the computation of the 2D flame.

The results of the 1D flame can be compared with the profiles along the center axis,
because the flame at the center of the burner can be assumed to be 1D. It demonstrates
that the results of the temperature and species profiles computed with FGM are in good
agreement with the detailed chemistry computations of the 1D flame. The small difference
in temperature profile (and therefore in YO) is caused by the different treatment of radiation
and conduction in the ceramic foam and by the limitation of the manifold used. Since
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Figure 5.3. Temperature and YO profiles along the center axis. Symbols and lines
are used to represent FGM (2D) and detailed chemistry (1D) results, respectively. The
detailed chemistry results have been computed on a much finer grid.

the flame stabilizes deeply in the ceramic foam at low gas velocities, the deviation from
adiabatic flame behaviour is large in this region. The correlations between the species
and the enthalpy of the flame stabilized in the porous burner are therefore different than
those of 1D adiabatic flamelets used to construct the manifold. This may lead to different
reaction rates. However, since the main part of the reaction layer is located outside the
ceramic foam, the chemical source terms are not much different from those of an adiabatic
flamelet with the same enthalpy. Therefore, the stabilization of the flame is for this case
well predicted by FGM, resulting in temperature of the burnt gases that is only 1% lower
than the temperature computed with detailed chemistry.

The radial profiles of the temperature have been measured at 2.5 and 8 cm from the
burner surface and the results are shown in figure 5.4. At z = 2.5 cm the temperature
profile indicates the presence of a hot core with a radius comparable with the radius of the
burner and a colder region around it. Due to gas radiation, the temperature at the center
has decreased from 1700 K near the burner to 1600 K at z = 2.5 cm. At z = 8 cm the
maximum temperature is only 1350 K and the hot core cannot be distinguished any more.
It can be seen that the predicted temperatures correlate well with the experimental values.
The maximum difference between computational and experimental results is 75 K. The
main problem in the measurements is the uncertainty in the location of the thermocouple.
Due to this, the error in the measured temperatures is about 50 K.

In figure 5.5 the measured wall temperatures are compared with the computed results.
Both the temperatures measured at the inside and the outside of the wall coincide well
with the numerical results. The temperatures measured at z = 15 cm are outside the
computational domain. However, when the numerical results are extrapolated, they appear
to agree with the measurements.
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Figure 5.4. Radial profiles of the temperature at 2.5 and 8 cm from the burner surface.
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5.5 Conclusions

Due to the enormous reduction in computation time, FGM enables us to perform simu-
lations of combustion in more realistic burner systems. In this chapter, FGM has been
applied to a semi-practical burner system, which has been developed to study the perfor-
mance of ceramic-foam surface burners in a hot furnace. Although the geometry of the
furnace is not very complex, the stabilization of the flame on the porous burner in combi-
nation with the radiative heat transfer puts a high demand on computational power, which
prohibits the use of detailed chemistry.

The numerical results computed by using a FGM with one progress variable and the
enthalpy as additional controlling variable, agree well with temperature measurements.
Lammers [47] has investigated the influence of several simulation parameters on the final
result. He found that the influence of the emissivity of the walls is negligible. On the other
hand, the computed temperature profiles appeared to be more sensitive to the emissivity of
the heat exchanger and the gas-radiation model used. An increase of the emissivity of the
heat exchanger from 0.4 to 0.7 resulted in a temperature decrease of approximately 40 K
close to the heat exchanger. The use of a different gas-radiation model (gray-bands model)
had an even larger effect and led to a temperature decrease of nearly 100 K at z = 8.5 cm.
Close to the burner the variations are much smaller, because in this region the temperature
is mainly determined by chemistry and the stabilization of the flame.

The stabilization of the flame on the burner is modelled well by FGM, although some
small differences with detailed chemistry results for a 1D flame occur. The large pertur-
bation from local adiabatic behaviour in the porous region is the main reason for these
differences. This problem can be solved by increasing the dimension of the manifold. An
extra degree of freedom results in a more accurate description of the mixture composition
and thus the chemical source term near the preheat zone of the flame. Another way to
tackle this problem is to construct a manifold from 1D flames stabilized on ceramic-foam
surface burners. In this way the non-adiabatic effects in the burner are included in the
manifold.

Finally, we may conclude that FGM can be used to perform accurate and efficient sim-
ulations of the combustion process in this semi-practical burner system. The predicted
temperature profiles agree well with the thermocouple measurements. The results com-
puted with FGM can also be used to predict CO and NO emissions. Notice that the accu-
racy of FGM results is limited by the accuracy of the detailed reaction model: if simulations
with detailed chemistry cannot predict emissions correctly, FGM computations will not give
more accurate results. However, since species concentrations have not been measured yet
in this set-up, a comparison between predicted and measured emissions remains for the
future.
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Summarizing Conclusions

In this thesis the FGM method has been introduced and applied to (partially) premixed
laminar flames. FGM can be considered as a combination of two existing approaches:
the ILDM and the flamelet approach. FGM shares its basic assumption with flamelet ap-
proaches, but the implementation is very similar to ILDM. In high-temperature regions, in
which chemistry is dominant, the flamelets are attracted by the ILDM. Therefore, in regions
where the ILDM is attracting (and makes sense), the FGM is identical to the ILDM and it
will be attracting as well. In ’low’-temperature regions FGM is more accurate, because 1D
transport effects are taken into account. Therefore, less controlling variables are needed,
whichmakes it an efficient reductionmethod. Test results of burner-stabilizedmethane/air
flames indicate that only one progress variable plus the enthalpy are sufficient to reproduce
detailed chemistry simulations very well.

As in the ILDM method, the accuracy of FGM can be increased by adding more di-
mensions to the manifold. This distinguishes the FGM method clearly from conventional
flamelet methods, which consider only one progress variable. As shown in chapter 3, sim-
ulations of counterflow flames using a manifold with two progress variables yield more ac-
curate results than a 1D manifold. Multi-dimensional manifolds are created by solving the
flamelet equations for different initial conditions. Although there is a freedom of choice
in the initial composition, the choice is not crucial. This is confirmed by the results for
counterflow flames computed with two different 2Dmanifolds. Because the researcher has
to choose the initial conditions, the FGM method cannot be automated to the same degree
as ILDM. However, we want to emphasize that no detailed knowledge of the chemical pro-
cesses is needed by the user, and that FGM can be applied to any fuel mixture or reaction
mechanism. Moreover, new developments by Bongers et al. [6] might provide a similar
mathematical basis for FGM as there is for ILDM.

In chapter 3 flame stretch effects have been investigated by simulating premixed coun-
terflow flames. Flame stretch is together with flame curvature and transient effects one
of the most important perturbations from local 1D flamelet behaviour. A relation between
the mass burning rate of premixed laminar flames and flame stretch has been derived in
chapter 3. The numerical results for counterflow flames with Lewis numbers equal to 1
agree very well with this relation for mb. This not only holds for weak stretch, but for high
strain rates as well. When Lewis numbers unequal to 1 are used, differential diffusion ef-
fects in combination with flame stretch lead to variations in the enthalpy and element mass
fractions. For Lei = const these variations result in a significant extra change in the mass
burning rate as a function of the Karlovitz integral Ka.

In chapter 4 FGM has been applied to partially premixed flames. Triple flames have
been investigated by using detailed chemistry and FGM. In partially premixed flames vari-
ations in the mixture fraction occur. To account for changes in the mixture fraction, Z
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has been used in the manifold as an additional controlling variable. This procedure is in
fact similar to adding the enthalpy as variable to account for enthalpy changes in burner-
stabilized flames and to the additional controlling variable to account for differential dif-
fusion effects in counterflow flames. The structure of the different flame branches has
been studied by using a flamelet analysis. The influence of flame stretch on the local mass
burning rate in the premixed flame branches appeared to be significant and it cannot be
described by using weak-stretch assumptions. Flamelets in the trailing diffusion flame
have a similar structure as counterflow diffusion flames with the same scalar dissipation
rate. Because the mixing length for the flames studied in this work is relatively large, the
scalar dissipation rate is small and the heat release in the diffusion flame is 2 orders of
magnitude smaller than that in the premixed flame branches. To make the diffusion flame
more prominent and to really put FGM to a more stringent test, the mixture fraction gra-
dient should be increased. This could be realized, for instance, by applying the boundary
condition for the mixture composition closer to the premixed flame front.

Since the perturbations due to flame curvature and transient effects are not essentially
different than due to flame stretch, we expect that they can be treated in the same way. As
long as the length scale corresponding to the perturbation from ideal 1D flame behaviour
is larger than the reaction layer thickness, a FGM with one progress variable and additional
controlling variables to account for variations in the conserved variables will be sufficient.
When the reaction layer is disturbed, extra progress variables can be added to the manifold.
Therefore, it is expected that FGM can also be applied to turbulent flames in the so-called
thin reaction zones regime [64]. However, since the reaction layer must be resolved in
FGM, a large number of grid points is needed and the application for turbulent flames is
limited to simple configurations. To treat turbulent flames in more complex geometries,
time or space-averaged conservation equations should be used.

Besides accuracy, numerical efficiency is an important aspect of reduction methods.
The comparison of computation times of 1D flame simulations with FGM and detailed
chemistry has shown that a reduction of a factor of 50 can easily be reached. The reasons for
this speed up are: 1) a faster evaluation of the chemical source terms, 2) less conservation
equations to be solved, and 3) a reduction of the stiffness of the equations, which makes the
use of fast explicit solvers possible. The results also show that FGM is more accurate than
ILDM for the same number of dimensions. Therefore, less progress variables are needed
in FGM to reach the same accuracy, which makes the method more efficient. Furthermore,
due to the elimination of the fast time scales, the solution procedure becomes much more
stable and less sensitive to the initial guess. The initial field of the progress variable for
the Bunsen flames described in chapter 2, for instance, consisted of a binary distribution:
Y = 0 for y < 5 mm and Y = 1 for y ≥ 5 mm. Simulations with detailed chemistry need
a much more accurate initial field. The solution computed with FGM could provide an
accurate initial field for a detailed chemistry computation.

The enormous reduction of the computational cost makes it possible to treat more com-
plex burner systems. This is demonstrated in chapter 5, in which the combustion process
in a semi-practical furnace is simulated by using FGM. The predicted temperature pro-
files agreed well with measurements. A comparison with measured species concentrations
would be interesting. Especially, NO emissions are interesting from a designer’s point of
view. Since NO formation continues in the burnt mixture, it cannot be described accu-
rately by the progress variable Y , which is constant there (∇Y = 0). This problem can be
solved by including NO in the progress variable or by using a post-processing method [25],
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in which the NO chemistry is separated from the actual flame computation. However, it
is important to point out that the accuracy of any reduced reaction model is limited by the
accuracy of the detailed reaction mechanism.

Finally, it may be concluded that FGM can be used to perform accurate and efficient
numerical simulations of premixed or partially premixed laminar flames and that it can be
a useful tool for the design of clean and efficient burner systems.
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Nomenclature

Latin

A pre-exponential factor *
a applied strain rate s−1

C convection −
c enthalpy flux coefficient J m−1 s−1

cp specific heat J kg−1 K−1

cpi partial specific heat J kg−1 K−1

D diffusion −
D diffusion coefficient m2 s−1

Dij binary diffusion coefficient m2 s−1

Dim mixture-averaged diffusion coefficient m2 s−1

d stand-off distance m
Ea activation energy J
e unit vector −
F convective term in (3.1) kg m−1 s−1

F flux kg m−1 s−1

G diffusion flux in (3.1) kg s−1

G level set scalar −
g gravity m s−2

H enthalpy flux due to differential diffusion J m−2 s−1

h specific enthalpy J kg−1

hi partial specific enthalpy J kg−1

I unit tensor −
i radiative intensity J m−2 s−1

J Jacobian s−1

keq equilibrium constant *
K stretch rate s−1

k absorption coefficient m−1

kj reaction rate coefficient for reaction j *
kP Planck mean absorption coefficient m−1

Ka Karlovitz integral −
Ka Karlovitz number −
` path length m
Lx dimension of computational domain in x-direction m
Ly dimension of computational domain in y-direction m
Lei Lewis number −
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Mi species symbol −
[Mi] concentration of species i mol m−3

M mass kg
M̄ mean molar mass kg mol−1

Mi molar mass kg mol−1

Ma Mach number −
m mass burning rate kg m−2 s−1

Nav number of additional controlling variables −
Ncv total number of controlling variables −
Ne number of elements −
Np number of gridpoints −
Npv number of progress variables −
Nr number of reactions −
Ns number of species −
Nst number of steady-state relations −
n normal vector −
P multi-dimensional perturbations −
p pressure Pa
pamb ambient pressure Pa
Qh enthalpy transport along flame front J m−3 s−1

Qi species transport along flame front kg m−3 s−1

Qr radiation term J m−3 s−1

q heat flux J m−2 s−1

qr radiant heat flux J m−2 s−1

R chemical reaction −
R universal gas constant J mol−1 K−1

RDF resistance based on Darcy-Forchheimer equation kg m−3 s−1

rj reaction rate for reaction j mol m−3 s−1

r radial coordinate m
S chemical source term in (3.1) kg m−1 s−1

S transformation matrix −
si right eigenvector −
sL

i left eigenvector −
s arc length m
sL burning velocity m s−1

sP propagation speed m s−1

T temperature K
t time s
Ui diffusion velocity m s−1

u fluid velocity m s−1

uf flame surface velocity m s−1

u velocity in x-direction m s−1

V volume m3

v velocity in y-direction m s−1

Wi chemical source term s−1

w velocity in z-direction m s−1

wji mass fraction of element j in species i −
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x space coordinate m
Xi species mole fraction −
x space coordinate m
Y progress variable −
Yi species mass fraction −
y space coordinate m
Z mixture fraction −
Zj element mass fraction −
z space coordinate m

* The units of the reaction rate variables depend on the reaction order. The unit of the
pre-exponential factor depends on the reaction constant β as well.

Greek

αs surface heat transfer coefficient J m−1 s−1 K−1

αv volumetric heat transfer coefficient J m−3 s−1 K−1

β reaction constant −
∆ change −
δf flame thickness m
δm mixing length m
ε emissivity −
η porosity −
θ angle rad
κ curvature m−1

Λ diagonal matrix of eigenvalues s−1

λ heat conductivity J m−1 s−1 K−1

λi eigenvalue s−1

µ dynamic viscosity kg m−1 s−1

ν stoichiometric coefficient −
ξ collision efficiency −
ρ density kg m−3

σ surface m2

σS Stefan-Boltzmann constant J m−2 s−1 K−4

τ stress tensor kg m−1 s−2

τ tortuosity −
φ stoichiometry −
ϕ variable stored in database −
χ scalar dissipation rate s−1

ω̇i chemical source term kg m−3 s−1

ω̇T heat release J m−3 s−1

ω solid angle sr
Ω unit direction vector −
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Subscripts and superscripts

−∞ initial
b burnt
f forward
fu fuel
eq equilibrium
i inner layer
im impinging
ref reference
o stretchless
or originating
ox oxidizer
r reversed
s solid phase
st stoichiometric
u unburnt



AppendixA
Reaction Mechanism

The reaction mechanism used in this work as base mechanism, is obtained from refer-
ence [85]. This mechanism consists of 25 reversible reactions involving 16 species. In
table A.1 the different species are listed together with their molar mass and Lewis number.
The Lewis numbers are obtained by a least-squares fit on the mixture-averaged properties
[85]. Note that the effective Lewis number for N2 follows from the constraint (1.26). Be-
cause species with two or more C atoms are not considered, this mechanism is not suitable
for fuel-rich conditions.

The reactions and their rate parameters A, β and Ea are listed in table A.2. In some
reactions a third molecule is involved, which does not react itself, but it is essential for
the reaction to proceed. This third molecule, denoted by M, can be any species and its
concentration is given by

[M] =
Ns∑
i

ξi[Mi], (A.1)

where ξi are the so-called collision efficiencies. The efficiencies used in this reaction mech-
anism are: ξCH4 = 6.5, ξCO2 = 1.5, ξCO = 0.75, ξO2 = 0.4, ξH2O = 6.5, ξN2 = 0.4 and ξi = 1
for the other species.

Table A.1. The species involved in the reaction mechanism together with their molar
mass (gr mol−1) and Lewis number.

Species Mi Lei Species Mi Lei

CH4 16.043 0.97 H 1.008 0.18
CH3 15.035 1.00 O2 31.999 1.10
CH3O 31.035 1.30 O 15.999 0.70
CH2O 30.027 1.28 OH 17.007 0.73
HCO 29.019 1.27 HO2 33.007 1.10
CO2 44.010 1.39 H2O 18.015 0.83
CO 28.011 1.10 H2O2 34.015 1.12
H2 2.016 0.30 N2 28.013 −
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Table A.2. Reactions and their rate parameters. Units are mole, cm, s and K according
to conventions used in standard literature on combustion chemistry.

Reaction A β Ea/R

1 H + O2 
 OH + O 2.00 × 1014 0.0 8455
2 O + H2 
 OH + H 1.80 × 1010 1.0 4442
3 H2 + OH 
 H2O + H 1.17 × 109 1.3 1825
4 OH + OH 
 H2O + O 6.00 × 108 1.3 0
5 H + O2 + M 
 HO2 + M 2.30 × 1018 −0.8 0
6 H + HO2 
 OH + OH 1.50 × 1014 0.0 505
7 H + HO2 
 H2 + O2 2.50 × 1013 0.0 352
8 OH + HO2 
 H2O + O2 2.00 × 1013 0.0 503
9 CO + OH 
 CO2 + H 1.51 × 107 1.3 −382
10 CH4 
 CH3 + H 2.30 × 1038 −7.0 57550
11 CH4 + H 
 CH3 + H2 2.20 × 104 3.0 4404
12 CH4 + OH 
 CH3 + H2O 1.60 × 106 2.1 1238
13 CH3 + O 
 CH2O + H 6.80 × 1013 0.0 0
14 CH2O + H 
 HCO + H2 2.50 × 1013 0.0 2009
15 CH2O + OH 
 HCO + H2O 3.00 × 1013 0.0 601
16 HCO + H 
 CO + H2 4.00 × 1013 0.0 0
17 HCO + M 
 CO + H + M 1.60 × 1014 0.0 7398
18 CH3 + O2 
 CH3O + O 7.00 × 1012 0.0 12910
19 CH3O + H 
 CH2O + H2 2.00 × 1013 0.0 0
20 CH3O + M 
 CH2O + H + M 2.40 × 1013 0.0 14500
21 HO2 + HO2 
 H2O2 + O2 2.00 × 1012 0.0 0
22 H2O2 + M 
 OH + OH + M 1.30 × 1017 0.0 22900
23 H2O2 + OH 
 H2O + HO2 1.00 × 1013 0.0 906
24 OH + H + M 
 H2O + M 2.20 × 1022 −2.0 0
25 H + H + M 
 H2 + M 1.80 × 1018 −1.0 0



AppendixB
An Alternative Way to Create
Multi-Dimensional Manifolds

In section 2.2.2 it is explained how a multi-dimensional manifold can be constructed by
solving the flamelet equations (2.16)-(2.18) for different initial compositions. An alterna-
tive way to add an extra dimension to the manifold, is to include additional terms in the
flamelet equations. Here we give two examples.

In section 3.4.1, compared to the theory a small relative increase is observed in the
mass burning rate of counterflow flames with Lei = 1 at high strain rates. This effect
is related to the boundary condition at the stagnation plane, which causes radicals in the
burnt gases, such as H, O and OH, to diffuse upstream. Due to the higher concentration of
radicals in the reaction zone, the reaction rates increase and, therefore, the mass burning
rate increases. To capture this effect using FGM, a manifold is created using a series of
flamelets computed with an artificially enhanced reaction rate for the reaction H2 → 2H,
which is realized by increasing the reaction constant. This specific reaction is used, because
the radical concentrations appear to be very sensitive to its reaction rate. Since the element
mass fraction and the enthalpy are unchanged and the reverse reaction rate is computed
using the equilibrium constant, the equilibrium mixture remains the same.

The series of flamelets with different amounts of radicals in the reaction layer, is used to
construct a 2Dmanifold. The mass fraction of H is chosen as the second progress variable,
because relatively the largest variations occur in YH. Besides solving an equation for Y , a
second conservation equation is solved for YH. The mass burning rates computed using
this 2D FGM are displayed in figure B.1. It can be observed that the additional effect on
the mass burning rate is modelled and that the results of the detailed computations are
reproduced almost exactly. It should be noted that this 2D manifold is successful, because
it is known beforehand (from detailed computations) which effects must be included in
the manifold. If it is necessary, in general, to carry out a detailed chemistry computation
in order to generate the correct FGM afterwards, this is certainly not a very promising
solution. However, in many applications the most important perturbations are known or
can be found without performing the detailed chemistry calculation.

The secondmanifold, which is generated by including an additional term in the flamelet
equations, is created for counterflow flames with Lei = const. In section 3.4.3 it has been
explained how variations in Zj and h can be accounted for using a manifold constructed of
flamelets with different initial compositions. Another way to create such a 2D manifold, is
to include a stretch term in the flamelet equations. Since the main perturbation in counter-
flow flames is flame stretch and because K = a in case of weak stretch, a constant-stretch
term is included in the flamelet equations. This set of equations is then solved for a series
of stretch rates: K = 0, 100, 200 s−1, etc. The resulting set of flamelets is parametrized
by the progress variable Y and the element mass fraction ZH, which is the most suitable
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Figure B.1. Scaled mass burning rate as function of the Karlovitz integral for Lei = 1.
Full line: detailed; dotted line: 1D FGM; solid symbols: 2D FGM.
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Figure B.2. Scaled mass burning rate as function of the Karlovitz integral for Lei =
const . Full line: detailed; dashed line: 1D FGM; dotted line: 2D FGM C; symbols: 2D
FGM constructed using stretched flamelets.
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second progress variable because it changes the most. For ZH a conservation equation is
solved, which is very similar to (2.34). The mass burning rates computed using this 2D
FGM are plotted in figure B.2 as function of Ka. Since variations in Zj and h are taken into
account, the detailed results can be reproduced for weak stretch. Again, at higher strain
rates the stagnation plane influences the results and higher-order stretch effects become
important.
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Abstract

Numerical simulations of combustion processes using detailed chemical models are very
time consuming. Therefore, several methods to simplify the description of the reaction
kinetics have been developed during the last decades. The main part of these methods is
based on the assumption that most chemical processes in a flame have a much smaller
time scale than the flow time scale. These assumptions, however, give poor approximations
in the ’colder’ regions of a flame, in which transport processes are also important.

In this thesis a new method is presented, which can be considered as a combination
of two existing approaches to speed up flame calculations, i.e. the flamelet and manifold
approach. This newmethod, referred to as the Flamelet-Generated Manifold (FGM) method,
shares the idea with flamelet approaches that a multi-dimensional flamemay be considered
as a set of one-dimensional flames. The implementation, however, is typical for manifold
methods: a low-dimensional manifold in composition space is constructed, and the mix-
ture composition is described by a small number of so-called controlling variables. The
thermo-chemical variables are stored in a database, which can be used in subsequent flame
simulations. During the flame simulation conservation equations have to be solved for the
controlling variables only.

In the FGMmethod amanifold is generated by solving a set of one-dimensional flamelet
equations. The solutions, called flamelets, are used to construct the manifold. Like in other
manifold methods, the dimension of the manifold can be increased to satisfy a desired
accuracy. Since the major parts of convection and diffusion processes are present in one-
dimensional flamelets, the FGMmethod is more accurate in the ’colder’ zones of premixed
flames than reduction methods based on local chemical equilibria. Test results of one- and
two-dimensional methane/air flames show that detailed chemistry computations are repro-
duced very well by using a FGM with only one progress variable apart from the enthalpy
to account for energy losses. Due to the application of the FGM method, the computation
time has been reduced by a factor of 50 in one-dimensional flames demonstrating the enor-
mous potential of the method. For two-dimensional flames the computational gain is even
larger.

The influence of disturbances from ideal one-dimensional premixed flame behaviour
has been studied systematically. Flame stretch and curvature, for instance, play an im-
portant role in multi-dimensional flames, because they can have a large influence on the
mass burning rate of premixed flames. Since a FGM is constructed using flat stretchless
flamelets, these multi-dimensional effects are not included in the manifold. To investi-
gate the influence of flame stretch, premixed counterflow flames have been modelled with
both detailed chemistry and the FGMmethod. The mass burning rate of these counterflow
flames has been analyzed and compared with theory. A good agreement is found between
numerical results and theory. The results also show that the main effect of flame stretch
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on the mass burning rate is reproduced by a one-dimensional FGM. Small remaining ef-
fects due to differential diffusion, can be accounted for by increasing the dimension of the
manifold.

Inmany industrial applications combustion occurs under partially premixed conditions.
To account for changes in the mixture fraction, which occur in partially premixed systems,
the mixture fraction is added to the FGM as an additional controlling variable. So-called
triple flames have been simulated for different mixture fraction gradients using both de-
tailed chemistry and the FGM method. Triple flames are believed to play an essential role
in flame propagation in partially premixed mixtures. The structure and propagation of
triple flames have been studied by using a flamelet analysis. The influence of flame stretch
on the mass burning rate appears to be significant in these flames. The results of detailed
chemistry and FGM computations agree very well, because the length scales of the mixture
fraction variations are much larger than the reaction layer thickness.

Due to the enormous reduction in computation time, the FGM method allows us to
model more complex combustion systems. To investigate whether efficient and accurate
simulations of realistic combustion systems are possible with the FGM method, a simula-
tion of laminar combustion on a ceramic-foam burner in a radiating furnace has been pre-
sented. The results have been compared with temperaturemeasurements. The good agree-
ment between numerical predictions and measurements indicates that the FGM method
provides a useful tool for the design process of clean and efficient combustion systems.



Samenvatting

Het gebruik van gedetailleerde reactiemodellen voor de numerieke simulatie van verbran-
dingsprocessen vergt lange rekentijden. Daarom zijn gedurende de laatste decennia ver-
schillende methoden ontwikkeld om de beschrijving van de reactiekinetiek te vereenvou-
digen. Het grootste deel van deze methoden is gebaseerd op de aanname dat de meeste
chemische processen in een vlam een veel kleinere tijdschaal hebben dan de stromings-
verschijnselen. Deze aanname leidt echter tot een slechte benadering van de samenstelling
van het mengsel in de ’koudere’ delen van een vlam, waar transportprocessen ook belang-
rijk zijn.

In dit proefschrift wordt een nieuwe methode geïntroduceerd die gezien kan worden
als een combinatie van twee reeds bestaande benaderingen om simulaties van vlammen
te versnellen: de flamelet en manifold benadering. Deze nieuwe methode, die Flamelet-
Generated Manifold (FGM) wordt genoemd, deelt de gedachte met de flamelet benade-
ring dat een meer-dimensionale vlam beschouwd kan worden als een verzameling één-
dimensionale vlammen. De implementatie is echter typisch voor manifold methoden: een
laag-dimensionaal manifold in de compositieruimte wordt geconstrueerd en de samen-
stelling van het mengsel wordt beschreven met een klein aantal zogenaamde controle-
variabelen. De thermochemische variabelen worden opgeslagen in een database, die ver-
volgens gebruikt kan worden voor simulaties van vlammen. Tijdens de simulatie hoeven
alleen behoudsvergelijkingen voor de controle-variabelen te worden opgelost.

In de FGM methode wordt een manifold gegenereerd door een set één-dimensionale
vergelijkingen op te lossen. De oplossingen, die flamelets worden genoemd, worden ge-
bruikt om het manifold te creëren. Net als in andere manifold methoden kan de di-
mensie van het manifold vergroot worden om een gewenste nauwkeurigheid te bereiken.
Aangezien convectie- en diffusieprocessen aanwezig zijn in één-dimensionale vlammen,
is de FGM methode nauwkeuriger in de ’koudere’ gebieden van een voorgemengde vlam
dan methoden die gebaseerd zijn op lokaal chemisch evenwicht. Testresultaten van één-
en twee-dimensionale methaan/lucht vlammen tonen aan dat berekeningen met gede-
tailleerde reactiemodellen zeer goed gereproduceerd kunnen worden met behulp van een
FGM met slechts één voortgangsvariabele. Door het gebruik van de FGM methode is de
rekentijd voor één-dimensionale vlammen met een factor 50 gereduceerd, wat de enorme
kracht van de methode aantoont. Voor twee-dimensionale vlammen is de winst nog groter.

De invloed van afwijkingen van zuiver één-dimensionaal voorgemengd gedrag is sys-
tematisch bestudeerd. Flame stretch (vlamrek) en flame curvature (vlamkromming) bijvoor-
beeld spelen een belangrijke rol in meer-dimensionale vlammen, omdat ze een grote in-
vloed op de verbrandingssnelheid kunnen hebben. Omdat het FGM gegenereerd is met be-
hulp van vlakke ongerekte vlammen, bevat het manifold deze meer-dimensionale effecten
niet. Om de invloed van vlamrek te onderzoeken, zijn voorgemengde stagnatievlammen
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gemodelleerd met zowel gedetailleerde chemie als FGM. De verbrandingssnelheid van
deze stagnatievlammen is geanalyseerd en vergelekenmet een theoretische benadering. De
numerieke resultaten komen goed overeen met deze theorie. De resultaten tonen ook aan
dat het belangrijkste effect van vlamrek op de verbrandingssnelheid wordt gereproduceerd
met een één-dimensionaal FGM. Kleine overige effecten door differentiële diffusie kunnen
meegenomen worden door de dimensie van het manifold te verhogen.

In veel industriële toepassingen vindt verbranding plaats onder gedeeltelijk voorge-
mengde condities. Om de variaties in de mengselverhouding, die optreden in gedeeltelijk
voorgemengde systemen, mee te kunnen nemen, wordt de mengselverhouding toegevoegd
aan het FGM als een extra variabele. Voor verschillende gradiënten in de mengselverhou-
ding zijn zogenaamde triple flames gesimuleerd met een gedetailleerd reactiemodel en met
de FGM methode. Van triple flames wordt gedacht dat ze een essentiële rol spelen in de
voortplanting van vlammen in gedeeltelijk voorgemengdemengsels. De struktuur en voort-
planting van triple flames zijn bestudeerd met behulp van een flamelet analyse. De invloed
van vlamrek op de verbrandingssnelheid blijkt significant te zijn in deze vlammen. De
resultaten van berekeningen met gedetailleerde chemie en met de FGM methode komen
zeer goed overeen, omdat de lengteschaal van de variaties in de mengselverhouding veel
groter is dan de dikte van de reactielaag.

Door de enorme afname van de rekentijd maakt de FGM methode het mogelijk om
meer complexe verbrandingssystemen te simuleren. Om te onderzoeken of efficiënte en
nauwkeurige simulaties van vlammen in realistische verbrandingsinstallatiesmogelijk zijn
met de FGM methode, is een berekening van laminaire verbranding op een keramische
schuimbrander in een stralende verbrandingskamer gepresenteerd. De resultaten zijn
vergeleken met temperatuurmetingen. De goede overeenkomst tussen de numerieke voor-
spellingen en de metingen toont aan dat de FGMmethode een bruikbaar stuk gereedschap
is voor het ontwerpproces van schone en zuinige verbrandingsinstallaties.
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